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CONFERENCE OPENING
David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. For our last conference we were obliged, mainly for

technical reasons, to drag you as far as the New York Hilton. | am sorry to haveto say that next
May it will be our painful duty to insist that you accompany us to Venice. Once in a while,
however, we do try to make things easy for you, so here we are, in up-town Birmingham,
offering, particularly to those of you who arrived by train, an unguided tour of the world s
largest nuclear fallout shelter

Since we started the work of the Butler Cox Foundation, one common thread which has run
through all our deliberations has been the role of the management services director and the

function of managementservicesitself. It is a critical role for a number of reasons; perhaps the

most obvious is the one which was brought home to me a few years ago, when | was watching

a political leader give a talk. He asked a rhetorical question: Why do | stress the role of the navy
in defence? And a voice from the audiencecalled out, Because you are in Devonport! Why
do | stress the role of management services? Obviously because mostof the people in this room

work in management services and are concerned about its future role.

But I think there is also a corporate reason why the role of management servicesis a critical one.

In Butler Cox & Partners, we can judge from the numberof requests that we receive to mount

seminars, discussions, training meetings for the boards of directors of our client companies,
that interest in the management services function at the highest level in companies has, for the

last two years or so, been rising and | think will continue to do so.

Perhapsit is a judgment on those of us who work in management services that this interest in

the subject at top managementlevel possibly owes more to television directors such as Edwyn
Goldwyn, who made the film Now the Chips are Down, and to the late Chris Evans whose
television series The Mighty Micro is now being shown in Britain. Perhapsit is a judgment on us
that their awareness probably owes more to those gentlemen than it does to us.
Anyway, the awareness of the importance of management services at the top level in
companiesis there, and it is growing. The question is: how do wedeal with it? How do we
exploit it? How do welearn to bring together the unique blend of technical, economic and
human factors which is required to provide effective systems for our organisations. We hope
that the agenda put together for this conferencereflects the importance of those three aspects:
the technical, the economic and the human.
In opening the conference, | should like to offer you some brief lines of guidance. Wein Butler

Cox & Partners have a notice board in our office. It sometimes reminds me of the walls in the
Great Square in Peking in that what you put up on the notice board seems to reflect gusts of
philosophy and opinion within the company and also the popularity of the management. |
pinched this from our notice board because | thought it might be useful to you. It is 15 lines of
guidance to a project manager and | think they also apply to a management servicesdirector.

1: You cannot produce a baby in one month by impregnating nine women.
2: The same work under the same conditions will be estimated differently by ten different

estimators or one estimator at ten different times.

3: The most useful and least used word in a project manager s vocabularyis . . .
4: You can trick someone into committing to an unreasonable target but you can t bully him
into meeting it.
5: The more ridiculous the deadline the moreit costs to try to meetit.

6: The more desperate the situation the more desperate the situatee.
7: Too few people on a project can t solve the problems; too many create more than they solve.

8: You can freeze the user's specifications but he won t stop expecting them.

9: Frozen specifications and the abominable snowman arealike: they are both myths and they
both melt when sufficient heat is supplied.

10: The conditions attached to a promise are forgotten and the promise is remembered.

11: What you don t know hurts you.

12: A user will tell you anything you ask about; nothing more.

13: Of several possible interpretations of a communication, the least convenient is the
correct

one.

14: What is not on paper has not been said.

15: Parkinson and Murphy are alive and well

and living in your project.

Weare going to begin the conference with a summary of some ofthe
factors influencing the
role of management services. To present this summary wehaveaskedth
e partner in Butler Cox
and Partners who is responsible both for the conduct of the
research which goesinto the
Foundation reports and also for the conduct of research elements that
go into our consultancy
projects, Tony Gunton.
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Ladies and gentlemen, what| should like to achieve in this presentation is to whet your appetite
for the feast to come. Most of our speakers at this conference are not now management
services people, although | suspect that most of them were pretty near to or actually in the

environment for at least part of their careers. One or two of our speakers who are actually right
in the thick of the action. My viewisreally the first of the outside views of management services

based both on the sort of information that our research is turning up and also on some of our
corporate views on the technology and systemspossibilities, and so on.
To summarise the position of management services or, more particularly, of data processing
which despite the talk of other systems of one kind or another is still the major part of the

management service effort of most organisations

it seemsto us that data processing is facing

a crisis of disappointed expectations. It is not necessarily that data processing is not tending to

deliver anything of value, it is more that users do not perceive the value to the degree that one

might hope. Users perhaps understand that they are getting something of quality but, for
various reasons, they feel that they are not getting the quality that they are entitled to expect.

Retailers often say that the customeris alwaysright. | think that in the DP context what that

means is that the user s disappointed expectations have to be met, regardless of the basic value

of whathe is being given.

If you putthis crisis of disappointed expectations together with the fact that the role of management services is expected to broaden
and one aspectof that, the possible role of manage-

ment services in office automation is what Michael Zisman will be talking about later
and if
you also couple the limited credibility of management services with the pressure on
management services to enter into new fields, you can see that some choices need to be made

and some priorities need to be set.

In this presentation | will try to present convergence, which is really what weare talking about,
in system terms, to try to suggest a way that the choices can be approached systematically
rather than on an ad hoc basis. Just to summarise what | am trying to say about the position of
managementservices, | imagine that many people are fed up with those who makeclever

comments about data processing becauseit is something that data processing hasto live with,
but when | was preparing this talk | noticed one that seemed particularly apposite. The
comment was: Getting involved with our data processing departmentis like elephants mating:
everything takes place at a very high level and the results take years to appear.

In fact that comment seemsto me to put its finger right on the real problems in data processing.
Firstly as mostusersseeit, there is a remoteness about the whole operation, and secondly, that
DP is notreally able to deliver the goods in the quantity and in the time that users would like.
Taking thatas a starting point, | should like to try to develop it to see where that might be taking
us and what impact the new influences on the situation might have.

| should like to run quickly over the major issues facing managementservices as we see them. |

have divided this into four sections. First, | should like you to note that the scope of the

responsibilities that

management

services might take on itself is very
wide, and that itself represents a
great danger. One could saythat as
people tend to belittle what man-

agement services doesfor them, at

the same time events require management services to addressitself

to a whole range of issues. And
some of these issues are new and

some of them, for one reason or

another, have not
important before.

seemed

too

Management services battleground
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Under the people heading, there is
the obvious question of systems
productivity. My own view is that
it is not so much that productivity in the systems environment is poor, but just
that it is not sufficient to meet the demands that are being placed on it
which | supposein the end comesto

the same thing.

Thenthereis the question of skills. We have lotof skilled people in
DP, | am sure of that. The

question is whethertheyreally have the right skills and whether they can be
re-trained for the
new tasks that management services might be planning to take on. Some
ofthe later speakers

will deal with particular aspects of that, such as Millard Collins on
O & M. This question is something that goesall the way up to management level
weare nottalking just about Indians with

new skills. As one of the later speakers will, | believe, show, the data
processing manager and
presumably also his boss, will need to learn new skills and
new attitudes.

Under organisation, the scope of managementservices
is tending to expand. If convergence
means anything, it must mean that some group has a co-ordi
nating role within the convergent

areas that weare talking about. DP is the mainstay of operations
so far; but what about telecommun
ications and office systems? Whether or not these
are the province of

management
services is really the issue that we are trying to address here.
Later today, John Pollard is going
to talk about telecommunications which, although it is a part
of DP, perhaps has not yet

impacted management services to the extent that
it might do in the near future.

Secondly, there is the question of who does what. At the momen
tthe apparent entry costs into
systems in general are low for almost everybody concerned.
Suppliers can get into the business

fairly easily because they can buy components cheapl
y. The range ofskills and the amount of
investment suppliers need in order to couple these things
together into something that lookslike

a reasonable system arefar less than if they wantto getinto
manufacturing. Equally, users

have
accessto this range of suppliers of cheap equipmentand
for them, too, the entry costs are very
low. This raises the question of just whatthe interfa
ce should be between management services
who traditionally have supplied systems and the
users who are the consumers.
Third, environment. Data processing, right from its beginn
ings, has steadily been working

outwards towards the users, but now office systems probably have begun to force the pace and
to makeit clear that if systems are to be successful at all, they must be face to face systems,
delivered right to the user's door. This means that when weare designing these systems we are

forced to take account of human factors. We can no longer rely on some kind of buffer between

the people who are using the services that we are supplying and the production shop itself. This
buffer is convenient in many ways. It means that wecan iron out the little idiosyncrasies of the
real world to deliver to our production shop in the form that is convenient. Once that buffer is
taken away there is a new element to the design of systems. Ken Eason will be talking
specifically about human factors in systems design later today.
Perhaps events in this country will give the lie to this, but there have been signs that the

legislative environment and the industrial relations environment are becoming much more

difficult to deal with, and that systems need to take account of them. Many commentators have
suggested that weare on the verge of a post-industrial society when the pressures that we work

under are very different and also that social factors will perhaps increasingly influence both the

way that we put systems together and what we ask them to do.

Fourth and finally, technology. The way that | see the technology at present is that it presents a
problem of choice. Generally, for a given systems problem, the question that you need to ask is
not Whereshall | get it? but How doesit fit? . If | choose this option rather than that, how
does that affect what | have already and where doesit take me? If you are looking for a
particular piece of technology for a particular problem, generally speaking you have a choice
provided that you look round for it. But maybe the difficulty is in deciding what the implications
of that choice are. That is an issue that | want to take up in more detail in the remainder of this
presentation.
The important thing is, first, to be aware of the alternatives that are available at present. There
always have been alternatives to the middle of the road products, but perhaps previously they

have lacked credibility and have not obviously been cost effective. It seems to me that now,

moreoften than not, the alternatives that previously were quite rightly looked on asa bit off-

beat and rather risky, typically are both credible and cost effective.

One example of those is Xibus which Mike Bevan is going to talk about later this morning. | will

leave it to you to judge for yourselves how credible and potentially cost effective you find that.
But, in general, | think that one can saythatthere is a range of alternatives and theyare credible

ones; and they need to be evaluated and used where appropriate. | am really saying that you no

longer need to think of yourself as being adventurous if you go beyond the obvious choices,
because the obvious choices

just because they are obvious

for that reason alone, solid and reliable choices.

That brings me to the theme ofthis

talk, which is how weare to make

senseof these choices. | should like
to start from a fairly simple model
of the information system. | have
divided this model into three main
functional sections: processing,
communications and access. | want
to make it clear at the start that to
a

fe

see processing as DP, communications as telecommunications, and

access as office automation, gives
a false view of the model, although

it is easy to view it that way. These

are not necessarily any more,

Information systems functions

a

)

File (Database) management

Process management

Commuicaos

_Data transport

Network management

Terminal management

Man/Machineinterface

functions are all functions that DP has to concernitself with, and does concern itself with, in its
present systems.

That does not necessarily mean that all the aspects of information systems need to be automa-

tic. Where westarted from
all the tasks represented here, processing which involves us in
dealing with the information, getting it into the form that we need it, manipulating it and so on,
is something that has always been done. We have always had geographical distances over

which to feed the information. We have always had to take account ofthe fact that people will
need access to this information

which, after all, is really the only reason for having the

information system there in the first place. So really, in all these areas, we have a choice of
whether weare going to do these things manually or automatically.

The arrowsindicate the interfaces in which we then getinvolved. Thereis the physical interface
between the processing function and the access function, and the communication system
that

Carries the information about the organisation. We also have logical interface across the
top
between processing and access. Clearly, to provide access to the information with which we
are

dealing, we need to coordinate the methods we use to get it in and we needto
organise the
methods weuse to getit out. That is what the yellow arrow across the top
means.

Across the bottom you can see some examples of the sort of function
s that are actually involved

in DP: processing, file management, database management, process
management, deciding
what we want to do with the information, and so on. Also, communications
data transport,
network management. And on the access side, we have to manage
the terminals themselves
that people useto get into the systems and wehave to deal with the
interface with the people
who are actually using the terminals.

Before | develop this theme further, | want to have a quick look
at the skills which are involved in
each of these areas, in setting up these information systems
. Again, | have given examples
from DP of the sortof skills that we
need to ask our staff to apply in
these different areas. The impor-

tant point that | want to make here

is that there are different skills involved in each of these areas. They
are not only different, but many

Information systems skills

specialists have suggestedthat per-

haps the skills in each area are so
different that they require different
types of people to do these tasks.
So we are not necessarily able to
push our pool of staff outinto all of

these areas and expect them to per-

form these tasks after re-training.

Maybe it means that different types
of people need to be involved in

DBMS

Systemssoftware

Program development

Traffic analysis

Software

Telecommunications

Systemsanalysis

Ergonomics

Usertraining

these various areas.

That raises the question of whether management servi
cesitself can reasonably expect to maintain all of these skills; and if it cannot, which of theses
kills it should choose to maintain. What
are the key skills that you need to have in order to
operate satisfactorily in the information

systems business of the present and then of
the future?

Before | develop this model further, | want to look
at how the mainframe has developed.
Broadly, one could summarise the development
of the mainframe
which is the workhorse of
data processing, and | suspect will remain so for
some time
and say that progressively it has

movedits influence out from the processing section
which is the reason that weputit in first
of all
into communications, in a fairly Mickey Mousefashion initially. We put things out there
so that people could get in, but it

was not much morethan a pipeline
into our processing systems.

Development of the mainframe

More recently, we have put more
power in the access area, with intelligent terminals and so on. | talk

about it as though it was a recent
development, but on-line systems
that cover all of these areas have
been in place for some considerable

time. The point that | should like to

make about all this is that our

research indicates that the degree

1

2

3

of satisfaction users have with the
services that are offered tends to
decrease the more remote those
services are. That is a generalisation, of course; and by remoteness| am talking not only about
geographical remoteness, but also about remoteness compoundedofall kinds of things apart
from how far away you happen to be from the equipment doing all the work. (In fact, the
experience many of you probably had in checking into the hotel last night showed just how
remote a local system can be.)

Going back to what | said right at the beginning, there is a clear sense of the remoteness of

these services at present, coupled with an awarenessof the value of the systems. The users to
whom wetalked in our survey and who filled in questionnaires are able, within a very short
spaceoftime, to say, | am overcharged. The service is hopeless , and then say, As far as the

future is concerned, | see a continuing expansion in my use of computer-based services.

So

there is an obvious conflict there. It seems to us to suggest that users do notperceive the value
of these services, because of all kinds of factors arising from the way that the services are
presented. The services are perceived as being remote, and this causes user frustration,
dissatisfaction and so on, which tends to obscure the clear understanding that the business in
many cases cannot operate without those services.

What| am leading up to is the question that | should like you to consider, which is whether this
progressive development through which we have seen the mainframe take us is really the
direction that information systems should be taking. This really reflects the ability of the

technology to cope with these things. It has found its way outwards as we develop the system
skills and the equipment to cope with thesedifferent environments

processing, communica-

tions and access. The question is: Is the technology leading us astray now? Hasit taken us so
far and evolved in a quite natural waysofar as its own capabilities were concerned, and should

we now notbe attempting to evolve any further? Should we belooking for a revolution in the

way that our systems operate rather than a continuation of this evolution which, as | have
suggested, is not apparently coping at this time with the problems out at the access end
whichis the sharp end and the aspect of these systems that determines how the people using
them perceive their value?

Wehave seen something akin to a revolution in data processing itself, and that is distributed
processing. If | can represent distributed processing on this same model, this slide seems
to me to summarise what distributed processing means. | think that people are trying to decouple the access to systems from the processing. What that means is that, firstly, because we
are putting more power out this end
autonomous power that can copeflexibly with the
demandsof users
clearly we improve accessto the facilities. Also, we reduce the need for
communications.

The cost to us is interface problems between the processing
typically now carried out on a
centralised basis
and the access systems
the devices that we are putting out at the sharp end.
This issomething that has been going

Buia aommedtiene:

In talking to people who are imple-

Distributed processing

menting this type of system, | get the
impression thatthis is a very pragmatic response to the userdissatisfac-

tion that | was talking about earlier.

Clearly this has been perceived as a
problem, as something that DP has
not been doing too well, and distri-

butedprocessing is a very pragmatic

Benefits - Better access
Less communications

responsetoit.

Cost - Interface problems

Why I callit pragmatic is because, ina
sense, it really goes againstthe grain.

The thing about this development of
the mainframethat| talked aboutearlier is that
it really pushed the integrated system progressiv
ely
Out to the users. It meant that as we pushed
the power of the information system out towar
ds
the
user, we werestill able

to control the whole environment: westill had an
integrated system.
Whatdistributed processing doesis to start chopping
the thing up. Soin that senseit very much goes
against the trendin

data processing from its earliest days. | suspe
ctthat that probably is the aspect of
distributed processing that worries a lot of
DP and managementservices people. Their
worryis
summarised by the yellow line across the top.
The worry is that, by doing this and improving
the
access systems, wewill start to lose a lot of
what we have built up over the years in our
proce
ssing
systems. Wewill get noise on this interface,
or possibly even go off altogether. We will
lose the ability
to get some kind of synergy between the
information systems that we have built
up
and the user
facilities that we are putting in at the same
time.

The question thatarises is whether the DP indus
try can be expectedto pull itself together and
give us
the best of both the mainframe world and the
distributed processing world; to give us the
ability to
Before trying to answer that question, | should like to present what
seems to me to be happening to software and, in more general terms to
systems, at the present time. What
seems to me to be happening is that,
as wehavebuilt up these integrated
systems, we have learnt how they
best needto operate, as we have perfected them, and as result of the
very nature of integrated systems
themselves, we have built a great
3
ee e e
ie
deal ofinflexibility into the systems.
That, as much as anything, is where
users feel that our mainframe-based

systems areatfault.

The DP industry's resp

The softwarevicious circle

Integration

Inflexibility
Complexity

Software
to reduce

techniques

onse to that inflexibility has been to
use various software techniques
designed to build the flexibility back in. In
theory that is all veryfine. Unfortunately,
we then get

very complex software systems. Complexity itself is a form of inflexibility. If we couple the
complexity of the integrated software systems that are being implemented today with the
shortage of skills, it leads us directly into a vicious circle. If the flexibility is there and we do not
have the people to exploit it, then effectively it is not there at all.
| am not necessarily suggesting that software and systems technology is not making any
progress. Perhaps what | am suggesting is that we might be getting towards the limit of what

wecan do with our integrated systems; that we are making them totally unmanageable if we try
to go forward much further.
There are two waysin which we might try to get out of this vicious circle. The first would be
through some kind of technical breakthrough in software technology, or in the way that people
design systems. Probably many of
our suppliers would like us to

believe that that will happen, but |

for one would
not: stake my job on
:

such a thing coming about.

The otherpossibility is that we deliberately opt for a lower level of integration in the systems that we implement. Here again | suspect that

our traditional supplier would not
be so keen on that way out, and
probably neither would be many of

our technical managers who thrive

on the sort of systems that | have

been talking about.
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So far, | have talked about data processing only. | should like to add on to that some com-

ments about office systems. First, may | remind you of the way that David Butler presented

office systems at the New York

conference. In no senseis it a total

departure from what has been

going on before. It is a way of
making up for the deficiencies of

systems in the DP environment,
with limited connectivity between
them, nor an ideal interface with
the people who haveto use them. |
think that the same is true of the
communications systems that we

have in place today. The office

systems are there for these people
in the middle who have been using
these processing and communica-
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tions systems for some time and
have found their way round mostof
the deficiencies. But now it appears that we have the technology available to address these
deficiencies and to make the jobs of the men in the middle there, in offices, little easier.

If we look at office system in terms of the information systems model, quite genuinely it adds a
new dimension to the systems problem. Wehavevarious new functionsin these different areas.

Presumably at some stage we are going to process documents as well as data, although in a
sense DP always has handled documents. Afterall, an invoice is something that you stick in an

envelope and put in the mail. But probably weare talking about dealing with much less struc-

tured information than we have done previously in DP. We haveother forms of information to

carry about the place. Voice, of

course, always has been an aDehe

tant component of our communica-

tions systems; also image and text
that we presumably will want to

DP office systems- Integrating factors

communicate about the businessin

the way that we have communicated data and voice in the past.
Weare probably thinking in terms

of introducing new communicating
devices into the office, possibly
alongside the data terminals that
7
H
are lying about the business now.

This adds functons, and it also
adds newvertical interfaces, which

Applications

Files

facilities

Transmission

Terminal devices

Access languages

is really what convergence means.

To be morespecific, in each of these areas we need to conside
r whether we are going tointe-

grate this new overlay of functions or whether this is a new setof
information systems that just
reside in parallel with what we have already. At the process
ing end, files may be common

, and
potentially applications may be common as well. We have to
consider whether the transmission
facilities
that we are using

organisations

which represent a pretty expensive fixed asset
in most

will carry these various forms of communication. Out at
the sharp end you
have the obvious inconvenience of installing side
by side terminals for our data systems and
terminals for our office systems. We have the problem
of how people deal with these systems,
and the languages
they use. We have to decide whether we are
going to look for common
languages or whether we are going to keep the
things apart.

It seems to me that in many of these areas wher
e we might integrate our systems we need to
think about whether they cut across the tradit
ional organisational boundaries and also cut
across many skills boundaries. If you take this
together with what | have been saying about the
complexity of integrated systems, you will
see that these are likely to represent the key
technological decisions

that management services people have
to make about how they will
approach office systems and how they
will introduce them into the present organ
isation.

Maybe you will conclude that to plan the proc
ess of introducing office systemson this
sort of
scale is something that you do not want to
attempt, and that ad hoc decisions are likely
to be as
that seems to be developing about data
Processing, nothing but a systematic
approachislikely
to succeed
then every management services orga
nisation does need to have setofcri
teria
for deciding how, where and when
office systems in particular, and infor
mation systems in
general, will be

integrated.

At the top must come the business requ
irements. That is an obvious thing to
say, but it is
important nonetheless. It is all the
more impo
rtant in the present circumstance
s to recognise

us, of what he is really able to take
care of for us and what he cannotta
kecareof for us. That

sets the limit on what we wantto do.
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We musttry to build systems that the people we haveavailable are capable of putting together

and managing. This represents something of a
nical people in management ser-

vices is in the integrated systems
that they have built so far, and if we

try to cut our coat according to the
cloth available we risk losing the
most able of the staff that we rely
on now. What | am saying really is
that perhaps we need to give

Catch 22 becausea lot of the interest for tech-

Integrationcriteria

Business requirement

Supplier capability

serious
consideration
to
approaches that probably would
seem unsophisticated at present.
But by taking some of these approaches perhaps wewill cut down

In-house skills (catch 22)

Division of responsibilities

the risk of outrunning the skills that
wehaveavailable.
Finally, there is the question of the
division of responsibilities. Wwe need to consider who has the skills in the organisation and who

can best bring them to bear on the problems. That deliberately is a fairly naive view of how we

will make decisions on these questions, because we have to operate in a complex human
environment. But for the purposesof this presentation it sums up the view that we should be
trying to take of these systems if we are to make any kind of a go of them.
| should like to emphasise that what | am saying is not necessarily a denial of convergence or

coherence, but we do need to consider very carefully how we are going to get there.

Convergenceis not an end in itself, but a means to an end. If we adopt the wrong means werisk

nullifying the end altogether.

| should like to remind you again of the range of skills that are involved in putting together
information systems. What | would suggestto you is that typically the skills in data processing

which probably often means the
skills in management services
are concentrated towards the
lefthand end of this schematic.
Clearly, office systems will demand
that we push the skills up to the
righthand end

the sharp end. It

also means that we mustbe flexible
in the way that weapply the skills
that we have available. We must
consider how many of these skills
are available in-house, and if we

cannot sustain them all in-house

where weare going to concentrate
our efforts.

Information systemsskills

t

1

CO
DBMS

Earseee

Traffic analysis

eraia

Systemsanalysis

eecrants

| believe that, in putting together
coherent systems, integration is not a necessary condition. To some extent | believe that the
almost unstoppable trend towards more and more complex integrated systems has been
created by an unholy alliance of suppliers and technicians whoseinterest is too much in the

technology and not enough in the systems themselves and in the business needs that the
systems are trying to serve.
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| believe that the tools are available to build integrated convergent systems. The problem is

choosing the route to get there. If | may use a homely analogy to sum up what | am trying to

say, if you look on office automation as a baby that we have got to get washed, you could say

that at present in most organisations we have already got a bath that we have been using for
some time. We have washeda lot of babiesin it. As a consequence, the water has got a bit
dirty. The temptation then is to say,
Leave this baby strictly alone; leave it to wash itself. In
some cases probably the temptation is to say that we will throw the bath out altogether, muddy
water and all, because it has not met expectations.

It seems to me that weneedto get clean waterin the bath before we can get the baby
washed.

By this | mean that office systems really do present an opportunity to take
a new view of data
processing. And unless we take a new view of data processing, then
wewill miss the boat
altogether.
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SESSION B

AN INTEGRATED CORPORATE SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURE
OBJECTIVES AND
IMPLICATIONS
Mike Bevan,

Xionics Limited
Mike Bevan is Managing Director of Xionics Limited, a microprocessor systems development
company. Most of his eighteen years in the computer industry have been spent in establishing

systems and manufacturing activities for large organisations wishing to diversify into advanced

computing technology. He has also served as chairman ofthe trade association for the software
industry, as a referee for Science Research Council grant applications, and as a memberof the
Advisory Committee for the Advanced Computer Technology Project of the Department of
Industry.

Xibus is a development that Xionics is undertaking at the moment and weare nearing comple-

tion on it. Itis a sort of architecture and aimsto provide a strategic view of a possible solution to

the problems of convergence.

Let us start by looking at the way that architectures have developed over the last 15 to 20 years.
In the 1960s this is what passedfor an architecture. It was all very simple. There were comparatively few suppliers and they all
produced more or less the same

thing,

and

life

was

straightforward in those days.

very

Central mainframe

In the early 1970s, the mini began

to become respectable. An early
example

of

the

introduction

of

minicomputers into organisations

E

was typified by key to disk systems.

That might represent a typical arrangement of equipment in a
medium size or large organisation
some years ago. Even in those

|

|

|

E

Zea

days, problems of data compatibility and data transferral were
beginning to manifest themselves,
and it is still the case that if you want to get data from your key to disk system to your
mainframe, the way you go about it is to take the data off your disk file, whereit is putinitially,
and transfer it to an industry-compatible magnetic tape. You do a manual transfer of that tape
to the mainframe; read it in off the tape deck on your mainframe and write it back out to a disk
drive. That does not make very much senseif you look at it in terms of the actual functions of

the equipment.
That then

began

to

grow

and

other

minicomputers

began

to

work

their

way

in,

for various purposes. They offered cost/effective solutions to localised problems. Then
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came the beginnings of word processing. Organisations have begun to experiment; they prob-

ably have either a Vydec or an AES, or both around the place, purely on an experimental basis.
The latest phenomenon is the
microcomputer, and
Pets and

Apples are now beginning to spring

up all over the place, quite often

without

the

knowledge

Central mainframe plus

or

participation of the management

services

organisation.

In

m_.!

eo

the

meantime, the OR department has

_H
_

its Hewlett-Packard, and one or

two other things are slipping in,

too.

|

i

eo

Where wehave gotto now is what
one of the audience described to
me as liquoriceallsorts . | do not

i.

tle

ae

n

think that is an exaggeration, nor is

it the end of the road. The small
£2,000 system thatit is very easy
for any line manager to afford out

of his budget will be the £1,000
system before very long, and then

Liquoriceallsorts
?

the £500 system. It will be very
difficult to stop these systems coming in.
Beyond that, even newer forms of

me
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information processing systemsare
under development at the moment,
for example the intelligent facsimile

?

system, or the document image

9
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- GW

processor, which enables you to
input document images, store them

i

on disks, retrieve them, display

a

af f a
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=
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them, print them and send them

Out. Once those things are out in the
market in quantity from multiple supp
liers the situation will

get even more confused.

| would argue that what we need is
some sort of imposedstructure, some
thing which brings
that lot together and makes some sort
of senseof it. | will argue from a long
term viewpoint first
ofall, and thenlater | will try to relat
e that to what organisations already
havein terms of pieces
of equipment.

operation of the company. It is
not

like putting the payroll run bac
k for three or four hours on a
Thursday afternoon, it is much
more fundamental than that: it
means that the managing
director cannotgetat his lette
rs.
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It must be secure. It must look after the data that it passes around. It must not let that data be
accessed by people who are not authorised to accessit. It must protect the data from accidental

corruption and accidental loss.

Very high throughput. When we
are talking about digital representations of documents, we are
talking about very large pieces of

[dealarchitectare
1. Comprehensive.

data. An A4 sheet scanned by a

aN

facsimile scanner with a resolution
of 100 lines to the inch produces

3. Secure.

about a megabit as a gross data

4. Very high throughput.

more

6. Presents unified view of corporate data.

format. That can be compressed,

5G

and it will be compressed more and
as_

better

compression

algorithms are produced. But it will

7. Exploits low-cost technology.

still be a very large piece of data
that is sent off to your database, is

sent through the system and is

retrieved by users for display. Digital speech will produce massive data throughputs as well; we
are talking about 6,400 bits uncompressed per second coming out of a speech digitiser.
By

open

| mean that it should not be a locking-in strategy replacing the locking in strategies

that you already have; it should enable you to attach to the architecture whatever foreign bodies

you wish to buy. You should be able to continue to buy the systems that you want to buy from
whoever takes your fancy as a supplier.

Presents a unified view of corporate data

is to some extent self-explanatory, but | shall

explain in more detail what | mean bythatlater. Exploits low cost technology

and self-explanatory.

again is obvious

| wantto lead into the rationale for Xibus by rearranging the liquorice allsorts that | showed you

before in such a way as to suggest some way outof this problem. You will note that we have

the same processing systems.

|

have put them in line and | distin-

guish between something called
data management and something

called applications
PP

Pp

processing.
g

Applications processing is the thing
which is different as between each

application, as betweeneachuseof
the architecture as a whole or each

use of the individual system. Data

managementis the thing which all
of these individual systems have in
common
theyall needit. It is in
the distribution of the data
management

function

that

Theunderlying structure
Data management

Secondary storage ......

Device controller......

DateipnecetenSNE

$

ai

,
ain

:
4
ale ia

Applications processing

the

problems arise. Applications processing can be done whereverit is appropriate to do it. We argue thatit is the spreading of the
data management function around these small systems that is causing all the problems.
Just to be quite clear, by

data mangement

weare talking about everything to do with

the storage and retrieval of information from secondary or tertiary storage devices. Weare
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talking about all of the provisions that are made for the security and privacy of that infor
mation; and we are talking about everything to do with the communication of that infor-

mation between the systems and

between the users.

What wehave done in the computer industry is to take that common
set of facilities and implement it
separately on each processing system or subsystem, differently on
each system. And on all but the
best
mainframes
we
have
implemented it inadequately. The
provisions for data security and
privacy on the small systems are
virtually non-existent. | have lost
track of the number of horror

Data management

1. Storage & retrieval.
2. Physical & logical organisation.
al cceuny G pineey.

4. Communication.

stories that | have heard about
users losing floppy disks, treading

on floppydisks, and spilling coffee on floppy disks, and
not bothering to copy them at the end
of the day becaus
e the machin

e did not break down. | expect we haveall seen
the word
processing system which has a drawer underneath, with
50 or 60 floppy disksin. Yes, the typist
knows wherethe
data is, but what happens whenshe is on holiday?

So you will be ahead of me by now. The Xibus
conceptis based on taking the data manageme
nt
function away from the individual applicatio
n systems and providing it as a unified corpo
rate
resource. It is not, of course, suggested that you put all your data

and data management at onesite

for the whole of the geographical

spread of your organisation, but
that at a particular site you centralise the data management and the
data functions.

Xibus

Data management

The principle of Xibus is extended
to cover multiple sites. We so

arrange matters that any attached
system at any site can view the

whole of the corporate data as a

cohesive entity. Provided that it

accesses that data by a Xibus it

does notneed to concernitself with
the location or the format of that data,

Applications processing
but simply addre

sses it by some name by which it
known to Xibus, and Xibus will
is
find it and retrieve it. Yes, of cour
se, somebody hasto take
account of the inter-site traffic
implications of an architecture
of that nature, but they have to
do so anyway. We cannot solve
the problems imposed on us by
the Post Office.

Let us come to what Xibus actu

ally looks like in termsof its internal
architecture. This is a very
superficial and simple diagram.
The top ring is Xibus itself. It is
a ring structure. We looked at
Sors attached toit, carrying out its
integral functions. The database man
ager (DBM)
the processors
thatis
does what you would expect of a
database manager: it looks after secu
rity,
16

privacy and access. It generally manages the data manipulation operations of the Xibus system

at a particular site.

LBC is the logical backing store

Multi-site Xibus

controller, which is a rather long
name for a logical disk controller.
Wewill also be able to control other
forms of secondary storage device,
for example, tape decks, with an

LBC.

The

monitor

i

processor

attends to a numberof matters. It

i i

ia

looks generally after the house-

keeping of the system. It is the

i

=i-

?

ih ia

point to which the system reports

any faults found in its internal

operation. Also any unusual user
behaviour is informed to the
monitor processor. It provides the

database
administrator
with
statistics about the growth of
system traffic, the usage of

physical disk space and so on.

Round the front of the Xibusring is
the terminal network controller
(TNC). That controls Xinet, which
is the ring which goes around the
building and manifests itself in the

offices of users in the form of

:
poeta
something called an_ intelligent
socket. You can have as many
Xinets and as many intelligent
sockets as you wish, obviously up
to the point at which the traffic
becomesa problem.
Let me show you in moredetail

what it looks like. Rings are
beautifully simple
architectural

structures, but they are notresilient
shapes. If you cut a ring, you lose

everything on it. So we duplicate
the Xibus simple ring. In fact we go
a great deal further than that. The
tworings constituting Xibus are run
completely in parallel. There is no
question of automatic switchover
on failure, they are run totally in
parallel.

Xibus/Xinet basic shape

opm i

sc gy

MONITOR [ij

MTNC
a

IS

is
B

IS

a

Xibus/Xinet architecture

pes i Hl

i

Bis
XE

We provide between those two

LBC poy - Monitor's ij iil
ME MBTNc2

2
si

)

si
)

rings continuous crossoverpaths, operating in both directions, and effectively that simple Xibus
ring is quadruplicated. We can lose most of both rings and there will be no degradation in
system performance.
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Weattach every external resource to both rings and we duplicate every external resource; and
so every function that is carried out by Xibus is carried out twice. The DBMs both act quite

independently, simultaneously upon the same command or message from the outside world.
The logical backing store controllers are duplicated, and the disk drives that they control are
duplicated. That meansthat every piece of data that is stored within Xibus is stored twice, and
every request from the outside world for a piece of data results in two responses. All data is

transmitted through Xibus and Xinet in the form of 256 byte packets, of which 240
bytes are

data and 16 bytes are a collection of addresses, flags and check sums which make quite
sure
that we will not allow any packet which is damagedor in error to pass through the system.

The monitor processors are duplicated, as are the TNC s. The Xinet ring or
rings themselves are

duplicated. The intelligent socket, sitting on the wall of the user s office, sits
on both rings. If
something odd happens in the attached system and the user suspects
the communications
path, he can switch his system over to the alternate ring and his presence
there will be automatically detected.

Accessto Xibus is fairly stringently controlled. The security system
enables the user to

define
the data in various ways. He can define data as multi-s
ite public. That means that anybody,at
any
site, can access that data. He can define it as single-site
public, which means that

only
systems or individuals at the site at which the data is
located can access that data. He can define
the data
as being private to a particular individual. These might
be his half-written reports or

some system that he is the course of developing
and is not yet ready to release.

The largest classification will be group privat
e. You can define groups ofindividuals who
are
allowedto access typesof data. You might,
for example, allow the payroll department to
access
the payroll file.

Mappedon to that userclassifica-

tion is the access type classification. and within those user
classes you can define combinations of the access types, these

being READ, UPDATE, APPEND

and BLOCK.
7

.

i

Extending the security provisions
still further, there is a class of data
corruption which no amount of
hardware duplication can cater for,
and that is where a system authorised to write to or delete a file or a
piece of data does so incorrectly. It

Abusiaccess
Userclasses:
1. Multi-site public.
2. Single-site public.
3. Individual private.

4. Groupprivate.

Access modes:
1. Read.
2. Update.
3. Append.

4. Lock.

is a piece of software that has been
released with a bug in it, perhaps.
The way that we cope
with that is to keep a continuous cycli
c before image transaction log.
That is maintained by
the logical backing store controller. When
ever it receives a command, the effec
t of which would
be to overwrite or to remove data,
it first writes a copy of the pie
ce of data in its unamended
form to this continuous log resident
elsewhere on the same disk drive
and not accessible to
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things that your 370 does. The gross data rate on the central ring of 40 megabytes per second

takes into account the fact that we have quadruplicated the central ring, so the effective data
rate is one quarter of that
10

megabytes per second. That is

equivalent to 40,000 packets per
second.

Throughput

On Xinet we are talking about a

Basic Xibus system:

second on Xinet. It is a parallel
transmission system. The gross

2. Xibuseffective data rate: 40,000 packets/sec

data
rate of one-tenth of the Xibus
data rate, which is 1 megabyte per

Lees
igi
.
Gross data rate on central ring: 40 megabytes/sec

computational throughput is based

3. Xinet effective data rate: 4.000 packets/sec

on the fact that thereareall sorts of
high-speed processorsburied inside
Xibus that were not on the diagram, partly because | am not prepared to tell you about them. These

4. Gross computational throughput: C. 330 M.1.P.S.

are processors which we have
designed to carry out the very fast logical and arithmetic operations that are necessary on data
as it enters the system and passes through the system.

That broadly is Xibus and Xinet. The users that are buying Xibus and Xinet will take some years
to sculpt the software and hardwareinterfaces between the systems that they currently have
their mainframes, minis and micros. What we wantedto do was to provide them, in the meantime, with some set of usable facilities, resident on Xibus and accessible from Xibus, which
would enable them to get immediate use from the system. The organisations that are buying

Xibus require over a period of time the connection to it of 370s, ICL mainframes of both types,

Honeywell mainframes, Univac 1100s, Wordplex and Vydec word processing systems, and a
variety of smaller beasts.

So the facilities which we have decided to put on to Xibus are based on an office automation

system which was developed at the National Physical Laboratory, and it is probably the most
successfully used office automation system in Britain. It is a system called Scrapbook. It was
developed during 1972 and 1973 as a research project at the National Physical Laboratory, and it
has been in use since 1973 by about 300 people at NPL, the large majority of whom are not
computer people; they are clerks, researchers, managers, directors and typists. With the
cooperation of the National Physical Laboratory, we have taken the facilities that they have

there and reimplemented them on Xibus.
Thosefacilities are made available

to

users

through

an

intelligent

workstation which we are also
developing. That is what the basic
workstation consists of. It
15-inch,
green
phosphor,

Basic workstation
1. CRTdisplay.

is a
high

2. Usage mode selection.
3. General purpose keyboard.

resolution, cathode ray tube dis-

2 Geena Hemoy.

play. | will come back to usage

6.Interfaces: Printer

mode selection in a moment. It has

Facsimile

a general-purpose keyboard, a Z80
processor. As standard it would

Digital speech 1/0

have 32K bytes of memory, but you
can upgrade it to 64 currently and
more than that in due course. It has
a variety of interfaces to permit currently the connection of printers

&
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sh

and, in due course

when they become available

facsimile input and output devices and

digital speech. Weshall certainly be providing facilities for digital speech insertion through the
workstations, initially for the purpose of recording spoken data in the database and retrieving it,

also for sending short, spoken messages to other workstations. But in due courseit will be
possible to have simultaneous, two-way conversations, using digital speech, between

workstations.

The workstation modesare these. They are mutually exclusive and we hope that they are comprehensive. A lot of you will probably know that most of the thinking in the direcion of multifunction workstations is along the
lines of modal segregation, to sim-

plify the use of the workstation for
the many classes of user on whose

desk it will materialise.

Workstation modes

| should like to take you through

1. Display.

these modes, one at a time, in
some detail, to give you a feeling
for the sort of integrated system

2 edit.

3. Process.

that weare trying to put together.

In display mode, you can simply call
for things to be displayed on your
workstation by typing in their
name. Every piece of data, whether
it is a couple of fields ora large collection of data, which you can

4. Communicate.

access through Xibus, has some name by which it
is known to Xibus. It may not beresident
within the Xibus database, it maybe resident in the
database of an attached system; and in that
attached system it may be called something
entirely different. But the name by which you

access through display mode on your workst
ation is intended to be some familiar name,
some
name meaningful to people in the outside
world.

After you havecalled for it, it is retrieved and
broughtback to your workstation and displaye
d. If
it is a piece oftext, it is simply put on to
the screen of your workstation. If it is a
coded
record,thenit will be unpacked in a mann
er that | will describe later, and it will
be displayed in
some user-comprehensible manner.

Another thing that you can do in disp
lay mode is

to look at your trace record. Ever
ything that
you do at your workstation is recorded
, notin order to keep a check on whet
her you are doing
naughty things becausethat is catered
for elsewhere, but as an aid to mem
ory in case you
forget what you were doing last Tues
day afternoon or what you called that
new record or file
that you created. When you want to you
can look back through your trace reco
rd and it will tell
you exactly what you
were doing.

Finally, in display mode you can rece
ive messages; but that will not mak
e sense until | have
explained communicate mode. In edit
mode, you can alter documents. Thes
ewill be textual
documents which you have security
permission to alter. | must stress that
in providing these
edit facilities we are not seeking to com
pete with conventional word Processi
ng systems; these
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are a collection of simple editing commands, suitable for use by ordinary people, the sort of
people who would not normally be seated at a Vydec or a Wordplex. You can insert and delete
characters, lines and paragraphs, and you can copy things and change them round in a very
simple manner.

In process mode you cause to be executed in your workstation or elsewhere some process.
Elsewhere implies the collaboration of elsewhere, and | will come back to that in a moment.
What happens whenyou enter process mode will be user organisation dependent, but typically
what you will see is a menu. The menu might say:
accounting processes
statistical processes
utility processes

compilers

and so on. You would work your way down through this menu of choice until you came to the
actual thing that you wanted to execute, which would then beresident in your workstation
or

at least the first part of it would be.

If the piece of software that you want to execute is aware that it has the option to execute in
your workstation or elsewhere, it will ask you where you wantit to execute; and you can choose
your workstation or you can specify generally elsewhere . The database manager will find an

elsewhere appropriate to the piece of software to be executed, for it to be executed, and will
attend to transmitting the necessary JCL or equivalent to get that done.

Communicate mode is all about electronic mail and electronic memos. Again, you proceed
through a menu of choice when you enter communicate mode. You can send a message which
you may just have created on the screen of your display, or which may be some piece of data
already resident in the system. You can send it to a user, identified by his user identity. Thatis
an expression of his identity by which he is known to Xibus and other users. It is not his
password, which is something different; it is an external, invisible identity. You can send the
message to a group of such users, specifying their identities at the time ofinitiating the communication. You can send the message to a group ofusers, identified by somedistribution list,

which itself is a record stored somewherein Xibus. Or you can do combinations of those things.

You can send the message similarly to a physical terminal address, which may be some other
computer, by specifying the terminal address; and all systems attached to Xibus have unique
physical addressesrather like internal telephone numbers. You can specify the addressees as
groups of terminals, in the same way as with groups of users. You can specify the
communication either as being routine or as being urgent. If you specify routine it is appended

to the message file of the designated recipient or recipients, and it will be there the next time
that they look at their message file. If you specify it to be urgent, the samething will occur, but
the DBM will send him an
assuming that the user is signed on to the system
additionally
urgent notification to the workstation or other system where he has signed on.

The method by which he is notified, if he is sitting at a workstation that a message hasarrived is
that a light on his workstation (the message waiting lamp) illuminates and he can then, at his
leisure, enter display mode, press the receive message button, and the message will be
displayed on the screen. If the message waiting lamp stays on it means that another message is
being queued for him.
If you address a message to a user whois not signed on at the system

by which | mean not

signed on at any Xibus system attached anywhere, because wewill find the user at whichever

geographical location he is
then the DBM will so report and will simply tell you that user X is
not signed on to the system. If you address the message directly to the terminal, it does not go
via the DBM, but the intelligent socket will tell you if the addressed terminal is not switched on
or not in use. It will send a message back to you.
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There is one other thing that we do with the message file. Every
user has a message file, and

every other user has append access toit, but only the owner of the messag
e file has any other
form of access to it. You can take advantage of something called
a call forward facility. You
insert into any page or pages of your message file the date of which
information is to be brought

to your attention.

The way that that is done is that when the user signs
on, the first thing that takes place is that
his message file is scanned. He is then sent messa
ges in the way that | have just described,
which

cause his light to illuminate on his workstation. And
when he interrogates those

messages he will find that they are called forward
messages.

One further refinement of that is that you can
specify any characterin

the DDMMYY string as
X, meaning immaterial. So if, for example, you want
ed to cause yourself to be reminded on the
25th of each month to take some specific action
, say, to complete a report, you would specif
y
the date as 25XXXxX; and on that date each month
the item would be brought to your attention.
Where the data is specified in full the comparison
is equal to or earlier than, so thatif you go
away on holiday the messagesare stored for
you and you will be notified when you get
back.

A word now about the attachment of and
the addressing of foreign bodies, existing
computer
systems. The first thing that we will be doin
g is making it possible for users at workstat
ions to
call for the display of pieces of data whic
h may be resident on attached mainfram
es
and
minicomputers, in such a way that the user
ought not to knowthat that is what he
is doing. He
Ought not to care where the data is comi
ng from.

If we suppose, for example, that on
your mainframe computer you have
your stock file and you
want to allow the financial director
or somebody in the accounts depa
rtment with a workstation
to addressthat data

, he might do so bytyping in

in display mode something like stoc
which identifies some collection
k 1234
of data within the stock file on
the mainframe relating to part
number 1234 perhaps. In all innocenc
e, he simply keys in that as an
identifier of the data set.
The workstation makes up a requ
est packet, and sendsit off
to its local database manager.

The DBM thenlooks in its director
ies and finds that that piece of data
is not resident within its
n database, it is resident at term
inal N. So it sen

ds off a request packet whichit
prepared for it in the directories,
finds already
to terminal N. In between term
inal N and the mainframe and
Xinet
to which it would probably be atta
ched
there is a box called an adaptor
care of the packet assembly
which takes
/disassembly Protocol conver
sion and so on, and is able
communicate with the mainframe
to
in terms which

the mainframe comprehends.
Inside the mainframe, or wha
tever attached system it is,
there must clearly be some
permanently resident piece of
enabling software able to Coo
perate in the exchange which
involved. It will receive this
is
request packet. The reques
t for data will be expressed
which it understands. It will not
in
ter
ms
say, Stock 1234 it will say,
File X record Y perhaps. It will
then retrieve that data from
its Own database and send
it back to the adaptor, and
adaptor to the workstation
via the
which orginated the reques
t.

to construct the display for
the user. To him it should feel
very much like retrieving any
from his local Xibus database.
record
The response time might be
sli
ghtly longer, but apart from
should feel exactly the same.
that it

data may not exist as a cohesive set on any individual attached system. It may be that he has a
display which he uses from time to time of a stock record, where part of the data is stored on a
370, part on a CMC Reality and part on the local Xibus database.
Again, very simply, the same sort of thing happens. The requestis sent off to the local DBM.

When itlooksin its directoriesit finds that it has to send out not one request packetbut three. It

sends off these request packets to the addressed systems. Theyin turn respond in the waythat

| have described. In due course the workstation receives the three response packets. Again, in
the meantime, the DBM has sent back to the workstation the formatting rules, telling the
workstation to expect three packets and telling it how to unpack the data and howtodisplayit.
That, as far as file interrogation is concerned, is how wewill be dealing with providing access to
attached systems for workstation users.

Where the task to be carried out at the workstation is to invoke a process at some attached
system, then a comparable but slightly different procedure will be gone through. This will be
very much attached system dependent. It may in many cases require the cooperation of the
operating staff of the attached system. Indeed, all that may occur as a result of invoking a

processor in process mode may be that a message is sent to a workstation positioned in the

operations room, instructing the operators what the man wants done, which tapes he wants
hung, and so on.

Weseeit going a little further than that by using something akin to RJE concepts, whereit
should be possible automatically to provoke the execution of tasks within the attached systems.

Finally, the attachment of word processing systems. There wewill be doing it a little differently.

It will not be easy to access word processing data, letters, reports, specifications, and so on,

because they do not tend to be held en masse, on-line, on word processing systems; they are

shunted off on to floppy disks and stored away in drawers. What we suggest occursthereis
that the data is transferred from the floppy disk on which it wasfirst recorded back into Xibus

for access by its author. We haveestablished reasonably goodrelationships with suppliers of
various word processing systems and weare now working in detail on the method by which this
will occur.
For example, in the case of the Vydec word processor

and the Vydec suppliers have been

what weare suggesting will occur is that at intervals during the day when the girl
very helpful
has constructed a floppy disk full of data, she will enter communicate mode on the Vydec
system and thatwill cause the data to be transferred from the floppy disk back into Xibus, and it

will go back into Xibus onto the message recordsof the authors. Thesewill be urgent updates

of their message records so that the authors will receive a notification saying Your typing is
ready , or words to that effect. They can then access that typing from their message record.

They can do such small alterations as they wish themselves at their workstations. Wehave
looked into format character convertibility and problemsin that area and they are soluble. If they
want substantial rework done they send it back to the Vydec, but otherwiseit is then available
for them to do what they want with. They can storeit in the database, print it out and so on.

In short, what we are saying is that hereis a possible strategy which offers some hopeof longterm relevanceto the emerging new technology that we can expectto see during the 1980s. But
none ofit is compulsory. If the idea of taking, in due course, your data and all of your data

management away from your mainframe offends you, then don t worry about it; you are not

obliged to do it. Treatit as a tactical option. You havethe option in the longer term of doing soif
you wish anyway. It is an open, enabling architecture. You can use it as an unintelligent net-

work, as a fairly intelligent network, or as a full-scale data management facility
suits your managementstyle and your current configuration of equipment.
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| hope that my remarkswill to a large
extent be a reinforcement of what has
beensaid so far
rather than actually a contradiction, alth
ough | do have a number ofitems of infor
mation which
may come as a surprise to some of
you. | have plenty of problems to expo
se to you but
remarkably few solutions, altho

progress.

ugh | will give you an indication of possible
methods of making

People in the data processing industry, whet
her we look at

the manufacturers of equipment or
the users of the equipment, have a
tendency to regard telecomms as
just a carrier of data:
Perh

aps we'll use a land line instead of send
ing a man carrying a reel of tape. Data
processing
people recognise, probably more than
anyone, the possibilities of convergence,
and they are
well aware that switching transmission
and other telecomms jargon will play an
increasing part
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in their ownactivities. They will be incorporated into data processing systems of whatever kind.

But we havealready seen, and other occasions have shown me, that there is a feeling that data
processing systems and, indeed, the converged system of the future, will remain basically data
processing systems.

The reason for this is quite simple. Data processing people

and | have a lotof friends in the

industry and shall shortly be attacking the telecomms industry similarly, so do notall react in a
hostile way to me
have spent more than 20 years already in establishing their activities.
People have massive investments, large computer rooms, a great deal of other equipment,
some ofit very advanced in its technology, and all of it extremely complex in its operation. As a
result of these large investments in particular, people in the data processing industry have
tended to become conservative in their outlook. They started out as extremely specialist,
extremely innovative, and, aboveall, extremely expert people
if you like, technological prima
donnas. Nowadays, they are doing very important, and commercially very significant, work.

Correspondingly, they enjoy substantial status in their company management hierarchy and all

the other attributes of senior responsibility. It is therefore only human that they should wish not
to surrender any of their comfortable position and security by moving into that part of communications where most information is handled
people talking over the telephone. The data
processing people will certainly feel that | am simply talking from the standpoint of a typical
telecomms man attacking the data processing industry. Far from it. My view of my own
industry is that, if anything, telecomms people are worse.

Most of our telecomms engineers, much of our telecomms management, and, perhaps, less
understandably but much moreserious, many of the people in telephone administration

as AT&T in the States, and the British Post Office

such

are hardly aware of how important the

data processing industry is. Some of this is just complacency on the part of telecomms people.
Moreofit arises from the fact that, notwithstanding claims that are being made elsewhere,
telecomms worldwide is by far the largest sector of the electronics industry
followed by
consumer electronics and then by computing.
The attitude of telecomms people and data processing people is therefore perhaps both under-

standable and, equally, deplorable. Nevertheless, technology is forcing the changes where

there is a move towards convergence, in spite of the reluctance to it or the opposition so far
being encountered. The fundamental reason is in the economic plane.

Computing in general apparently costs too much for what the customer gets. It is, of course,
self-evident that the real cost of the typical data processing operation is greatly reduced in
comparison with a decade ago. It is equally true that the number of operations and their
complexity has grown more rapidly still, so that the apparent cost of a data processing
department has grown, in many cases, disproportionately.

Quite apart from the cost aspect of electronic data processing, comparatively minor depart-

mental managers, say in a manufacturing organisation such as my own, who needs and uses
information prepared by EDP, has the feeling, perhaps unjustified, that EDP does not actually

provide him with whathe requires, in the form in which he requiresit, and it does not provide it
quickly enough for him.
| believe that one of the benefits of convergence and, indeed, probably the one factor that will

force it through, is that if we can converge communications and computing, we can greatly

reduce the componentof the cost which is represented by equipment, by the hardware, simply
by the ability to use identical equipment and common networks.
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Much moresignificantly, we can, as the previous speaker has said, provide
a fast, responsive,
and to a large extent interactive service on every manager's desk, through
the medium of a

properly organised communications network. The importance
of these economic aspects

cannot be overemphasised. Weare just at the significant build up stage
of the applications of
digital
technology to telecommunications. It is completely clear to
the telecomms people

that it
will reduce both the capital cost and the Operating cost by substant
ial factors. It remains to be
seen whether it will actually reduce the price of service to the users.

However, in the United States
where, as a result of Public Information Acts, the activit
ies of
the Federal Communications Commission and other
bodies and their economic aspects have
recently come very much moreout into the open
air
it now appears to make good economic
sense to replace a conventional electromechanical
trunk exchange after only perhapsfive years
service instead of the anticipated 20 years service
, simply because a stored program controlled
digital switch

system is very much lower in capital cost and enorm
ously cheaper in its operating

costs and problems.

| want to talk primarily about the network impli
cations of convergence. Let us start by looking
at
a couple of networks. That is your old, famil
iar telecommunications network. It has local
switching. Each local switch has an

associated box of control, switch-

ing at regional levels. To avoid confusion, | have not shown on the

Telecommunications network

diagram the switching that goes on

at higher levels for the national network. Each switch hasits own con-

trol, and nowadays these are to
a
very large extent under a degree of

central management control. The

whole of the network in prese
nt
day terms is essentially handling
voice, as a voice wave form.
Toa

small extent it is handling data

Other Regions &
National Network

Route & Traffice

turned into the equivalent
of a
voice wave form by the modulator
the modem which is interposed

Informations

beween the data Processing installati
on and the telecomms link.

This, if you like, is a teleco
mm man s idea of a comput
ing network. It is arguable
that it is

distorted to make it look like the
telecomms network which was
on
the previous slide. Conceding that
point to a large extent, it is never-

Computing Network

Input

theless true that the similari
ty is

striking. The significant difference

andit is quite key to the under-

standing
concept

ae

input

ee ses omen

of
the
convergence
is that, in the computer

world, information is handled
almost exclusively in digital form
,

PollGet
ing/Acacess ch
re-Processing

and everything that happens
is
almost entirely under soft
ware
control. This is where we iden
tify
the starting point of the conv
er-

Controller

gence and were wealsostart
to
identify the problems.
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OtherTerminals
& Main Frame

This shows the two starting points: on the left computing, and on the the right
communications. Computing originally to a large extent stand-alone installations, but right from

first principles digital. Voice communications. Old-fashioned networks entirely analogue in charac-

ter. The overlap area showswhatin
fact has to emerge if convergence
is to succeed.

Technology Convergence
Computing
(Mainly Data)

Firstly, let me say that the most

hardened telecomms man
regard myself as such

and |

would

readily admit that almost all the

advancesin digital technology have
arisen in computing and related

fields. These have produceddigital
hardware, soit is incumbent on the

Old stand-alone
Installations

os
Digital
eis

telecommspeople to exploit digital

Communications
(Mainly Voice)

Digital
Hardware

Old Networks

Structured

Software

Real-time
Protocols_
Signalling

Interworking
Network
Management

Analogue

technologies by introducing digital
methods of handling communication traffic and abandoning the present analogue methods.
It is perhaps in the software area
and you might saythis is a paradox
that the benefit of
convergence might be mostsignificant. You may treat this as an ironic statement sinceit is well
known that the overwhelming majority of the software which has been createdis that which is
associated with data processing and the data processing users.
| might perhaps remind you by analogy that there is a Victorian definition of a machine. A
machineis that which goes round, and round, and round, until it pulls you in. Softwareis that

which runs and runs and runs, until it crashes. There is good historic reason for this. Most

computers are engaged in some kind of number manipulation operations, in many cases
associated with money, and these operations are often subject to very detailed audit
procedures. This being so, computer users have to give very considerable attention to making
the calculation and the manipulation aspects essentially infallible. There has to be verylarge protection against error. If, for some reason, the possibility of an error is detected, the processing

mustinstantly be halted.

Telecommunications has to have a different philosophy. A telephone exchangedesirably should
never make any mistakes. What is absolutely imperative is that it never ceases to work.
Correspondingly, software engaged in driving a telephone exchange perhaps might not need
quite such a substantial level of error protection as software used with moneycalculations, but
it must be totally proof against crashing and looping.

In addition, telecomms software has to operate in real time. Experience with the early

telecomms systems

running on, if you like, modified data processing machines and using

has demonstrated both the
multiple levels of interrupts according to the priority of tasks
extravagance and the lack ofutility of this approach. Telecommssoftware simply has to operate
in real time, inherently as a part of its design and structure. It tends to be very heavily structured

and event driven.

You may say that this is a telecomm man s defence against software failures, and this

arises from the fact that a telephone
or fortunately as the case may be
unfortunately
exchange solvesits real time problem by the expedient of providing that amount of equipment
that is a limited number of wrong
which will produce an acceptable probability of error

numbers

at the designated peak hour level of traffic. This concept of equipment provision

according to real time load is one which has been very thoroughly studied over the last century
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in the telecommsindustry. Accordingly, telecomms software has to match these standards. It
has to be morereliable and, hopefully, it will less rapidly go through different generations than

more conventional software currently used on stand-alone data processing installations of the

older types.

However
and this is where we come to one of the plus points
convergence also implies the
move towards networks. The networks haveto be general-purpose, both in their use andin their

range, type, class and application of the traffic that they have to carry. Accordingly, we have to
give attention to protocols. You all know whata protocolis: itis like the front of an envelope which

is sent by mail. You put astamp on it which indicates the class of handling it must have and you give
it an address to which it must be routed. In communications and computing terms the move
towards networks implies a great deal of understanding of the signalling methods usedto establish

communication paths across such a universal network. It presupposes a proper understanding of

the problems in interworking between otherwise incompatible terminals. So we have
to recognise

the need to interwork between mainframe machines, mini machines, telephone exchanges,
transmission systems, terminals and so on, so that equipment inherently will match and
will
interwork without needing to have expensive, and often unsatisfactory, conversion
devices
attachedtoit.
Wehaveto havethe appropriate degree of network management. Some ofthis
is inherent and
automatic within the network, so that if part of the network is faulty
we get proper provision for
alternate routeing. Other aspects may involve manual intervention.
| have already used the analogy

of the postal service. Wealready have in telecommunications the equivale
nt of a two-tier telecommunications service. One hopesthat itis not quite so inadequateas
the postal manifestation.

Inthe
telecomms service, the first class service is conventional switching
such asis used on telephone
calls. It is usually called circuit switching. The second class service,
which imposes a slight delay,

but one hopesonly a trivial one, is the message switchin
g. The intermediate caseis the packet
switching case.

Asan indication of the significance of this network approa

ch | was fascinatedto hear

Mike Bevana
few momentsago talking abouta ring structure for
interconnecting devices. If you search the telecommunications literature, you will see that this
ring structure was first adopted on a working
telephone exchange for linking the processing
and peripheral devices in a switched networkin

1966. Wefirst had an application ofit in 1968, and
it has been fairly commonplacein our industry
from 1972. | mention this not because | am attacking
the Xibus, | wholeheartedly support the Xibus
approach. It is encouraging to see that in fact the
manifest advantages ofthis are going to spread
elsewhere. | commend also to the Xibus peopl
e the telecomms useof the Dijkstra capbility
mechanismfor additional protec
tion against hardware and softwarefaults
in the system.

| should like to look next at the way

in which networkswill develop. At

the moment we have mostly ana-

logue networks in telecommunications, bothin this country and elsewhere. | shall be showing you later
what the consequences are of

these becoming digital. But this is
what we are stuck with at the
moment. | am talking Now not
about transmission within a site,

but transmission between sites
engaged at some distance from
each other. At the moment, there is
little alternative to transforming

Data via analogue network
Waveform containing

pata =| meen

your digital information into the
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bit pattern

Modem

[= pate

equivalent of an analogue signal for transmission

has your information imbeddedinto it

if you like, transmitting a wave form which

and recovering it at the far end. For this purpose you

use the much detested and relatively unsatisfactory modem.

The intermediate case, which | have already mentioned, is the packet switching network. This,
to the user, does look like a proper

digital network, although transmissionBi within the network
is over a
iS

;

<

,

variety of media. One of the
important things about the packet

Data via special purpose dedicated

packet switching, because he puts

Data

switching network is that the user
does not have to be aware of the
transmission medium used in

in his information and gets it back
in packet
hopefully in the right
order and free from errors
in

(packet switched) network

'

Protocols

[Ci Cl L| Re-assemble

bits | Headers ete

Information

Data

bes

precisely the way in which he oper-

ates.

The ultimate, which | hope to show
later, is much closer than any of
you will possibly believe. It is that
wehavea universal digital network,
and in this the whole of the network consists of streams of bits

flowing between switching nodes,
being routed and distributed appro-

priately through the nodes, and the

whole
series
digital
users.

is organised as a result of a
of levels of multiplexing, of
data bits coming from many
It can just as well be data

processing terminals, mainframes,

viewdata, Prestel, people talking on
the telephone, many other services,

Data via universal digital network

Other
Users

Data

-

Multiplex
Speed

Bit stream includes
gimpe eye oats

_

bits | Conversion

|

Other
Dacre

Demultiplex
Speed

oh

Conversion bits

and so on. In the case of data

streams, there may well be a need
for speed, and perhaps code con-

version before the bits are multiplexed into the bit stream being carried by the universal digital
network.

The advantage of this approach

and it will happen for good economic reasons for

conventional voice telecommunications, if not for any other reason, soit is on its way

is that,

used in this manner, the computer user gets the equivalent of a virtual network. The traffic is
actually embodied in a high volume ofother traffic, almost certainly greatly exceeding his own
volume and consisting almost entirely, at least for the first decade, of digital voice traffic.
The multiplicity of users of this basic universal network is attractive in its operating and its

economic aspects also to telecommunications administrations. Again, one hopes that the
benefits that they will get out of this will be passed back to the users.
Let us have a look at what will happen on this digital universal network. At the moment, all the
services shown on the left each have their own separate network, and this means extra
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overheads, extra operating costs and a variety of dissatisfactions. Voice in the new network will
certainly be the largest user for a long time. | make this statement notwithstanding the

commonly expressed opinion that

data will exceed voice, becausethis

statement
which may ultimately
certainly
prove to be true
appears to havestarted as a result

of a claim made by an AT&T exe-

cutive,
i
seven or eight
i
years ago,
when controversy was waging over

who should be responsible for data

services in the United States. The

record of the proceedings concerned show that what wasin fact
claimed was that the volume of in-

formation

being

transmitted

by

data would exceed the volume of
information being transmitted by

Networks

Voice

:

Telex

Data

Broadeacteound

Broadcast TV
Control
Command

}

hfe: enen
Peter

z

urp'

ue

Digital
Network

A

Information

voice. This is not the samething as
saying that data traffic exceeds voice. Datatraffic is highly efficien
t as a method of getting
information around. Voice traffic is so full of redundancy,
repetition and pauses

that it is
extremely inefficient. | personally hold to the belief that in terms
of the number ofcircuits being

occupied, voice will exceed data for at least the next decade.

Looking at the other services, telex is already digital
in form, and as soon as the digital network
is available, there will be no justification at all for
telex having its own exclusive network. Data,
of whatever digit rate
certainly from very slow speed 110 baud for small
telex type terminals

up to the highest 140 megabits so far, and 500 megab
its to come

be incorporated.

will certainly be able to

You might be surprisedat the inclusion of broadcast
sound and broadcast television. But if you
listen to stereo broadcasting you are already heari
ng digital music, because United Kingdom
distri

bution of stereo broadcasting now uses almos
t entirely pulse code modulation techniques
.
This is simply because it is much easier to
get precise alignment of channels for stere
o broad-

casting by using digital methodsthan it is using
analogue methods. Colour TV can already be
so
handled. Conversion in the hands of the
Independent Broadcasting Authority betw
een the
American system and the British system oftel
evision broadcasting is already handled entir
ely by
digital signal processing.

Control and command includes things
like the transmission

of indicating and supervising
information from electricity substation
s, gas and water pumping stations,
and so on. Some of
the more suspicious among you migh
t think of more sinister applications, but
they will all be
lumped together in the single category of
information. So what we are talking about
then is the
universal, all-purpose, general digital
netw
ork handling information of whatever
sort.

Now | want to come to the question of how
weare going to managethis from the stan
dpoint of
a corporate body which has a data proc
essing and data distribution problem,
an
info
rmation
circulation problem and a voice comm
unication problem. This will be
anot
her
area
wher
e the
undoubted economic and technical adva
nces in convergencewill be offset by
what | can only
describe as empire building problems
. Some of these are no more than the
aspirations of
individuals, and whether these aspiration
s are excessive or legitimate is of no
consequence.

There are, however, some genuine unde
rlying problems which will have to
be appreciated and
resolved by those who will manage in

what | think will become knownas the
information age .
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Much of the advantage to be gained from convergence, as | have said many timesalready, lies in
the use of large scale networks. At the point where these become nationwide, or even more so
where the telecommunications component includes international or intercontinental links,
matters of politics become everybit as important in network developmentas doesthe technology
used to implement it.

| should like to expand on this point,

because it will be quite crucial to getting real benefit from the conver-

gence concept. Let us look at this

quite arbitrary network. Each of the
red boxes, A,B, C, D, Esymbolisesa
large-scale, mainframe computing
installation, each possibly supports

some subsidiary installations and
certainly each has a large number of
user terminals connected toit.

Computer Network
2

:

x
ee

E

D

There are two political problems in
the way in which this network can be
used. The first relates to the attitude
that telecommunications adminito control the use
if it exists, but they claim it as a right
strations have, towards their right
suchas Ato B, B
link
single
any
chart,
the
on
network
the
at
Looking
network.
the
of
made
is
which
to C, Cto E, is generally speaking acceptable to a telecommunications administration. However, if
these computing installations have the propertyto do a store and forward or a switching mode,
most telecommunications administrations in most countries of the world would say that such a use

is an infringement of their powers and prerogatives to control all switching.

In addition, with an operation where a user who is connected into point A, who himself is not
perhapsa direct associate or a subsidiary of the corporate body responsible for the computer at
point A, where this user is connectedeither directly or indirectly to another user elsewherein the

network, that operation will certainly in most countries in the world be held to beinfringing the
carrying monopoly of the administration.

You may say that these objections are political. They are. But they are none the less significant for

that, and means havegotto be found ofgetting round them. | will come back to this point when |
talk later about liberalisation.
Another example of a problem
which is just as hotpolitically is how

the user will be connectedto the network. This shows, | suspect, what
the user wants. He wantsto be able
to hook his terminal by the simplest
possible means direct to some kind
of suitable public network. He wants
freedom, on demand, to connecthis
terminals, whatever their nature
maybe.

Whatthe user wants

Public Network

User

From the standpoint of the person

Lermunal

who is planning the installation

which in this case embodies just
these two user terminals
the
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User

ermingl

arrangement apparently affords the easiest method of access to and the use of the data
transmission aspect of the public network, and provides him with what he wants, a virtual

communication path, transparent to the information that he wants to transmit.

This shows whatyou will get, what the telecommunications administration wantsto provide.

Just in case anybody thinks that | am attacking the British Post Office, | must hasten to

explain that this kind of stipulation
is commonplacein most telecomms

administrations in the world. It is

much

worse

countries.
States,

it

in

Even

still

many

in

European

the

applies

to

Whatthe PTT provides

United

Public Network

some

extent for all the talk of freedom to
interconnect there.

If we look at the chart in sufficient

detail, you can see that the user ter-

i Isolation |

minal will be connected by way of
some kind of protection or isolation
equipment, either to a PABX,

Protaction/
Isolation |

=~----5=
User ,
z User
Seminal
Termina

which these days one imagines
would almostcertainly be digital, or
to the public network after the pro-

tection equipment by way of a modem, if the public network is still analogu
e. Or it would go
directly
through the protection equipment if the public network is
digital.

Almost everywhere in the world, with only some very slight
reservations in the case of the
United States,

everything above the horizontal red line immediately above
the user terminals will
either be the property of, be controlled by, be specif
ied by, or be supplied and maintained by,
the telec

omms administration. Telecomms administration justify
control of everyt

hing above
the red line by saying that it is essential that
the network be protected from accidental or
deliberate misuse by users.
Among the problems to be protected againstis
the deplorable habit

of some users of devising
ingenious software methodsof obtaining calls witho
ut paying for them. Either not paying atall,
Or paying at a very much lower rate than that which
would be required. If you think | am joking
about that, one very large hotel chain in the Unite
d States had to be threatened to haveall its
telecommunications service withdrawn unless it
desisted from using an ingenious method of
getting calls witho
ut paying properly for them.

It is also claimed

by PTTs that only they are sufficiently caref
ul, responsible and, if you like,
trustworthy, to handle the appropriate signalling
information to and from the network which
sets
up the actual communication path which is
to be used,

and that, at the moment, almost
everywhere in the world, the user is not to be
entrusted with handling his own signalling.

Most people

| am among them

would conclude that there

may well be an excessive degree
of protection on the part of telephone admin
istrations whetherthey be government agen
cies or

private companies, such as Bell. It is also
possible to argue, especially in this count
ry, that some
measureof this protection arises from job
protection on the part of the staff unio
ns concerned.
But, as | have already mentioned, it is
undeniable that there have been case
s of fraudulent
operation by otherwise responsibl

A further justification

e users, especially in the United States.

for a measure of PTT control of acce
ss to the network is related to the
problem of working between incompatible
equipment. Here | believe the computin
g industry
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has got something to learn from telecomms, because in telecommsthere has been a long record

well over 50 years
of collaboration and co-operation between telecomms administration in
one country and another, and between and among the suppliers of telecommunications plant to

the administrations.

This means, for example, that if we move into an export country where the basic network was

supplied by L. M. Ericsson and Siemens we haveno difficulty in establishing easy communication with the L. M. Ericsson and Siemens equipment. We have just supplied, in Malaysia, one

of our electronic exchanges which now drives a substantial chunk of the network which was
previously supplied by L. M. Ericsson. Now that does not mean to say that weare in their

pocket or that they are in ours
we compete fairly bitterly on getting contracts. But
nevertheless there is that measure of collaboration. | do not detect it between IBM and ICL.

This co-operation was initially just bilateral on a totally ad hoc basis, but it is now formalised
through an international standardising agency, the CCITT. This serves to define the way in
which otherwise totally incompatible systems must collaborate and interwork to the mutual
benefit of both. It is a contrast to the computer industry where there is almost invariably

program incompatibility between machines from different manufacturers and, regrettably in
some cases, even between different generations of machines from the same manufacturer.

| personally would suggest that some computer manufacturers have deliberately sought out
methods of ensuring a measure of incompatibility with other manufacturers products so as to
attempt to lock out competition from other suppliers to a particular customer. However
and
IBM among othersis now participating fairly wholeheartedly
however
it is an important
and in a very responsible way with the CCITT. And | believe that that tendency will increase and
that the computing industry as a whole will :ollaborate in this way, which will relieve, at least to
a large measure, the present concerns of PTT administrations, so that we can move towards a
more widespread availability of a comprehensive digital network.

In fact, the digital future, so far as telecomms is concerned, is nearer than you think. That

shows the network as at the end of 1978 of digital circuits available in this country. It is

less than 20 years since digital
transmission of signals over long

distances by pulse code modulation
first emerged from research laboratories into a practical proposition.
But over the last 10 years practically
all the new growth in transmission
links in this country has been digital
in character. It still represents only
a proportion of the total circuits
installed in the country, but you
can say now that there are no
urban areas and very few areas,
other than the thinly populated
rural areas, into which digital links
have not already penetrated. In this

regard weare well up among world

BPO PCM Network at1978 (7000 Systems)

leaders. The relative close spacing of cities in Britain and the high concentration of traffic in
these cities both favour a rapid build-up of digital PCM transmission.

This is important because there has beena lot of presscriticism about the slow progress which
is being made with the installation of the System X programme currently under development
between the Post Office and major British manufacturers. Some data processing users have
been fairly vocal on this subject by suggesting thatit is not until System X switching systems
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are well advanced, which will not be until the middle 80s, that there will be any possibility of a

digital network in the United Kingdom.

This in fact showsthatthe position is quite different. Except in the most thinly populated areas,

the possibility already exists of a digital connection, either directly or indirectly, to almost any

other area of the United Kingdom. This being so, those services that inherently can benefit from
a digital network could do so well before we have a significant introduction of System
X

switching.

Evenin respect of those applications for which digital switching based on System
X is required,
most of the telephone lines
and by definition this includes mostof our business users of communications
are in the larger cities. So, 85% ofall telephone circuits are in the 17 largest
cities in the country. It is in these major cities that the early System
X installations will
be concentrated.

| have to mention, because it is a very hottopic at the moment,
the question ofliberalisation. A
fair number of ripples have been cast into the pond bySir Keith
Joseph s announcement of
the degree ofliberalisation of the
Post Office monopoly. It will be

seen in very different ways by diffe-

rent people. Perhaps within the
short-term thinking of the Post Of-

LIBERALISATION

fice Engineering unions it will be
Seen as an attack on job security.

Among at least some manufacturers it will be seen as opening the
door to a very profitable cream-

skimming operation. But it will cer-

tainly make the management ofthe
user of computing and data proces-

sing services in the convergence
era much moredifficult. It will not
beeasier, it will be moredifficult.

It remains to be seen what will be the exac
t extent of the

liberalisation. We do not yet have a
policy pronouncementon this. It seem
s to me very probable thatit will fall
short of the United
States interconnect arrangement wher
eby almost anyone can compel Bell
Syst
em to provide a
network type service
for terminals, with a relatively minimu

m ability on the part of Bell System
to exclude terminals unless they are
positively dangerous in the electrical
sense. | think that we
may well find that we get a more Caut
ious approach than this, probably
coupled with some kind

There will be a lot of in-fighting during
the time that the liberalisation policy
is being discussed. |
fear that the would-be user of telecomm
unications services, whether for voic
e or data, will just
have to wait and see what sort of
packet of
| believe that we do need som

goods Buzby can deliver.

e liberalisation, but it has to be the righ
t sort. Users need to have a
well-defined right of access to a
digital universal network. In turn
, this network has to be of high
integrity, impeccable performance
and,

replicated networks for particular serv
ices

above all, high reliability. The
present endlessly
telex, data, voice and so on
only fragment the

| should like to conclude my remarks by asking whatwill be the position of our present experts
in the convergencefields. On the one hand wehave data processing managers, system experts,
management information services experts and so on, withrelatively little detailed knowledge

and perhapsrelatively little detailed appreciation either of telecommunications as a whole, or of

the short- and long-term impact of the digital telecommunications network of the future.
On the other hand, there are the dyed-in-the-wool telecomms men

sometimes called

engineers, but for the most part more accurately called craftsmen. They have very little

knowledge of, and certainly no fundamental appreciation of the emergence of these entirely
new concepts in data processing.
Ignoring
because they are not relevant to my argument
considerations of the extent to
which data processing users will be served by new, cheap microcomputers on the one hand, or

large, central, database-oriented installations on the other
| personally believe that both will
be needed and will coexist
it is clear that we will have to move towards a massive use of
communication resources by computer users.

If that were not enough, the office environment itself will become increasingly electronic. Some
large companies are already moving towards a total integration of information services, with

communication network services as a background for functions such as data processing,
electronic mail, inter-office messages, voice systems and so on. But the majority of

corporations, both small and large, have yet to grasp this nettle and attack the problem of how
to move towards the newstyle of business organisation.

| believe that at the momentonly a very small proportion of those companiesthat are looking at
integrated office systems organisationally havea sufficiently firm grasp of the communications

implications of the automated office concept. | know of only one significant statement in this
a particularly percipient manager who said that the only paper left in his building will
regard
be in the washroom. Butthat is the implication that faces us.

In the few companies which are moving towards these integrated systems, a recent survey
shows that such companies see their local switching systems, their PABXs, as computers,
handling data, dealing with bits and bytes equally with voicetraffic. From this it follows that
these few companies are well aware of the significance of convergence, but they are in the

minority.

Most organisations treat their computer operations as by implication being associated with, or
part of, the finance function. Office copiers, typewriters, word processing and, aboveall, telecommunications, report elsewhere in the administration of the company concerned. Typically,

no one person in most large companies has a total overview of the significance of convergence

and its implications.

Putting it another way, as a member of a companyvitally interestedin this field, | want to know
who signs the purchaserequisition for the converged system.

| have to expose one other organisational problem, which is notbasically to do with technology

butis a direct consequenceofit. It is that if we are to take full advantage of these new systems,

it will be essential for otherwise general managers and executivesto learn to use the system for

themselves. Otherwise, the new systems will suffer from the same detached remoteness
criticism as the old. Not to put too fine a point on it, executives and managers will have to
operate a keyboard for themselves. Indeed, some of you may have seen pictures in the press of
Des Pitcher, our telecomms chief executive who was recently interviewed on this topic, and

who commentedthat it was not so much that he minded learning to type, but that he minded
having to learn to spell!
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| leave you then with the dilemma: | have no solution to it. Does the telecomms manager haveto

become more sympathetic to data processing, or does the information services manager have

to learn about telecommunications? At present, the indisputable benefits of convergence will be
lost because of this dichotomy.
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SESSION D

THE GROWING SIGNIFICANCE OF HUMAN
FACTORSIN SYSTEMS DESIGN
Ken Eason,
University of Technology, Loughborough

Following an early career as a chemist, Ken Eason graduated in psychology from Brunel
University in 1968. He is an associate member of the British Psychological Society and a

member of Council of the Ergonomics Society. He has specialised in occupational psychology

and ergonomics and, after a period with EMI Electronics Limited, he joined Loughborough

University in 1970 as Deputy Director of the newly formed Human Sciences and Advanced

Technology (HUSAT) Research Group. He is now a seniorlecturer in the Department of Human
Sciences and a member of the directorate of the research group. He has been active as

researcher, lecturer, and consultant on the subjects of the non-specialist s reaction to computer
use and the methods by which systems may be designed to accommodate the needsof their

users.

| feel rather put out to find that | am really the only academic here and, having spent enough

time with business audiences, | know what they tend to think about academics. So the first

thing | should like to say is that | hope that we at Loughborough manage to adopt an outwardlooking philosophy and that what | have to say will seem relevant to the kinds of problems that
you face now and will be facing in the future.

By training | am a psychologist and an ergonomist. We have been concerned for the past 10
years or so with the consequencesof technological change for the people who will be affected

by it. We have been concerned notonly with doing research on those consequences, we have

also been concerned with the problems of how wepay attention to potential consequencesin
the process of designing systems.

Once upon a time, 10 years ago, human factors issues were given a polite interest. Everyone
said, Yes, yes, they are very important. They would listen to what we had to say, but they
tended to treat it as something of a gloss to be added to the system. But if it clashed with
technological objectives or economic goals it tended somewhat to disappear.

pro| think that picture is changing. | can hardly pick up a newspaper or look at a television

gramme these days without the social and human implications of the kind of technological

change that weare considering here being made apparent to me. Many people noware claiming
that human factors are becoming a crucial issue in successful technological change. | will make

no suchclaims, | will simply try to talk about the kinds of implications that we have been concerned about in the recent past and expect to be concerned about in the future, and the various
ways in which a managementservices department might be confronted by these issues and
would therefore have to cope with them.

First, | want to talk about why | think human factorsissues are becoming more important and to
summarise some of the influences of which no doubt many of you are already aware. And
secondly, what issues are there, what do we mean by human factors, whatdiversity of factors
are we considering? And thirdly, how to fit them into systems design and how, most
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importantly, doesit affect management services and what doesit do to the role of
management

services.

Let's start with the pressures for consideration of human factors. By human
factors | mean any
issue relating to the people who will use the system or who will be
affected by the system. So

wecan also include the people who

will no longer be around when the

system is introduced. | will not try

to differentiate different sorts of

systems, TP systems, word processing systems, communications

The Challenge of Human Factors

veri

SySteris

ca
1. Why are they becoming
important?

of them con erge
Into one. Mosall
t of the syst
ems have
similar kinds of human factorsindications. There are different, speci-

2. Whatissues do they cover?
'

fic issues as well, but wewill just

;

3. How dotheyfit within systems design

deal with the general ones

and how doesit affect Managementservic
es?

| think that what we can say about
all these systems is that they will
Operate as man/machine systems. |

see a lot of TV programmes about
robotics and automation, but | am

quite convinced that
and everybody has been talking about users

this morning

there are still

Pressures for Consideration of Human Factor
s

people in there somewhere and giv-

ing them a good service that they

The new users

cap Cope with and USE seems

be
@ prime consideration that youto
all

Casual users

face. So we are talking about creat-

Users with complex tasks

ing systems which are technologi-

ee

cal but have human
components as

well. A
sociotechnical
system is
the in-vogue term for the design
target of your systems.

The burden of the argument that |

Users witi

iscretion

;

Social change

Organisational consequences

Job loss
;

Union awareness

Legislation

eee

want to put to youis essentially
that
if we simply develop technolo
gical systems we will incr
easingly run into problems
human, social and Organisation
on the
al front. If we set out to desi
gn sociotechnical systems,
we may not avoid all the diffi
while
culties at least wewill deal
with them head on and wec
with them and deal with them as
an cope

we go. There are many ways in
which technological systems
can go, in different forms, with
more positive human and soci
al implications than negative

Weare no longer just talking
about people who are rela
tively full-time users of a tech
system. We are more and mor
nical
e dealing with casual users.
| do notlike that term, it rath
er
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Thatwill affect the way that they perceive the system and how much theyare prepared to learn

about the system, and how willing they are to adapt to its usage. In one way, they become less

trainable. You cannot send a lot of these casual users away on training courses to learn to
operate systems, you may have to find other ways of getting them to work effectively with
systems. | am talking about managersand all kinds of other staff functions in organisations, and

indeed the public. Many ofus will be concerned with developing systems which havethe public
as end users.
Asecond and related point is that we are tending also to deal with users with quite complex and
unstructured tasks. | am thinking particularly of managerial environments. Before lunch,

someone mentioned that we will expect the future technologies one will expect to be used by
the managers themselvesdirectly, hands on. Well, they have complicated
so theytell me

unstructured, awkward, changing kinds of tasks, which means that we are trying to design
technologies which will support tasks. That means that we are designing systems where we
cannot be precise about what people will need from them. That is a quite difficult issue as well.

Thirdly, a very awkwardissue: a lot of these users have considerable discretion. It was all very

well to design systems for users whosediscretion was at the level of Well, either you useit or
you leave our employ . But it is quite another matter to design systems for users who, if they do
notlike the look of it, will find some other way of doing whatever they want to do. It is a much
tougher nut to crack, a much moredifficult target to reach. Users are likely to be much more
fickle and more able to vote with their feetif they do not like the things that are being presented
to them. Many of you will probably have already tried putting various kinds of systems into
managerial environments and will have found that it is not quite as straightforward as some of
the textbooks would haveus believe.
So different kinds of users are entering the scene; more and more a wider range of users

knowledgeable

and our ability to train them is becoming less.

less

On top of all that, we have a different set of problems because of an increasing understanding
on the part of the unions in particular, but on the part of people in general, that technological

change means organisational and social upheaval, social change of one kind or another. The

topic in the media at the moment is primarily the question of job loss, the question of how many
people will be needed to run these technological systems of the future. But there are many
other kinds of issues as well of an organisational nature. | got hints this morning about various
kinds of political struggles, distinctions between departments that made sense once, and
perhapswill make much less sensein the future. All those kinds of issues will be brought to the
fore by technological change.

There are issues of training, retraining, and other such topics whichall have a bearing here.
There is a growing union awarenessofall these issues. Indeed, some unions, and notably Clive

Jenkins and his friends, are claiming that they know and understand much more about the
coming technologies than do a lot of managements, and they are leading the way. They are

certainly leading the way towards creating within the TUC a policy about the rules that they will

put to management when it comesto accepting technological change. So there are important
and powerful implications there for the role of the people who are trying to introduce the

change.

Finally, | have included legislation here because weare increasingly living in a world where

governments legislate on matters that affect the implemvntation of technical change. In this

country we have various employee protection laws, health and safety laws and so on that are

relevant. What we do not have yet are the kinds of laws which a lot of other countries have
already implementedrelating to things like the privacy of information. Maybe wewill get these
one day.
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Particularly in Scandinavia, which | know quite well because | spent five months there last year,
they have carried the business of legislation with respect to technological change very much

further. In Norway, for example, not only are there shop stewards to deal with but there are also
people called data stewards , who are charged with the duties of looking after theunion end
of any technological change when it is introduced. And organisations are required to involve the
data stewards in the process of change.

| have not heard anything from Mrs Thatcher on this kind of subject yet and it may be a long

time in coming, but these are the kind of background factors that could be there for the future.

All this meansthat on a variety of fronts the people who will be affected by the systems that are

being introducedarelikely to be much less passive and much moredifficult to cope with and to
serve well than hitherto, with a whole range of problems that they are now asking to be
considered. If they are not asking now, they probably soon will.

| want to go through the natureof these issues, to try to classify them for you. | have a problem
here in that most of my work is in this area
in trying to classify and organisethe different sorts
of issues and marshal the kinds of
information that is relevant to
The Needs and Problemsof the Computer User
them. But because of the theme of
the conference | do not want to

spend too long on this area this

afternoon, | want to get on to the

roles of management services with

Task needs

classification of the kinds of human

BAeto aieee Of se

respect to those issues. So | will

content myself with offering you a

factors issues that will be important. | will be only too happyto elab-

orate on this aspect in questions

Support needs

.

Psychological and organisational consequences

afterwards if you should so wish.

So | am asking the question: what

are the human factors issues? It is

traditional in our field to talk about there being hardwar
eissues, software issues, organisational
issues and things like that. | will approach it in a differen
t way and say, If we have a potential
user, what are his needs? What have we got to do
for him if we are to get to the point where he

has a service he wantstouse, is willing to use and is capable
of using? What have wegot to do
to get to that point? | have boiled that down to four differen
t issues

The first issue is called

task needs , which is an obvious one. Presumably if

the user has some
use for the information processing services that
we are putting at his disposal, then he has an
inform
ation handling task that he is undertaking, and he will
be looking to the system to provide

facilities: data, data manipulation facilities, commu
nication facilities
will be looking for something to serve his task.

be it what theywill. He

The problem that we have is how do we determine,
ahead of time, what thosetask needsare.
How do webuild up the system in such a way
that in six months time the man in depar
tment X
will find that the system can handle the informatio
n that he wants it to handle? That is no great
problem when weas designers are in total contro
l of the task environment, where we are
dealing with some nicely constrained, clearly defin
ed set of tasks in which the useris engaged,

or where wecan have some controlin deter
mining the nature of those tasks. But we
are now
talking about moving out

into tasks which are unstructured and changeable
, where it is very
difficult to know what the needswill be in the future.

One of my concerns
and | will come to this later
is techniques whereby one learns what
kinds of needs users have, what sort of task needs they will encounter, and techniques by
which we embody those needs within the system. Techniques for task analysis and techniques

for involving users in accomplishing task analysis. Beyond that, of course, one has to be
concerned with the design of the technology such that it has the flexibility to cope with
changing needs, and perhaps evolving needs as well. One of my biggest fears is that we might
find, in introducing new forms of technology, that we start to constrain organisations to

handling those kinds of information that they handle now. Welive in a rapidly changing world.
The pace of change showsno sign of slackening, and people s needs will change rapidly. So

our systems have to beflexible to cope with that. These kinds of issues are very central to

getting systems accepted within many user environments.

Let us suppose that, by some piece of magic, we manage to provide the kinds offacilities that
the users feel they want. Have we then answeredall their needs? Unfortunately not
weare
only starting on the process. The next problem is that our users, almost by definition, are unsophisticated with respect to the technology which we are now employing. They will need
knowledge and skills. They will need to know whatthe technology is capable of, whatit can do,
how it does it, and what they haveto do to getit to do it. And if the worst comesto the worst,
what they have to do to rescue themselves from the mess that they have got themselvesinto.
They will need to have those kinds of knowledge and skills at their fingertips. Where is that
knowledge going to come from?

Traditionally, we have worked through training schemes. We take people away and wedevelop

their keystroke rates or whatever it might be. And we work through procedures manuals which
are at the elbow of the user so that he can look up what he has to do under certain circumstances. Neither of those techniques has worked very well in the past, and they show evenless

likelihood of working much in the future, as our users become moreintermittent and casual.

support, meaning that we must find ways of
Wetalk more these days about point of need
giving the person the help that he needs; the skills that he needs and the knowledge that he
needs, at the point that he discovers that he needs it. Just to mention two strategies for that,
one is to develop in-system aids, the kinds of help facilities, programmed learning facilities,
explanatory error messages and so on, within systems. Wehaveonlyjust begun to touch on the

potential of computer-aided instruction as a means of informing the user of the facilities that he
has at his disposal at the time that he needs it. That kind of avenue has taken greatstrides in the
past five or so years.

There is another avenue, which is to use human support techniques. | have noticed over the
past few years a great burgeoning in the number ofliaison staff, support staff of various kinds,
involved with the operation of technological systems. If you do not actually plan the development of such roles with respect of systems, you often find that they arise informally. When we

go looking at a new technological system, we usually also go looking for the local experts as

wecall them: thatis, the person near the end user to whom the userturns for help whenever he

finds that he is in a position where he cannot cope. It seems a great strategy. The person is
local; he knows something about the task you are doing; and he maybe haslearned a bit more

about the system than you have. He is accessible, which is a most important thing for most
users. The problem really is that the quality of his advice may not be all that special. Weoften
find thatit is useful for people creating systems to think about who their representatives will be
at the sharp end and concentrate on training and developing them. Make sure that the users

have some local supply of expertise near at hand for them. The design of the social system that

supports the technical in any operational system is a very important element, when your user
population is in a state of ignorance largely about the capability that you are putting at their
disposal.

A third point here is that we are dealing with a world in which users have expectations, and a lot
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of these expectations relate to ease of user issues. Obviously, when you answer a task need you
do so by providing a set of procedures which the user can employ to gain the information that
he wants, communicate with whoever he wishes to, and so on. Some of those procedureswill
be new to him, and they will involve a considerable amount of effort on his part to adaptto.

Many of the users that we meet seem to show a kind of what | can only describe as, implicit cost
benefit analysis technique when considering utilising a technological tool. By cost benefit

analysis in this instance | do not mean
How much money will it cost us and what do | get for
it? it is much more a cost benefit analysis in terms of, Whatis the benefit to me of using this
as against other techniques | might use, including guessing and not using the information at all?
What is the cost to me in terms of personal effort, personal learning, personal adaptation and,
aboveall, personal time? How much effort have | got to put into mastering these devices?

These judgments tend to vary very much according to the potential that the userislikely to see

for the equipment, but they nevertheless play a considerable part in determining the degree
to

which the user masters the equipment that is being placed at his disposal. So far as weare

concerned, it leads us into questions of how you design the interface for the equipment,
for the
man with the equipment, so that it is natural to him, sothat it involves transparent
interfaces, so
that it is, aboveall, easy for him to use. | have used a lot of terms there which
are the ones that

we bandy around. Theyessentially tell us the target and what it is we are aiming
at. We are

quite a long way away from being able to define exactly what those
terms mean in all instances,
but we do know a lot about the design of hardware, the layout of
keyboards, the design of

dialogues for communicating between man and systems. We know
lot about those kinds of
issues which can help design systems so that they are more acceptable
to the user and he does
not find that he has to put a lot of his own effort intoit in order
to makea startin utilising new

equipment.

The kinds of issues that | have just been talking about
apply very much to casual, intermittent
users. If you have full-time users the problems are often
of a somewhat different nature. There,
it is often a matter of irritation, due to redundancy
within the system that they meet a hundred
or maybe more times a day when they do not needit
. There is a very different set of principles
about designing dialogues, for instance, for full-ti
me users as opposedto casual users. It is an
entirely different process.

Also, with full time users, a different set of issues
is arising, particularly because of union pressures, in the health and safety areas. | imagine
that most of you have been aware of the conce
rn
about visual display units causing eyestrain.
There is a lot of hot air about this issue.
Nevertheless it is one which people who are
introducing visual display units into users
environments
where the userswill be employing them quite
a lot of the time
can expect to be
raised

. These are issues that you will hear about. It

is being usedas a bargaining counter by alot
of unions now. So there are issues of that
kind that especially relate to full-time users.

are likely to be problemsit will affect their beha
viour and the way that they receive the syst
em.
These issues cover so many different topic
s that | havelisted some of them here just
to indicate
the direction in which the problems migh
t come.

| have divided theseinto job implications
and Organisational

implications. Obviously the one that
most exercises the minds of employees and thei
r unions is the questions of redundancy and
job
loss due to any technological innovation. But
there are other issues which can be equally
diffi-

cult. Skill change is a particularly importan
t one. A lot of traditional skills are bein
g devalued:
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things that people have built up and that have been their livelihood for many years suddenly are

no longer necessary. There is the question of what newskills will be required and whatkinds of
procedures will be set up in order

that new skills can be acquired; and

whether it is the same people who

will use the new equipment as used

the old methods. | do not need to

remind you of the problems that

The Times has had in these areas in

the past year.
There

are

more

subtle

changes.

Often, the introduction of new

technology means changes in the

pacing and the load on employees;
different kinds of demands being

Potential Implications of Technological Change
Job implications

Jobloss

ve

ills change

Organisational implications

q

°

Work team changes

i

Demarcation between jobs

change

Pacing and load changes

Payment systems

Greater formality

Career progression

Jobsatisfaction

made on them. Some people have

Powerandinfluence

Privacy of information

suggested that, far from being a
great boon to humanity that some

of us here might feel, electronic offices will simply be an environment in which all of the pacing
and controlling elements of assembly lines will be transferred from the blue collar worker to the
white collar worker. People do not look upon that prospect with any great joy.

Greater formality. Most of the systems that weare talking about mean a lift from rather informal

methods into much more formal methods, which people often respond negatively to as well.

Whata lot of these things add up to are questions about the nature of job satisfaction; whether
existing forms of job satisfaction are disappearing and what is replacing them. Will there be any

kind of job satisfaction remaining? There is one set of issues there.

Organisationally, there are wider issues. Work team changes. | have deliberately put in
something fairly subtle that may not seem very important. Introducing technology may break up
existing social relationships. Thereis a lot of talk about operating from offices in your own home
rather than being in a work setting. One of the things that that will do is to disrupt all those
relationships that you enjoy, or otherwise, with your colleagues.

Demarcation between jobs change. Another thing in which unions are very interested is where
their preciously-protected demarcation lines go to in the future, as technology comesalong and
disrupts the whole structure of relationships. That can be a very important sticking ground.
Again, The Timesis a very important reminder of that.

Payment systems. You can expect people who accept any kind of change to ask what happens
to the payment systems, and there can always be a buying off processinvolvedin introducing

technological change.

Other strange things happen, such as if you have been treasuring a particular kind of career pro-

gression in an organisation and, all of a sudden, it is not there any more. That can have nasty
effects upon your feelings of security and vulnerability within an organisation. Power and
influence. Privacy of information. All these things play their part.

What | would say about all of these factorsis that it is not a feature of every single system that
you have to be concerned with all of these issues. The problem is to identify which oneswill be
important with respect to the systems that you are considering introducing.

The other point about it all is that the nature of the effect is not inevitable. There has been a
trying to show that computer systems
lot of it completely wasted
great deal of research
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in all their different forms have universal effects; that they lead to loss of jobs or whatever. What
those studies do show is that some systems lead to greater employment, some lead to less,
some lead to moreskill being required, some lead to less skill being required, some lead to job
enrichment, some lead in the opposite direction.
Further than that, it suggests that when you are in the process of formulating the system there
is quite a lot that you can do to organise a system and the way that it will be implemented, in

such a way as to take account of these factors and, if possible, to have positive effects rather
than negative effects. It is not universally easy to do, but there isa lot moreflexibility in the

design of systems, and particularly in the way that the system is coupled to the manning
structure of the organisation. Thereis a lot that can be done thereto ease the path of implementation. It is taking command of that part of systems design that is most important for getting
technological change implemented smoothly and effectively.

That is a very quick run-through of the range of factors that we are considering. | should like

you to note that it runs from what kind of keyboard you use and where you put the special
function keys, and what contrast there is in the visual display itself, right the way through to

questions of job satisfaction and organisational change. Asfar as the user is concerned, all of

those points may be important to him in the way that he responds to the system.

It means that all of that lot needs to be on the minds of the people who are concerned
with
implementing the system. | want to go on to talk about how, within a systems design
process,
one takes account of these issues.

| suppose the obvious thing to do is to take the systems design team
and appoint somebody to
find out about human factors issues and to develop skills and compete
nce with respectto it.

That would be the way in which we would handle most new issues
that arise in a systems

design process. We may even take on a specialist in human factors
issues.

Well, that is one route. There is another route which is being
peddled, particularly in
Scandin

avia, which shows a completely different approach. It
is an approach that says, The
people who will be affected by this have a right to a say in the
systems design process. In its
more extreme forms, they not only have the right, they
have the total right; that is, the
technologist fades into the background as a kind of supplier
who is told what is wanted and he
gets on and provides it. | have heard these views put very
vigorously in Scandinavia, sometimes
on the part of user management, sometimes on the
part of unions. So it is not as though itis

just one group thatis claiming the right to run the show, it
can be many different groups. In
America

, they use a term stakeholders , meaning that any
system being introduced affects the
lives of quite a variety of people, and they are to be
regarded as the stakeholders with respect

to systems development. The argument then runs that
each stakeholder has some right to be
involved in the design process. | might also add that the
technologists involved are perhaps also
considered to be stakeholdersin this, so they do
not lose out entirely.

How are we supposed toresolve such a dilemma?
Here wehave an approach which says that
the existing technologist, the technological base, will
be responsbile for introducing the system,

and will take on the human factors issues as well, as
against a complete takeover bid in which
the system will be designed by the users themselves.
How can weresolve that kind of issue?
My approach tothis is to say that it is very much
too simple to split it into that kind of
polarisation. What we needis a moredifferentiated view,
one that takes account ofthe different
kinds of human factors that | have just mentioned,
because those different factors need

different kinds of treatment. It is appropriate for
a management services department to take on
different kinds of

roles with respect to the different sorts of human facto
rs issues.

| have attemptedin this slide to talk about some of
the potential roles that can be taken with

respect to human factors issues. | have taken five design issues and asked myself what would
be an appropriate breakdown ofroles between the users and the designers. This is highly simpli-

fied and would very much depend on the type of system and the kind of organisational climate
into which it is going. | can think of nothing morestupid than trying to go for full-scale partici-

pative design with all the users in a

climate where users have never ex-

perienced any kind of involvement

with anything before. They will be
overwhelmed byit, and everybody
will be thoroughly confused.

Rolesiin| HumanibactorsiDesion
Design issue

1. Analysis of tasks

But

User

Designer

Informant

Analyst

Expert

where there is an expectation of
involvement it is very dangerous

2. Construction of system
to support tasks
3. Interface and support design

Tester

Expert

Here are some ideas on this front.

4. Work organisation design

Participant/

Advisor/

about learning the nature of the

5. Organisational consequences

Participant/

notto try to create it in some way.

First, what do we do about the

,

analysis of tasks? What do we do

task environment which the system

Negotiator

Negotiator

Resource
Advisor/

Resource

is supposed to support? Here | have
put the designer in the role of analyst trying to find out, trying to understand that task environment. And | have put the user in the

role of informant, the person who tells. There is a long history of problems in this area which
suggests to me that the thing that you cannot do is to leave it for the user to tell you exactly
whatis what. He has usually been so busy doing the job that he has had no time to stand back
and consider it in any kind of systematic way that would give you a coherent account to work
from.

Similarly, it is very dangerous if the analyst makes assumptions aboutit, particularly if it is

unstructured and changing. We need some kind of dialogue between the designer and the user

which will lead to an understanding of what can be established and what cannotbe established,

because what cannot be established is a demand for flexibility in the system.

One of myinterests is in the design of techniques whereby analysts can approach users and
support them and help them to work through the nature of their jobs, to express to the designer
the information that he needs, before he goes away and decides what the system will do. That
particular issue seems to me an important and difficult one to work on.

The second issue is the construction of a system to support the tasks, what you might call the
heart of the matter as far as the technological design is concerned. | have said that most users

see no role for themselves in that whatever. These are technological matters, to be fought out
between the management services people on behalf of the organisation and the suppliers

the

sort of battle that we were talking about this morning. So | have said that the designer hereis in

the role of expert. | use the term

expert

in a specific way, to mean you have a person who has

the knowledge available to provide the answer without going further. You may go further into
textbooks and ask other experts and so on, but you do not have to go back to the user in this
particular area.

The third part, the interface and support design, | have put the designer in the role of expert
here, in the sense thatthere is information that he can be provided with which will enable him to
design interfaces that are easy to use, that are efficient and acceptable, and that embody the
right kind of support techniques for the user, and so on.

However, | haveput the user in the role of

tester

you might call it evaluator . What | am

suggesting hereis that there is a lot of room for the development of early pilot schemes, trials, in
the design of future systems; a lot of room for developing a quick, probably rough-and-ready
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version of the system to which the users can respond. The greatest difficulty that the users have

is seeing what it is these technological boys are talking about. You do not meet many users who

can interpret flow charts, they are much better at responding to real terminals, with real things
coming up on screens. What you want to be able to do is to put things up there and then have

them knock them down, before you have tied yourself downtoit for life. Users can work very

readily in that kind of environment. One of the great benefits of getting cheap computing
around is that it ought to be possible for us to run many moretrials and evaluative efforts before
wego for full-scale decisions. It is another area in which weare very keen on working, in helping

people to educate the users through presenting things to them early in the design processfor
them to react to. The designers learn, and particularly the users learn.

This approach has a number of advantages. One is that you are halfway through the training

problem then anyway. Secondly, the users feel that they are making a real contribution to the

design of the system. Thirdly, that means thatit is becoming

their

system rather than your

system, right from the word go. These issues seem to me to be very important.

Four and five are moving outwards from the technological system into the social and organisational consequencesof the system. Work organisation. Who does what jobs. How tasks
are
divided between the jobs, on into organisational consequences. The job loss
issue, the
retraining issue, the relationships between departments issues, and so on,
moving outwards
from there.

This is an area where mosttechnical people would not claim to have any
special expertise to
apply, and where they would probably be happyif the user showed some inclinat
ion to sort out

a lot of these things for himself. It is the area in which we hear most about
participative design.

A lot of the things that | was hearing about in Scandinavia are
not really about users dealing
with number 2 on thatlist, they are about users dealing with
numbers 4 and 5, or rather
employees and user management together working out these
issues. | am sure that many
technical people would be very happy if they were able to
say, Here is the system we have
designed. They are your problems, you sort them out , and
then retire into the background.

Unfortunately, it is not as easy as that because we need
to be talking about these issues before
the system is implemented. We need the designers
in some kind of advisory, supportive,
resource kind of role in order to explain what the system
is capable of, what sort of flexibility
there is. This is one of the traps: the assumption thati
f the system is there it must be used in a
certain way.

Thereare often lots of flexibilities and choices which in the
user enviro

nment the
users ought to be debating and considering alterna
tive ways of operating it. At a really
advanced stage, one ought to have that debate
going on simultaneously with the systems

design process, so that information can be fed backwards
and forwards between the twosides.
Wedo not see much of that at the moment. It is pretty
much a case of designing a technical

system, and the organisation then accommodates
to it, Or perhaps rejects the system as a

foreign matter entering its structure.

So | have put the designer in an advisory, resour
cerole here, supporting

the negotiations of the
users to sort out these matters. It seems to me that
it is not a case here of the management
services department making these kind of decisions.
It is equally not a matter of their saying, l
will
stand out of this,

the user can do it. There is a need to supporttha
t kind of process. In this
countrycertainly, there is not only a need to supportthis
, there is also a need toinitiate it, get it
movin
g, and getit started, because often otherwiseit does
not occur.

| want to try to summarise that by saying that asfar
as | can see human factors issues can be
handled from within the manag

ement services domain in two ways. One is
by establishing an
expert or a number of experts on it. Maybe
weall become experts in it to a degree, to
an
appreciation level degre

e. That kind of approach toit involves learning about
the hardware and
the software issues, the way in which one thinks about
the environment of the system, the way

in which one does workstation analysis, and topics such as this. | am happy to say that we are
beginning to get more widely disseminated information on this score. Books are appearing.
Tom Stewart, who is now with Butler Cox, having spent a number of years with us at

Loughborough University, has recently co-authored a book called the VDT Manual, which sets

down a lot of the information on just this kind of topic, on all of the issues relating to the

establishment of visual display terminals within a user environment. It also has current know-

ledge on this visual eyestrain problem. So there is material appearing which will be available to
management services staff to handle these topics. | might also point out that we spend a lot of

time at Loughborough generating graduatesto fill that kind of bill. So, if you need any

ergonomists just let me know.

That is the expert role. The other role is rather more difficult to define. It is to be an advisor, to
be a supporter, to be a facilitator, to be a kind of catalyst to the whole of the user environment

to get them to understand what the technological change means and to take the choices open
to them on the process of introducing the change. To determine what they want. At a
managerial level what sort of organisation do they want to run? It can have profound effects
on that.
At a job level there are issues about who doesthe work, howit is shared, whatsort of skills will
be required. The unions need to sort themselves out with respect to these issues as well. It is
not enough to stand back and let that happen. We need people around who can facilitate the

discussion and who can act as resourcesin bringing what information and research thereis to
bear on those issues. What| would like to see is a growth in people within management services
departments who havethat kind of brief.

| think that naturally we will get people who are the experts on the interface issues. | do not
think that we quite so naturally arrive at the kind offacilitator role. A lot of systems analystsfind
themselves playing the role, not because they have been trained to do it, but because they find
that it is necessary. A lot of users generate people who are the main liaisons with the technical
staff, who also find themselves playing these kinds of roles, usually in an unsupported,
untrained way.

Travelling around the country, talking to different kinds of audiences, | find that many people fit
the kind of specification that | am outlining, and they are desperately in need of help, because
they are having to makeit up as they go along. Well, thereis quite a literature. Unfortunately, it

is a heavily jargon-laden literature, as you can probably tell from the words that | used to

describe it: facilitators, catalysts, and so on. It is rather difficult literature, but it is one which,
with help, one can bring to bear to help people engaged in that kind of process. We are
beginning to worry about how to help with the training of that kind of person.
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| am going to start by giving you my definition of office automa
tion and then | should like

to
continue by talking about how office automation might evolve, becaus
e | think thatit will be a
relatively long evolution and not a revolution. And lastly, | would like
to spend a good deal of
time talking about the role of managementservices in office automa
tion.

| feel some responsibility to start by giving you my bias. | am
one of you. | spent several years
managing a large databaseinstallation in the United States before
getting into this area, and so |
have some strong feelings about where office automa
tion does, and does not, fit.

Let me start by defining office automation. | am an engine
er and | like to take things

apart,
taking them one piece at a time. Most people look
at office automation and focus on the word
automa

tion , because thatis rather glamorous. But more import
ant in some senseis the word
office . It sounds rather trite, but | would Suggest that
wereally know precious little about

whatan office is. That is one of the major problems
in office automation: figuring out what we
are trying to automa

te.

Somedefinitions of an office. If you ask a young
child what an office is, he will probably
respond with, That s where Daddy goes every day
, or That's where Mummy goes every
day.

That is not a very satisfying definition. It answe
rsthe where and not the what . Even
more worrisomeis the fact that the same answe
r applies to the question: What is the men
s

room? . So that is not too good.

The definition offered by a furniture manufacturer in
the United States
Herman Miller
is
that an office is a place for abstracting transactions, which
| like. It actually says in a few words
what wedo in offices. We movelots of Papers around
which typically represent other real-world
entities.

The most standard definition of an office is that it is a communications facility. That is partially
true, yet most of the time when | am askedto talk to managers in companies, the first rule is,
1 et s get the hell out of the office
so that we can get away from the
telephones, and we end up meet-

ing in rooms like this, more often
than not.

What is anoffice?

Probably the most important aspect of an office that weall have to
keep in mind is that an office is an

@ Where daddy goes everyday
@ A placefortransacting abstractions

@ A communications facility

overhead. None ofus are in compa-

@ Overhead

nies that have it as an objective to
have offices. An office is something that we need, not something

we want. An office really is an over-

head.

There is a story about the Stanley

Tool Company in the United States. It is probably not true, but the point is valid. There was a

meeting of the general management group of the Stanley Tool Company which makes, among

other things, DIY powertools. The manager ofthe electric drill programme was giving his
performancestatistics and was very happy. He wasciting increasing sales of home drills,

increasing market share, very good penetration. They knew what the competition was doing
and everything looked very rosy indeed. The president of the company was there and was

You ought
appearing more and more annoyed. Finally, the sales manager asked the president,
We have some
to be happy and you seem sad: what is the problem? The president said,
serious problems here, nobody wants our drills. The sales manager, needless to say, did not

take to that too kindly. He said, Everybody wantsour drills," and went through his standard
pitch again. The president said, You'velost the point. Nobody wantsdrills: people want holes.
When theycan find a wayto havetheir holes withoutour drills, we're going to have a problem.

Whatis automation? Automation is a word that weusetooliberally in our field today. To me,
automation is two things, and they are both verydifferent. One is using machinesto do things.

To putit in its rawest terms, it is replacing people with machines. This is what we often do in

factories. This is what had led to dramatic productivity improvementsin factories over the last

10 or 15 years. More often than not, automation implies using machines to help people to do
things; that is not replacing people with machines but giving people tools to help them do

things.

well
Computers havea place in both of those things. Computers can perform tasks which are
tools
provide
not
did
we
systems
payroll
automated
we
When
understood and well structured.
to help payroll clerks compute payrolls, we did it for them. On the other hand, computers can
provide tools to help people solve unstructured problems. We do not use computers to design
automobiles, we use computers to provide very good tools to help designers design
automobiles because wereally do not know howto dothat.

Whatis office automation? Most importantly, it is an evolving definition. The office of the future

That is
will always be the office of the future. There will always be a better tomorrow.

something that we accept. Because of that, office automation is very much an elusive goal.

n
Therewill always be a better and cheaper technology sometime in the future. Office automatio

is not a product, it is a process. It is not a destination, itis a journey. Too many of us lose sight

of that. Office automation is not really a new term, although it has attracted a great deal of

attention in the pastfour or five years in the United States. Office automation is not a new term,
it dates back many years. In fact there are many referencesto office automation back as far as
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1965. At that time, office automation was what we call now data processing, so by that
definition everyone in this room is probably very experiencedin the area of office automation.

Office automation is any use of
computers in offices for highlystructured applications. There was
a book written here in England, in

1968, entitled The Social Impact of

Office Automation. \t is a title that

has a great deal of import today,

although it was written 11 years
ago. At that time and in that book,
office automation meant things like
payroll, inventory control, and purchasing; that is, it was any use of
computersin offices. In fact, | think

pB6es1970
i Anyuse of computers in offices for
highly structured, high volume

data processing - EDP!

@ Payroll
@ General Ledger

thatthe strict definition of the term

applied more then than it does

now, because when wetended to

automate systems in those times,

we were attempting to achievefairly massive reductions in labour. We used the
computer truly
to automate functions. | go back to my example of payroll. We
really automated the entire
payroll process. Wedid not support people in doing that function,
we replaced lots of clerks and

had them doing other things.

Then we came acrossthis thing called the paperless office
which call the paperless office
dream . Our
industry

and | certainly include myself in that

all tend to actlike children at times.

We often

pursue objectives

be-

cause someone raised a challenge
without ever giving any thought to
whether it was a very wise thing to
do. The idea of the totally integra-

ted management information system wassuch a pipe dream, and |
think that the paperless office
dream is also. It is not clear to me

that a totally paperless office is

something that wereally should be

setting our sights on, because |

suspect wewill be disappointed.

isa very immature one, and we

1970-76 Thepaperless office (dream)!

@ Address tasks related to information transfer
@ word processing
Helectronic mail
B electronicfiling

B reprographics

i Focus on text management

Wewill certainly have offices with
lots less paper, but there will be
more paper than that just found in the men s
room, | am sure. There will be less paper,
but there
will be paper. One implication is that what
remains on paper will be driven to much
higher
quality levels, both in content and in appear
ance. This paperless office dream concep
trea
lly
addressed

tasksrelated to information transfer and commun
ications. How do| get information
from meto you? The information is at task level;
it is related to transmission media. That implies
a focus
on text management. An emphasis on word
processing, electro

nic mail, electronic
filing, reprographics and so on. To most
people this is the electronic office and offic
e
automation. That is not what office automation is to me.

One of the problems with that is that

it focuses on only part of the process. If we look
at the
whole information transfer process, we have
a producer, a channel, and a consumer.
That
rather myop
ic view of office automation tends to focus
on the channel.

It is the

communications view of the electronic office. It does not focus on the producer. If you think
back to the chart that Tony Gunton showed this morning, where he had office automation

consisting of communications sup-

port and decision support, this is

saying the same thing in some

sense; that this stage of office

automation focuses on the com-

iiheibaerdess|officel{dieam)|

munications portion. It does not
help me, as the producer of information, very much.

It helps you,

perhaps, as the consumer, little

bit in terms of filing and retrieval,
but it does not help you from a
knowledge standpoint, from a

Producer

Information

SEES

Information

ees

Information

process

Consume!

Aenea

more information processing standpoint.

We are entering another stage,

something that | would call a more
holistic view of office systems, where the emphasis is in two places. One is as before, using the
technology to support the information. But even more importantly to me, it is supporting
the underlying processes which

produce and consume that information, and truly automating office
functions where possible. As you

1977-? Holistic view ofoffice systems:

will see throughout this talk, | believe that we must think very hard
about what we mean by automa-

@ Use of technology to support the information
flow and underlying processes which produce
and consumethe information

pony and perhaps TS refine our

@ Truly automate functions where possible

definition.

There are office processes that can
be automated. There was a study

information
process

done by a large manufacturer just a
few years ago, which estimated
that about 40% of office proce-

information
information
transfer
~+~=~=S«=~mFOCUS
Office Automation

dures were subject to automation. |

will return to that in a few minutes.

| think that we move towards a broader and more global view of office automation. It is not

strictly information transfer, it is not the magic network but focuses much more on the man or
woman sitting at that terminal and what he or she is going to do.

With that, let me offer this definition: office automation is simply the utilisation of computer
systems in offices to enhanceeffectiveness and productivity. It is a very simple definition. It isa
global definition. It is sufficiently content-free that it should not offend anybody. | also am an

academic. | have had lots of practice at saying content-free things.
Some people are offended by that. They say,

Why do computers have to be part of the

automatedoffice? . | think that in an age where most of us wear more than one computer and
offices are everywheretheywill certainly be in the office. So | think that is a definition that we
can all accept.
Let me spend a few minutestalking about the path that | see our following as we go towards the

automated office. | think that you will be able to relate to it, because | suspect that we will

follow very much the same path that we havein the evolution of data processing systems. In
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terms of function, mostofus start in the office world with word processing. That is where many
companies are today. We tend to evolve from that into what we can call disjointed office

automation applications. We are
going after lots of different things

that represent targets of opportunity to us, without a large measure towards integration, often

a

A definition
A

because we do not havethe tools
to integrate them, not because we
do

not

want

to

integrate

Office automationis the utilization of
computer based systems to enhance the

effectiveness and productivity of personnel
working in an operational or administrative

them.

Eventually, there is enough pressure to force us to integrate. | have

office

believed for a long time that one of

Bi simple

the Amajor challengesofoffice autoSe
2

MB global
Bf

mation is integration. To me that
means more functional integration
than technological integration.

inoffensi

0

me

Lastly, we reach a stage of process
automation and processre-design; that is, office automation gives us the opportunity to design

our organisations and processes differently. That does not mean that wewill. Unfortunately,

many of us will think that because
wehavethe opportunity, we must.
That is what | mean by immaturity.

It means that we havethe opportu-

Evolution towards the Automated Office

nity to evaluate alternative designs,
particularly in the organisational
area, and also the opportunity to

automate some office procedures.

Bao

put

forth

toe

Integrated office systems

of you. It follows very much the
hypothesis

:

tor
Disjointed office automation application
s

That might sound familiar to many
stage

Word processing

by

Process automation and process re-design

Nolan, which you will hear about

tomorrow. It talks about the evolu-

tion of computers in general, particularly business applications in or-

ganisations. To me office autom-

tion is not fundamentally different. It is another applications area
of computers; no doubt a

major applications area, but | think that it is an applications area of
computing systems and we
ought to beable to learn a lot by what has already happened.

If we look atthe initiation stage, as Nolan calls it, and apply that to
office automation, we tend
to see technological opportunities for increased productivity that
is technology driven. The
bread-a
nd-butter application that Nolan talks about in this case
is word processing,

text
processing. The goal is the moreefficient production of paper.
Notice that most of the things
that
we talk about todayin the area of office automation are
the antithesis of the Paperle

ss
office. Word processing systems exist by and large for the moreeff
icient production of paper.
Even wordprocessing systems that have communications facilitie
s, where one might argue that

there is no need to use paper but you have the Opportu
nity for electronic transmission, a
preciou

s small percentage of those machines are actually used for commun
ication.

| often describe facsimile machines as paper reproductive organs.
You put a sheetof paperin

one end and, four to six minutes later, you get a sheet of Paper
outof the other end. Itisa very

low gestation period. Copying machines are tremendous reproductive
organs for paper, much
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to the pleasure of Xerox and some other companies. It is not clear that the rest of us benefit
as much.
The second stage,
which | think
:
i

many companies are in now, in

what most people call office auto-

mation, ought to be called office
mechanisation,

because what

we

are really doing is mechanising of-

fices. We tend to see the rapid de-

velopment oflots of different tools.
Very importantly, we take a task

but not a processorienorientation
:
tation. By that | mean that most

people, in fact almost all of us,
when wethink of office automation, walk into an individual's office

Initiation

e Technological opportunities for

increased proguctity

@ Text processing is bread and butter

application
c

+ word processing

ae
eeeneD
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and look at the things in an office
and say, Gee, | can do that better

with a computer. We look at the typewriter and say, | can do that better with a computer .
We look at the file cabinet and say,
looking at the telephone and say-

ing,

| think | can do that better

with a computer,

and we say the

same about the in box and the
out box. Then weturn round and
walk out without ever saying
hello

to the fellow sitting behind

the desk.

-

Many of you will have had the same

experience of looking at detailed
office studies as | have had,
where, after reading a 20-or-30

| can do that better with a computer.

Now weare

Expansion: Office mechanization

@ Rapid developmentof disjointed tools

® Task orientation but not process orientation

@ Emphasis on merchandizing devices

H Exploitation of existing technology

H@ Task substitution

page paper, | cannottell you what

business that particular organisation is in. All my training tells me
there is something wrong there. |

can tell you how often the secretary backspaced. | might not be able to tell you that the

documentthat she is typing and on which she had to backspace 20 times just came out ofa
computer, two floors below her. It is a very microlevel. A lot of this came out of the early word
a very low tasklevel.
processing studies

The emphasis is on merchandising devices, selling devices; very technology driven. It is very

clear to me that today office automation is vendor driven. People like to argue thatin factit is
driven by users. | say, Gee, | wish it was, but | really don t think it is. It is very much vendor
driven, and wearetrying to exploit existing technology. We hear the phraseall the time, The
technologyfor the office of the future is here today. A reasonable question to ask is: Then
why isn t the office of the future here today? It is true that a lot of technology is here.
The best way to characterise this stage is to use a term that is used frequently in the innovation
literature, task substitution . | find the whole area of innovation, particularly technological

innovation, fascinating. Most of us would agree that office automation, electronic office
systems, is an instance of technological innovation. That has been studied quite a bit. Although
there is a lot of disagreement about how you motivate people to be innovative, and how you

foster environments for innovation, one thing that most people agree on is that there are two
very distinct stages in any innovation.

The first stage is what has been called task substitution, in which we tend to assimilate anew

technology, to use the same things that we were doing before, but to do them moreefficiently.

Webring in a technology and we useit, but we use it in the context of our present task
environment. We tend to do things moreefficiently. The emphasis is on

How can | usethis

device to do what | was doing before, but moreefficiently? It is only after we have become
comfortable with that that we begin to realise the things that we can do with that technology

that we simply could not do before. It is not a question of doing something moreefficiently. We
start to recognise whole new worlds open to us. Weare not very good atpredicting them. We

do not know what they are and some of the implications are almost impossible to predict. For
example, it is often said in the United States that it was the innovation of the automobile and
the refrigerator that led to the suburbs: you could get there and keep your food cold. No one
predicted that, but when you think about it, it is those innovations that made suburbs possible

and, what weare nowfinding in the United States, the negative implications of that.
Whenthe automobile wasfirst built we called it the

horseless carriage . It was like what we

had before but it did not have a horse. Then werealised that we could drive that horseless

carriage a lot further. That is an issue to which we must pay attention in office automation.

Almost all of the applications that we talk about today are task substitution. We talk about the

electronic desk, the electronic office, and the paperlessoffice; but we always go back
to analyse

the things that we have today. How can we do things as we do them today, but do them
more
efficiently? | would suggest that we simply do not know what this technology will allow
us to do
in many cases. The only thing that we can be sureofis that we cannotbe
sure.

People talk quite a lot about the local communications network. That
is a good way of exemplifying the stage of mechanisation where we have a network, perhaps
an intelligent network,
and wecan attach lots of different
devicesto it and do lotsofdifferent

things with it. That is a very good

objective.

However, if we are not careful,
what we end up with is a very confused user, because we are presenting to him lots of different tools

on this network that do not hang
together very well. Weare starting

to see that already in some systems

Localoffice system network
Non-

impactprinter

Data processing

system

Integrated

function
professional workstation

Local n

Support

workstation

Local network
voice, data, video

Gateway node(s)

very inconsistent user inter-

faces. You are in one environment
Photocomposition
COM
and you type a question mark and
Database machine
system
unit
you get three pages ofvery nicely
formatted text, telling you what
you can do next. You switch to another program, type
a question mark, and it comes back
saying,

Illegal command . First, there is no law that | know of
that saysthatit is illegal:

second, it is very inconsistent.

| do not mean to put this approval down. The mechanisedoffice will
have some positive impacts. |
do notthink thatit will meet the sorts of productivity criteria that
people, at least in the United
States, have beentalking about. In talkslike this in the States,
there is an argument that goes

something like the following:
Do you realise that productivity improvement in a factory
has
gone up 80% or 90% in the past 10 years, whereas product
ivity improvements in the office have

been limited to about 4% in the same period? Do you realise
that average capitalisation in

the factory has been about $25,000 and average capitalisation in the office has been about
$4,000. Therefore, if we invest $21,000 in each and every office worker, we will improve
productivity by 86% . | do not
believe that. | do not think that you
User confusion!
ought to believe that. Unfortunately, CEOs of lots of offices are
hearing that, and it will be another
Calendar
Electronic
case of unmanaged expectations.

Management

The one thing that wefail at most
as an industry is not managing expectations. We comeacross a new

=

tool and wetend tobelieve that, if

weonly had that one technology, it
would solve all the problems that
we now have. Wenever really solve
problems in this world, we trade in

pee filing

Other tools

as

Word

;

processing

Electronic mail

problems. Wetrade in one set of
problems for another. Sometimes
we come out on the long end of the

stick and sometimes on the short end. Hopefully, more often than not, we come out marginally
winners.

This environment of a mechanised office has some implications that | should like to relate to

you. | live in such a mechanised environment. | am in a firm now that is geographically distri-

buted. We communicate regularly using electronic mail systems, text processing systems. We
have used electronic mail systems for a number of years. | should like to relate a couple of
experiences which | think shed some light on what you can do in such an environment, both on
the positive side and on the negative side.

One of the paradoxes of the electronic environmentis that it both speeds things up and it can

slow them down, both in a positive sense. | can give you examples. In all of our consulting

engagements weput all of our clients on to our electronic mail system, for two reasons. One is

that we believe in it and wefind it much easier to communicate with people that way than over

the telephone. Second, it is obviously a good experience for the client. A few weeks ago, we
had a situation where a client who had been using our electronic mail system for some time, had
become usedto it and was communicating very regularly, found out late one afternoon that he

had to attend a meeting the next morning at 8.30. He wanted my comments about the subject

of this meeting. He sent me a message at 5 p.m. Dear Mike, | have a meeting at 8.30 tomorrow

morning on such and such a subject. | should like to have your comments. Could you please

give me your comments on these three things?

| have a terminal at home and normally, at some timein the evening, | would log on, see my mail
and respond toit. It turned out that | was not at home that night and did not do that. This fellow

came back at 8 o clock the next morning, logged on, wentto read his mail box to see the pearls

of wisdom that | had laid upon him and, unfortunately, there were none. He was mad. Here is a
situation where a person sends a message at 5 in the afternoon and expects a response at

8 o'clock the next morning. He sent me a message at 8.30, saying Gee, what's going on here?
You're not supporting me. Thereis a real lesson to be learned here. These sorts of systems can

really increase the metabolism of the organisation. It changes work environments. It has the

potential of changing the boundaries. Today we have fairly definite ideas about where and

when we work. We workat the office, during 9 to 5, say. In an automated environment the

office is always with you, it is just a wire away. On the positive side it can really increase the
metabolism of the organisation.

Wehad a situation where we werecalledin very late to make a proposal to an organisation for
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a study that we wanted to do very much. We had an experience that | suspect everyone here

has gone through. Wewerecalled in at 2in the afternoon; the problem was described to us and

we had a chance to respond about how we might approach such a problem. The potential
client said,
Welike what you're saying. Mike, we want you to go back and give this a lot of
thought, becauseit is very important to us. We want you to write a proposal. It will have to be a

fairly detailed proposal because we are well down the path with some other people. We want
you to give this a lot of thought and write a proposal. Any time tomorrow you can getit to us
will be just fine.

That was in New York, and there werethree of us. Twoofus lived in Philadelphia, and one of us

in Boston. We got on our respective planes and flew home. About 6 o'clock that evening | used
our text editing system to generate a proposal of about 30 pages. | sent an electronic mail

message to my two cohorts and told them that this file was ready and would they please review
it and give me their comments. | went to bed and, by 10.30 the next morning we had gone

through three iterations, substantially changed the proposal, revised it and used the electronic

mail system extensively. We ran it through our spelling correction program, printed it out on our
Diablo printer and, presto, at 11.30 we had a very good proposal. Then wehad the problem of
howto get the thing to New York. We had to go back to such unreliable means as getting on a
plane or a train. But we got the proposal to the client. In fact we got what we wanted: we were
able to go ahead and do the study.

You go back and you say, That's really something. | could never have done that any other
way. | simply could not have got that level of interaction and participation.
Clearly, | could
have sat down, written a proposal, had it typed, and even edited it with the use of a text editing
system. But no other way could we have had the participation of three individuals
in two
different cities over the period of 12 hours.

You step back to the next question and ask, How long would it have taken
you without that
sort of technology? The answer, as weall know, is that it would not have
taken any longer

because wedid not have any longer. Weall work in a deadline environment. We
did not have

two days; we did not have one day; we had to havea proposal there by
that afternoon. | did not
do it any faster: | did it a lot better. That will be a problem that everyone
in this room will face
when you try to justify office automation systems, because a great number
of the benefits will
be of a value added nature, not a cost reduction nature. | did not do
it 20% faster, | did it 20%
better. That will substantially change the way that we deal with cost
benefit analysis.

Let me move on to what | think the third stage will be. To me it is the
major stage in office
automation
the formalisation stage. Here we have shift in emphasis from how people
do
things to what they do. Weare
coming up a level from task orien-

tation to a function orientation.
Finally, we are going to walk into

that office and ask that guy what

he does.

Formalization
@ Shift in emphasis from HOW people do things

What do you do hereall

to WHATthey do.

day? | am
not going to stare at your
7

typewriter for two hours, I m going
5

to talk to you. Whatis the business

@ Incorporate notion of PROCESS

function? Whatis the business problem?

Automation ofoffice procedures
Integration of mechanized tools

| might add that many of you might

think

that

a

very

backward

tae ak

@ Task orientation - function orientati

@ Automation requires knowledge-based

ap-

technology, modelsfor office procedures.

proach. Weall try to teach our
staff, When you wantto design a
system and you want to solve a
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problem, first you decide what to do, then you worry about howto do it.

If you want to design

a system, first you determine a functional specification, and then you decide how you will
implement that functional specification. What | see in offices is just the opposite, in short a
bottom up approach.

| see two things happening here. One is starting to focus on automation opportunity, that is
looking at things that you do now thatin fact can be done by the computer; procedures that we

carry out. | have had discussions with presidents of companies and gone through this
conversation, and at some point they say
You know, you're right, there s a lot of things that |
do that are a pain in the neck and are very mechanical in nature. | do them out of rote memory.

That is a good sign.

| mentioned one study that estimated that 40% of much office work could be automated. | am

not suggesting that people will not be in offices; what | am suggesting is that we are going
down a path, ignoring opportunities to automate office procedures. We assume by definition
that we will support an individual in carrying out his tasks. We ought first to ask the question:
Is there an opportunity here to automate the function? The pendulum has, in some sense,
swung too far, away from automation and towards operational decision support.

One of the problems here is that automation requires knowledge-based technology. That just

means encoding knowledge about what weare doing and about our procedures in the machine.
We do that every time we write a Cobol program. You write a system to implement your

inventory, you are encoding your organisation s knowledge of how to conduct inventory
control into the computer.

One of the problems in offices is that we do not have very good ways of doing that.
Automation, languages for describing office procedures, techniques for representing office
procedures, these probably represent the single most major research area in universities and
industry today. It certainly is in Xerox, and there is a major effort at IBM and MIT. | go back to
What is an office? How do wedescribe office procedures? We know
my veryfirst question:
that they are much less structured than the kinds of problems that we have already attacked,
and that makes them far moredifficult.

There are a couple of implications. One is a real need to distinguish mechanisation from
automation. This is nothing new.
There were a number of studies
carried out several years ago. which

were motivated by a concern over
perceived worker alienation in
highly

automated

environments

Distinguish mechanization from automation

@ As automation increases,

initiating control source moves from
men to technology

fe

Some researchers, at MIT among

@ Integration of function increases with

other places, observed that in some

automation

automated environments workers

were very unhappy, with very high
levels of job alienation. And yet in

@ Automation:

other supposedly automated environments there werevery low levels

B_ knowing what to do
when to doit

Hi how to doit

of alienation, workers seemed very

happy and content with the equip-

ment. They sought to understand

that. They did some very interest-

ing workin trying to understand the differences. They asked themselves why it was that some
people were happy when other people were unhappy.

They came up with these two major distinctions between mechanisation and automation.
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They concluded that the problem was that everybody was not in automated environments; that
it was in fact in highly mechanised environments that we came across very high worker

alienation. This study looked both at factory and office environments, and it was carried out in
1970 and 1971. They made these twodistinctions between mechanisation and automation. One
is that automation increases the initiating control source, it moves from man to technology. We
delegate authority but we do not delegate responsibility.

One thing that you haveto do as an effective manager is to delegate, but you do not delegate
responsibility, you delegate authority. The issue that we face is rendering unto man whatis
man s, and rendering unto the machine what is the machine s. We haveto learn when to

delegate to an individual and when to delegate to a machine. That is nothing new. Automation
implies the initiating control source moving from man to technology. The technology knows
when to do something, not only how to doit. All of the office automation technology that we
talk about today is completely passive in nature. It sits there until | walk up and kick it. It does
not actively help me.

The second distinction was that there was a high level of integration of function. Thereis a high
level of functional integration in automated environments. They concluded that automation is

knowing what to do, when to do it, and how to do it. Theycited two examples which | found
very useful in trying to understand what these people were getting at.

In the mechanised environments they cited examples of automobile assembly plants.

Mechanised environments had the attributes of a very mundane activity, a very high
level of
repetition, very high sub-division of labour. Everybody is responsible for a very small part
of the
processand in fact has no sight of the whole of the process. In the US wehave had
very serious

problems with worker alienation in automobile assembly plants. In fact that is
the classic
example in the US of very serious worker alienation problems.

They contrasted that to a highly automated chemical plant or oil refinery, where
the individuals
tend to be in a control room, in front of a control panel, managing an entire
plant. They really
see the whole of the process. The interviews with these individu
als were particularly
fascinating. It came right out at you, the words that they used in describi
ng their jobs. The
operator at the chemical plant really viewed the hierarchy as himself,
the control room, and

the
plant. He said to himself I am in control of the control room, and
the control room is in control

of the plant . Whereas the guy in the mechanised environment
saw the assembly line and then
himself, and that assembly line keeps driving him. A very
highly mechanised environment and

very little control. There is a lot to be learned here.

If we look at attempts to have highly centralised word processing
centres that wetried to push
in the late 1960s, they haveall the attributes of a highly mechan
ised environment, and they have
all the attributes of very high levels of worker alienation. It
just popsright out at you in

reading
these sorts of things. Very detailed sub-division of labour,
extremely repetitive. If you talk to
wordprocessing operators in such environments, you often
find that they view these words as
passing by and they have no involvementin the process whatso
ever, they are literally typing
words on paper. They feel that way because thatis exactly
what they are doing. They are
entirely justified in feeling that way; it is a major step backwards
in many senses.

To summarise that point, the organisational implications that they
found was that the level of
worker
alienation was closely related to the level of mechanisatio
n, and that worker

s in
mechanised environments haverelatively high levels of alienat
ion compared to automated
environments.

So far, | have talked about this mechanisation thatis a
stage of expansion, where wetend to go
in and install devices in offices. Thatis something that we
haveto do. The message that | am

trying to get to you is thatthat is not the end; in many waysthatis the beginning. After that, |
think that we will move towards a formalisation of office automation where westart to exploit
that technology that exists, by inte-

grating it from a functional stand-

point, from a business standpoint,

and automating certain procedures. So | see office automation
as going in these two directions.

Organizational implications

Level of work alienation closely related

Where structure exists you want to

to level of mechanization

for. Computers do the same thing

seLoteeee ealve

exploit it. That is why weareall
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here. That is what computers are

very fast. A number of papers that
were presented at conferences in
the US a few years ago started out

by submitting that offices were inherently unstructured. | submit that

is not really true. If you go into an
office and spend one day there, you walk out saying, This place is a real zoo. There is
apparently random activity, no real repetitive patterns. But if you spend six months you start
to find very definite patterns. What

wefind in office proceduresis that
they have much longer time constants than many of the transac-

tion-based systems that we are
used to dealing with in data proces-

Operational

sing. But there is structure in an

Office automation
N
We

decision

office and, where structure exists

wereally want to exploitit.

supper

Often we will find that this struc-

ture does not exist. What managers
do is very judgmental in many

___ Less

structured

cases. Where structure does not

exist, then we look towards opera-

Procedure

automation

More

siuctred

mig,

tional decision support; that is how

you support an individual in carrying out his job. But the first question to ask is what pieces of that job can be done

automatically.

In the maturity stage the real issue is one of work redesign. This is something that Paul
Strassman in Xerox has expressed very well in a number of articles, which | would recommend
as well worth reading. He focuses on this issue of work redesign; that is that the technology
really does allow us to organise differently. The last speaker broughtup the issue of the office in
the home and the social implications. | agree with that. People go to work in many cases to

socialise. | do not mean that in a negative sense, it is a major benefit of working in an office. You

get to work and talk with other people. Technology doesgive us the opportunity to have highly

distributed offices.

For example, in the United Statesthereis a real opportunity to have geographical distribution of
offices: to have offices in our suburbs. We have the opportunity to bring more people into the

work force. Many of myfriends, in their early thirties, are married and have very small children.
The wife would love to work but will not tolerate all of the sacrifices involved in going into the
city to do that. They are very interested in having the office come to them in some sense.
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I'd love to work. Why don t you bring the office over here? One bank in Chicago is doing that,
using terminals in homes to carry out some work, and that has been fairly successful. The

point is that we have an opportunity to organise differently, to

have much more fluid organisa-

Maturity

tions. J Galbraith who is an organisational design person at Wharton
/

makes a commentthat | like very

much. He points out that the only
good organisation is a changing organisation; an organisation to be

M Unfreeze - change- refreeze
Hf Integration and assimilation of

effective has to be continually

adaptive.

.
ae
My Renodict stabilization

technologyinto organization

From USING this tech-

@ Workredesign - use technology to do

nology, | believe that it really does
provide an environment in which
we can adapt from an organisa-

newthings; notjust same things
differently.

tional standpoint fairly rapidly.

How long does all this take? We
hear a lot about the revolution of office automation. | think thatif there is one
word that | would
like to throw out of the English language is revolution . The
problem is that there is a long

pipeline between the supplier and

the user. It is the suppliers who talk

about
revolutions . From their
standpoint| think they are correct.

There can in fact be revolutions in
technology, revolutions in the way

Howlong an evolution?

that we produce goods, revolutions

in what can be madeavailable. | do

not think that anyone would question the fact that the microprocessor really was a revolution in technology. From our end of the pipeline, however, there is no revolution in our ability to assimilate technology into an organisation. That is
not a revolutionary process. So

M@ Stage 2: @ technology driven,

@ organizationally constrained

H Stage 3: ®© now technology constrained

while we have revolutions in technological availability, we certainly do not have revolutionsi
n our ability to assimilate that. While
stage 2, this expansion stage, is technology driven,
so what? It is very much organisationally
constrained. If there have been five speakers today
you have heardthat five times, and you have
probably heard it 500

times before.

Stage 3, this formalisation stage, although it is now
technology constrained, | do not doubt for
one minute that by the time the technologyis here,
it too will be very much organisationally
const
rained.

Let me summarise by pointing out some distin
ctions that | think are important. One is the
distinction between task and function. We must
look at business problems and business
functions, and payattention to those as opposedto
the lower level tasks that we put togetherin

some sequenceto carry out a job function.

Tool versus solution. If you give me a tool to help
me solve my problem, | will thank you. If you
solve my problem for me will be forever grateful.
Letusfirst look for solutions and then look for
tools. The majority of the time we haveto settle for
tools, but where solutions are possible we
ought to do that.

Mechanisation versus automation. | think | have beaten that point to death already. Thereis a
difference. Most of what wetalk about in offices is mechanisation. Generic versus specific.
Just as with any system we ever
built, we have an opportunity to

build very specific systems or very

generic systems, and we all know
the pros and cons there. Most of

i

Somenmportantidisuictons

what weare building todayare relatively generic systems. We build
word processing systems that are
relatively of wide use, although |

Task
Tool
Mechanization

ee

think that we are starting to see

isolation
Effectiveness

Even in the
ion.
market segmentat
s
:

word processing industry, people

are looking for a market niche by

vs. Function
vs. Solution
_vs._ Automation

RemsesciiG

Rem ipteurstion
vs. Efficiency

going after very specific industries.
But in general, with most office
automation systems, wetalk about
very generic solutions. At some

point, | think you have to bite the bullet and ask, What are we doing here? Whatis our job
function? , and then see what we can do about that.

Isolation versus integration. | was at a conference a couple of years ago at MIT where we were
talking about research issues and office automation. What are the research issues? | said, To

me, one of biggest research issues is integration. A director of one of the research centres
asked, What's the issue? | was taken aback and the only responsethat | could give him was

to say, It s hard It is hard. Taking a global view is always more difficult than taking a more
local view. Sometimes we should not do it. There were some points made this morning that

perhaps integration is another one of those rainbows that as an industry we go after, without
ever wondering whether the goal was worth it.

Effectivenss versus efficiency. We have all heard a lot about this. If you view that in terms of

this innovation that | talked about it is useful. In the first stages of innovation we tend to tackle
efficiency problems. Give me a tool to help me do something moreefficiently. It is only after that

that we tackle the effectiveness problems. How do | make a manager more effective? How do |
make myself more effective as a professional by using some ofthis technology?

What is new? As a data processing manager, | used to spend lot of time saying,
what s new here? Is there something fundamentally different? All
the issues seem to be the same,
that list that | just cited. Those are

Whatis new about office automation?

not new, they are issues that you

@ interleaving of structured and unstructured

face every day as information sys-

tems managers.

activities

What is new?

@

There is less new than many people

Extent and frequency of human intervention

volume
©} Comparatvellow
Distributed environment

think, but there are somethings.

@

One is the interleaving of structured
and unstructured activities. If we

HH data
Hi function

responsibility

look at the history of computing,

we tend to tackle the most structured applicationsfirst. That makes
sense. You pick something where

you can win, and structure is very
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Well

important in computer systems. One of the useful questions to ask when you look at office

applications is to say,

Wait a minute, here s an application | am talking about. Why wasn't this

tackled with data processing technology?

It is useful in an organisation to look at the

applications that you have chosen to computerise and those that you have not, and try to find

some rationalisation. Why did | choose to work on these applications and not these? We come

up with lots of different answers. One is structure, another is volume. Data processing people

tend to go after big volume applications, and they should, because building data processing
systemsis very expensive. Wetend to build expensive systems with high volume, and get low
unit costs. In offices we have to be careful, because what weoften end up doing is building

expensive systems with low volumes, and getting very high unit costs. Many office applications
have a comparatively low volume. That is something new to many data processing people.

Lastly, it is a very distributed environment. Offices, both in data function and responsibility, are
very distributed. The relationship between office automation and data processing. That is
a good question. The question that
| was supposed to address through-

out this talk was: what is the role of
management services? It obviously rotates most importantly

OA and DP

around that particular question.

Office automation is clearly related
to data processing. Weare talking

® Office automation is an extension of data
processing

Pier AHN ot compara,
oe
5
=

e Office automation implies the next level of
distribution of computing capability into the

about computers.

To

me,

office

® Office automation is related to data processing

capability into the organisation. |

organization

think that what we are talking
about in office systems is taking

computing capability and pushing it
out one level further, into the user s
area. That has been the history of
computing, so that is nothing new. That is a natural extension of what has
been going on in

computers from day 1.

In fact | would ask you: Whatare the distinctions between office automation,
distributed data
processing and small business
computing?
These are probably,

in reverse order, the last three
major buzz words in the data processing industry in the United
States. Whatis the difference? | do
not think there is much of a difference. It is a different point of view.
Small business computers are what
weareinstalling; distributed data
processing is how weare doing it, it

What arethedistinctions between

@ Office automation
® Distributed data processing
@ Small business computing

is the technology, the way to wire
these things together and make

them talk to each other. Office
automation is the
what . When
we talk about distributed processing, where are we putting these
computers? At least on my side of the ocean weare not
putting them on the beaches, we are

putting them in offices. Often we look at applications, particularly
distributed data processing
applications, and if the guy installing the application was
wearing a different hat he would
clearly call it an office automation application.
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| think they are very much the same thing. One of the things that has always concerned me
about the whole distributed data processing areais that distributed data processing focuses on
a technology instead of on solving problems; thatis, it is a how as opposed to a what . It is
a vehicle, and we tend to get too wrappedup in vehicles for accomplishing something, rather

than in the issues, the business problems that weare trying to solve. To me, coming from that

standpoint, office automation is really the applications vehicle through which distributed data
processing really comes of age and in which wereally start to see large scale distribution of
computing capability.

Whatis the role of managementservices? One question that is often asked is,

Who is going to

lead this? Will it be management services? Will it be administrative services? Will it be
communications people? You can produce argumentsin all three directions, and | am sure that

there are many individuals in all of those areas who are actively working in office automation
areas today. When you talk about management services or data processing, you get two very

distinct opinions about the proper role of office automation. One is that management servicesis

the obvious group to lead the office evolution. People counter that with the statement,
must be kidding?

So those are two diverse views.

You

Let me try to point out the issues. Why should management services lead this effort? Most
importantly, information systems people have a history of managing change. Thatis what we

do. As a DP manager when | really
had failures, when | went back and

looked at them it was not a techno-

logy failure, it was that nobody

Why management services should lead office automation effort

really told me that | was the vehicle

by which major organisational
changes were being implemented
in the organisation. | was just the

guy stuck doing it. | was asked to
install a payroll personnel system,

and no one told me in doing it we
were changing 80% of the personnel policies and codifying benefit

History of managing change
Understanding of systems
Understanding of technologies
Understanding of integration issues

Understanding of scope and opportunity
Obvious next step

policies that had never been written

downbefore. That is a small detail.

We are change agents, which is
something that we must keep in
mind. That is really what we do. Every time weinstall a computer system we are installing
change. Office automation is more of the same.

as
| think that we are learning. A good point was made this morning that today is not the same

bility. There is a
the mid- 70s. Data processing people are maturing; they are getting morecredi
systems and how
d
understan
who
people
long wayto go, but | think that they are recognised as
y. Today, office
technolog
the
d
understan
to manage change. Clearly they are the ones who

on without
automation is very much technology based. It is hard to talk about office automati
for
difficult
very
is
It
words.
neat
other
the
all
talking about bits and bytes, bandwidth and
n
automatio
office
with
dialogue
in
engage
to
people without some technology background
vendors.

Data processing people have an understanding of integration. We understand how important
integration is, but we are not very sure about whether we should be doing it and at whatlevel

we should be doing it. But we do knowthatit is something that you haveto think about at every
step of the way. | think that is a bit different.

Information systems people have an understanding of the scope and the opportunity. As

| talk to people in these different areas, it is the data processing people who understand that we

are dealing with computer systems and lots of them, and that thereis really an opportunity to
integrate data processing and office systems.

It is the obvious next step. For all of you empire builders out there, hereit is. Everybody knows
that. Someone suggestedthat this provides an opportunity for an information systems manager
to get a much broader exposure to the organisation, and that this would be a very good step
into other career opportunities in management. It clearly is a next step.

Why management services people should not lead the office automation effort. We really do

not understand offices very well. That is something that administrative services people will
point out to mein an instant: You
guys don t understand offices.

Although | do not say it to them,

my response is,
But neither do
you. Data processing people do
not have much credibility. Although that is changing one place
wherewe really do lack some credibility is at clerical levels. A lot of
clerks think that
a term often

used in the United States

we are

all a bunch of space cadets, off in
our own world; and many times
they are right.

Why managementservices should not

lead office automation effort

Poor understanding of office

Little or no credibility
Poor understanding of organizational issues
Lack of sensitivity to behavioral issues
Technology driven, not problem driven

We do have a poor understanding

of organisational issues. We talk
about it so much because weareall looking for answers.
You come to a conference like this
looking for answers, and no one gives you any because, in
my opinion, no one knowsany of the
answers. But it is true that we haveless of an understanding
of organisational issues, particu-

larly massive organisational issues, than other individuals in
the organisation do.

Wehavea lack of sensitivity to behavioural issues. That
is probably true. We are technology
people and much as wetalk about social issues and behavi
oural issues, all of us really want to

get back to our terminal, say nice things and getnice things
said in return. We do havea lack of
sensitivity to behavioural issues. | think that comes with
the breed. It does not mean thatit
cannot belearned and that those issues cannot be addres
sed. | think that data managersreally
are trying to address that and to get much morein tune
with the times.

A major criticism and one that | think is absolutely
appropriate is that information systems
people are technology driven and not problem driven.
Man, is that true! We love to play with
new toys.
| have a personal computer at home. | love to play
withit. |

look for things to do with
it. | will spend hours at my computer, forcing it to do
something that my friend next door could
do in ten minutes by hand. | suspect there are too
many people like me out there.

| go back to this issue of immaturity. When child
is challengedto do something, of course he
doesit. | dare you . That is the way that we tend
to be with technology. As soon as the
technologyis
available we look for waysto useit. It is a two-e
dged sword

. Obviously we cannot
ignore the technology, it is the major constraint on
what we can do; but the one issue that
stands out to me mostoften in information systems
is that we are not problem driven. We do
not start out with the objective of solving a business probl
em, westart out with the premiseof,
| have the cake in terms of the technology. | am looki
ng for somebodyto eatit.

There are some challenges here to what| will call the
formalisation of office automation. One

is an emphasis on function, which follows from what| just said. An emphasis on function and
functional integration, which | separate from technological integration, which | happen to
think is also very important. But we
have to pay attention to the
really
business problem that weare trying

to solve and to how thesethings all

Challengesto formalization of office automation

fit together.

Also, we have to go to active systems. | said earlier that most office
automation systems today are very
passive. In some cases computers

OAnNRWNS

. Emphasis on function

. Functional integration

Active, not passive systems

. Match tool to problem
Human engineering

make great tools as passive sys-

. Productivity measurement

tems. Look at the area of informa-

tion storage and retrieval. Information storage and retrieval systems

are very passive. You walk up and

ask the system a question and it
gives you an answer. If you do not

ask it a question it does not say anything. Why are those things of value? They are of value
simply because the databases that are stored in them are of huge, huge volumes, and the
computer can look at them a lot more quickly than we can. Passive systems can be very
valuable when you are dealing with extremely large volume. Thatis why large-scale information
storage and retrieval systems are so important.

But office systems tend not to have that volume. Anoffice is a very active organisation. An
example that a friend of mine usesis that wereally want to build office systems thatactlike very

good administrative assistants. That is a good model. He goes on to say that a good
administrative assistant, by example, is someone who walksinto your boss's office at 9 in the
morning with his Wall Street Journal and has one of the articles circled in red. He says to him,

You really ought to read this. You wrote three memosto your bosslast week convincing him

that this would never happen. Here are the three memos.

Thatis very active participation. A

good administrative assistant is valuable because he is very active. He is scanning the
environment for things that might affect you. In office systems we tend to build electronic file
cabinets which are very passive.

1976 we were
When| was at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, in 1975 and
mail
electronic
very interested in office automation and we built a number oftools; text editors,
but
hackers,
the
,
system, electronic filing system. These were used not only by the academics

the
also by the administrative staff throughout the school. The system wasalso used to publish
quite a bit of
Wharton School s magazine. We built a number of tools into it and they met with

people
success. Weweresitting around at 3 in the morning, eating pizza, like all good computer
calendar
a
build
to
ought
Someone said, We
What can we build next?
do, saying,
management system.

That seemed like a great idea. Everyone was talking about calendar

So we
management systems, and it was very easy to see how you would build such a system.
about
read
|
onesthat
the
muchlike
did. It was a very nice calendar management system, very
'I
as
such
nts,
appointme
fixed
that people are building today. You could store in the computer
also
could
You
nts.
appointme
specific
teach every Mondayat 9, variable appointments and
You
store reminders to buy your wife a birthday present, or make a dentist s appointment.
if
time,
a
at
nd
microseco
a
or
time,
a
at
could look at your calendar a month at a time, or a day
it.
display
you wanted: you nameit and we would

Webuilt this system. One thing that we did at Wharton was very unusual: we documented
these things. Very rare. It was the only time that | was ever forced to do that. That was why |
used
left and went to MIT, they had more sense there. What was interesting was that no one
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this tool. Absolutely nobody. Why not? It had absolutely no benefit over my pocket calendar,
absolutely none. It wasjust a passivefile cabinet. It did nothing more for me than my calendar.

That is not to say that it could not. Welearnt a very good lesson there, because there are clearly
some very accurate things that such a system can do. But you haveto do thosethings to be of
value.

Another lesson is that you cannot build computer systems that are as good as your paper

systems and expect people to jump on your bandwagon. They have got to be substantially
better. If you want people to walk up that learning curve, there had better be something at the
end. When you getto this real paper analogue,
Let s build computer systems that do what
paper does , one of the dangers that you face is that you build systems that are about as good

as your paper systems. You cannot expect people to go too far in doing that.

Matching the tool to the problem. Let me start by relating an experience to you that was a good
lesson for me. | visited a large bank in Boston which was making very wide use of word
processing systems. They had Wang shared-logic systems. | first visited the word processing
centre. It was verynice. It was like something out of a magazine ad, with big plants everywhere
and desks all over the place. It was very well run and when you wanted to generate
correspondence you would use the telephone system and it would come out on
a tape. An
Operator would take the tape, and you know what happens from there. Four dayslater
the user
would get his letter back because it was lost in the mail.

But | went up from there up to the legal department, which also had a Wang sharedlogic

system. | said,

| guess you use your word processing system for word processing , which
is

typical of the things that | say when | meet people. She said,

No, we don t do that, we have a

word processing centre. | said, That's very interesting. What do
you do with your word
processing system? She said, I'll show you , and she wasthrilled
to sit me down, for literally

two hours, and show me the things that she was doing with her word
processing system. |

wrote a little memo to the research group and said, Basically
, their Wang word processing
system is an IBM 1401 with green phosphur , that is they
select, they sort and theyprint. The
applications that they were doing were something like the following
. As a legal department they
had tons of paperfiles, contracts and things lixe that which
had to be stored and they always

had trouble finding them. So they created an index, a document
that had the identifier of the
document, IBM contract, what file it was in, and whatfor. So
line of text might say, Butler

Cox contract; file cabinet 47; drawer2 . When anybody
was looking for something they would
sit down and search the document. They would edit that
document and say,
Search for Butler
Cox'

. Two seconds later it would come up, highlighted, and they
would have an answer.

It is
whatwe call information storage and retrieval. If | had
used those words to them, of course,
they
would have been scared away.

Another application was billing codes. It is a self-li
quidating department on a cost basis, an
attorney working on a matter that has to be billed out
to a department has to know the billing

code. You can imagine the kind of system they have for
that. | walked out of there as an
ex-370/168 manager and said, These people are crazy,
they're using word processing to do
data processing problems. Then | wondered for a minute
what would have happenedif they
had gone to their data processing department with their itty
bitty problems. You all know what
would have happened. Terminal? Ah, CICS. Six months
. Weuse a database management
system, this is clearly an IMS application. We would
have estimated that it would take two
years, which means that it would probably have taken four.

Those people did not have to do any programming whatsoever.
They created a docum

ent and
they searched a document. It did not bother them
if they did not find the right answer the first
time. That is something that nobody in this room
would tolerate. If you ask for the Butler Cox

contract, it had better come back on the screen with the
Butler Cox contract that we are looking
for. In their case if there was more than one, they search
ed the document and found the first

one, said, That s not the one | want , and theyhit continue . They eventually found the one
they wanted and it would take all of three seconds. The lesson to learn there is that you match
the tool to the problem. This is one of the biggest dangers of people like us getting involved in
office automation. We havespent years building elephant guns. Elephant guns do not work too
well killing fleas. You get the flea but you get lots of other things coming down on top ofit.
Thatis true. It is true that you have to match the tool to the problem. Another major impactis
that there is a tremendous education process going on on the part of users in using these
systems. Whereas the manager of that legal department used to view the computer system as

his black box which did these crazy things, now he understands the process and what
computers can do. That puts him in a much better position. As word processing becomes more
and more widespread, one of the impacts that people do not appreciateis thatit is serving as a

massive education tool about computers. The bad side ofit is that the computers that you are
learning about are 1401s. Select, sort and print.

Human engineering is very important and wasdealt with much better than | could do. One of
the points that we lose sight of and which was driven home to me with my own personal
computer is the multiplier effect. | have a personal computer that worksvery well. One of the
problems thatit has is that it is not very well designed from a human engineering standpoint.

The key that is struck most frequently on any keyboard is probably the return key. My personal
computer has a return key. Unfortunately, right next toit is a little key marked reset . When
everything you have done goes away. You say, But you really shouldn't hit
you hit reset
You wonder
reset . | say, | know | shouldn t, but | have done it 20 timesin the past month.
States.
United
the
in
installed
them
of
million
a
half
are
there
when
that
of
whatis the impact

The issue in office automation is the multiplier effect. We are nottalking about one person using

a system, talking about the user as if there was one, we are talking about thousandsof users
in an organisation. Consider the multiplier effect of bad human engineering on productivity
when you have thousands of people using such a system. It is a staggering problem.

Productivity measurement. One of the major challengesin office systems will be productivity

measurement in the white collar area. Whatis it and how do you measure it? This has finally
that
been recognised in the United States as an extremely serious problem, and it is something

will get an increasing amountof attention.

has formed
A few weeks ago | had the pleasure of speaking to a group at Westinghouse, which
underwith
charged
people
senior
very
a Productivity Improvement Committee. It is a group of

ty
standing and figuring out what the hell Westinghouseis going to do to improve productivi

reinforced the
throughout the corporation. They have measured productivity and they have

5%to
statistics that we have all heard. In their case, factory productivity has been increasing
hardly
is
which
year
a
0.5%
than
less
g
increasin
6% a year, office productivity has been
issue of| did
worth talking about. The real challenge is how do you measure productivity: the

not do it 20%faster, | did it 20%better.

projects on an
One of our real problemsis that, very appropriately, most of us havetojustify
create some
will
t
investmen
ROI basis, but the way that we go about measuring return on
| made
nature.
value
added
an
problems in office systems where many of the benefits are of
around
much
so
not
,
efficiency
someone more effective. ROI decisions revolve around
effectiveness.

The skills that management service groups needif they choose to tackle this. Office systems
s that
analysis. In the US, there is a number of corporations and increasing rapidly, corporation
MIS
within
US
the
have formed office automation groups. relatively common title today in

departments is Manager of Office Automation. Within that organisation there is now title of
Office Systems Analyst. That is this person or those persons who are supposed to know
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something about how offices work. | think that title will become a very common one. My
personal opinion is that office automation will become a specialisation within MIS, just as data

base management or teleprocessing has become.

Human

engineering,

something

that wereally have to learn. Unfortunately, the more that | hear about

human engineering the more |
come to the conclusion that human

engineering is largely applied commonsense. That is scary, because
most of us do not have any. There

are lots of technologies in office
automation. Someone has to learn

|

,

New management servicesskills

Office systems analysis
Human engineering
Associated office automation technologies
Better implementation and training skills
Better organizational skills

about them. Reprographics, micrographics. These are the things that
most data processing organisations
do not know very much about. You
really have to know about these things, because when you
arecalled in to look at office systems
you haveto look atall the alternatives.

Weneed better implementation and training skills. Just as in most
data processing systems, the
key to successis installing it properly, implementing it, introducing
into the organisation. Many
great technical systems fail because they are not introduced
properly. But that is not new. That
applies to all the systems that you have been building for the
last ten years.

Lastly, better organisational skills. | go back to the questi
on: who will lead the evolut

ion of
office systems? | guess | have a simple mind and | say
that group which expands the scope of
its mission most rapidly . Will that group be management
services? That is a decision that you
people have to make.
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A MANAGEMENTSERVICES DIRECTOR S
PERCEPTION OF THE FUTURE ROLE OF
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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subject, it was
When| first accepted this invitation from Butler Cox & Partners to speak on this

the
in the safe and secure knowledge that the appointment was far into the future and that
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| hope is a sensible and
However, | have decided to try to approach the subject in what
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objectiv
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reading,
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subject,
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and discussions that|
attending conferences like this, and from the many enjoyable debates

have had with colleagues from other companies.
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The task is a little simplified by the fact that most of you come from large organisations, as | do

myself. Most of you already will be familiar with management servicesfunctions generally. But

to clarify the term
and | think that yesterday showed to some extent that there was a needto
do so
weshould consider what it has meant in the past, what it means in most companies

today, and, having indicated how the subject has evolved over the last 20 years or so, this may
help us to project further into the future.

The term

management services , has been used over the last couple of decadesto describe a

very wide range of situations, ranging from the simple application of time study, method study,
work measurement, payment-by-result schemesand so on. Indeed, the current body thatcalls
itself the Institute of Management Services specialises in these particular management techniques, with a dash of O & M to leaven the mixture. It ranges from that comparatively simple

situation to departments containing services of a highly technical nature, ranging from

computing in all its forms, through telecommunications. And latterly, in many cases, it
is
beginning to incorporate electronic office equipment and areas associated with that.

When| wrote this paper | had a feeling that many members of the audience might
well define

management services as basically applicable to the computing area. Indeed,
the first paper
yesterday tended to underline this impression, and the first question
asked after the paper
yesterday underscoredit yet again.

Management services to many people means computing. | suspect
that further, it means
computing with a heavy central mainframe bias, and possibly with
some telecommunications
responsibility also. May | suggest to you that in strictly logical semanti
c terms perhaps manage-

ment services ought toinclude all the contemporaryaids and services
to management. Notjust
computing and telecommunications, but management consult
ing, certainly cost accounting,

legal, secretarial, research services and so on. But | must say that
| know of none who even

attempt to cover such a wide range.

Perhaps it is more sensible to consider the issue in pragma
tic rather than semantic terms, and to
try to categorise these various management support roles
and gather them together where they
have a common underlying thread. | am going to sugges
tto you that, in my view, management
services exist as an aid and support to management in
the pursuit of management's basic aims.
Indeed,

one can give a gooddeal of hard thought to trying to determ
ine whatare the basic aims
of management.
In order to simplify the discussion, | would sugge
st that they are twofold. First

aim of most operating managements
other aims are subord

the primary

to keep the business running smoothly. Usually
all

inate to that one. Assuming that that aim is satisf
ied, the second point is
continually to seek to improve the performance and
the profitability of the business. These are
two verydifferent things.

So the management services function should conta
in thosefacilities, those black arts which can
assist these two basic aims. If you accept that, |
think that you mustalso accept the point of
view that perspectiveis singularly important in this conte
xt.
Let me give an example. Computers broadly
can be defined as tools of Management. You
can
regard them again in two ways. Firstly, as tools
which will help you to automate clerical work
and, secondly, as tools which will help you
to reduce the cost of goods sold. It is a
vast

oversimplification, but the dividing line is fairly clear conce
ptually.

| suggest that whichever you plump for will influence
heavily your organisation structure. If your
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Board regards computing basically as a way of automating clerical functions, then it would seem

logical to allocate the responsibility for computing to the chief accountant, perhaps the company
secretary, possibly the finance director, basically upon thelogic thatit is these gentlemen who
control mostof the administrative staff, most of the people whose work will be automated.

If you go for the second alternative, perhaps it is morelogical to locate the function to be responsible to whoever in your organisation has the remit to seek greater efficiency or higher productivity
if you like, the management technique specialists.

It may be more acceptable to you if | focus the discussion by explaining the particular situation in

my own group of companies, within BICC Limited.

Thatis the basic issue. Whatis this
animal that we are looking at and
trying to understand better? The
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To focus even further on the managementservices part, this is a schematic representation of

my department. Again, briefly to size it for you, it employs just over 200 people and has an

expenditure budgetof about £5 million a year currently, most of which

represents

mainframes.

investment

in

central
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It may be of interest to you to
report that at least 15 operating
units wanted to have their own

computers in 1966; and would indeed have had them if past practice is any
guide, if we had not

formed this policy. Instead, we put together a number of
regional computer bureaux,

geographically placed throughout the UK, near clusters of Operating
units, and our policybriefly

said:

You may havefree will to identify and to develop any particu
lar computer application. In
doing that, you can employ your own systems and
programming people. You can go to
outside

consultants or you can use our internal consultants in
computer development

or
group user support. The choice is yours. But once
you haveidentified and developed the
application, thenit is to be run on one of the central
mainframes . . .

It will be of further interest to you that all those
regional bureaux centres were set up within
work sites. Of course, in those daysit was virtu
ally all batch computing. Since that time we
have amendedthe policy and decided to coalesce
the seven or eight regional centres into two or

three large, remote, highly svcure centres, operating
on a

security that | am sure | do not need to explai
n to you.

telecomms

basis, for reasons of

You will notice that we have a bureau
sales and services funct

ion; that is to sell surplus
Capacity outside the group. It is a role that wefel
l into by accident, when some very large
groups came to us in 1966/67/68, and said,
We've made an awful mess of our computing.
Please may we have some time on your computer
? Wesaid, Delighted , if only because we
thought Ther
e by the grace of God . -"; we may bein the
same

position ourselves and require
a reciprocal gesture. It was not long before we
found that we werein a very profitable business
which has expanded and grown. It now conta
ins bureau packages and all kinds of exciting
things.

Moving to the right we have group consulting servi
ces, and beneath that management services
development. Both of these are concerned with
management consultancy, basically in-group,
in-house.
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The group telecommunications function is a comparatively recent one. Somefive years ago it
became apparent to us that there were considerable savings to be made and a good deal of
advantage to be gainedin the group having its ownprivate telephone network. So weput this
to the Board and, after a good deal of discussion and explanation, they agreed. We hope
God and the Post Office willing
to open this system in February next year.
The logic behind it is simple and twofold: firstly, to transfer telephone traffic from the
expensive, public switched telephone network to private wires, which are very much cheaper.

And secondly, to rationalise our private wire system, by large super group trunks down the UK
with three transit switches, top, bottom and middle, so that traffic does not go expensively
across country, but goes in at the top, down the trunk and out at the bottom. The savings are

very respectable, with the additional advantage that we can use the network for telex, data
transmission, telemetry, all kinds of things as a bonus, at no extra cost.

You maybe surprised to see group security there. That is a fairly recent adjunct and it is a very

small department to help improve security in the group.

So in BICC Limited management services is concerned with the pursuit of businessefficiency

through the use and application of the various management techniques of work study,

operational research, O & M, and so on. Asyou haveseen, there are also substantial operating

services supplying computing, telecommunications and other facilities to the group. There are,
additionally, important policy, training and advisory services. Under computer development and
managementservices development, we havethese policy-making advisory roles. Theseare the
chaps who tell us what we should be doing in two, three, four, five years time. They are
responsible for helping us to form the policy and for training and educating people in these

policies.

In historical terms, the department began with one man in 1957, and the remit at that time was
to introduce modern work study practices into the group. From that base we expanded slowly
and steadily into management

training. We set up the group s
management training function
later handed over to personnel as a

general managegoing concern
work, and the
ancy
ment consult
ng took
computi
with
ation
amalgam

Operating services: Computing
Telecommunications
Office equipment

took place for two reasons: firstly,

Businessefficiency: Systems and programming

Ee

place in 1966. The amalgamation

Organisation and methods

because of this basic conviction

that computing

Work study

had a profound

contribution to make in improving
business efficiency; and secondly,
for the perhaps more mundanerea-

son that nobodyelse wantedit, and

| happened to be around at the

;

Policy & advisory services:

Operational research
Etc.

time.

Let me attempt to analyse these areasin greater detail and to commentas follows. Firstly, in
terms of the operating services it seems to me thatthere are certain key factors that need to be
addressed. In dealing with computing, telecommunications and, latterly, electronic office
equipment, there are a number ofbasic issues. You need to provide the best technical solution,
whilst keeping a very firm eye on the economics. Perhaps more importantly, you need to
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evaluate very carefully the issues of present and future compatibility with existing and proposed
major group information systems. This must be one of the central advisory type of responsibilities that | mentioned earlier.

In the operating services themselves, there are obviously a number of important features. In

cost terms, the argument of economies of scale clearly is one that one uses in terms of
centralised hardware. It is a very topical question, and one that | am surethatis taxing most of
you at the moment. Twopertinent points are that, in my view, the proposals that are put up for

decentralised equipment are frequently supported by costings that are less than comprehensive, because one of the great features of the centre versus the periphery situation is that in

the centre one is under a continuous, blinding spotlight. As Joe Louis oncesaid of one ofhis

opponents, He can run, but he can t hide. Whereas, in the periphery, the operating units, it is
easier to hide your mistakes. Post mortems in my experience rarely occur in the same way and
with the same force as they do in the centre of the company.

Additionally, one has the issue of utilisation. My central mainframes run seven days
a week,
three shifts. A local mini might get four or five hours during the prime shift only. That
is another

factor that doesnot alwaysreceive the attention that it should. You will be fully aware that
in

this area of the minicomputer, the whole market has been upset by certain recent
happenings.
Specifically | am referring to the erosion of mainframe prices, the chain reaction
that wasstarted
by Amdahl and Itel, and the pressure that that put on IBM, which has flashed
through to ICL
and other manufacturers, resulting in a very sharp improvement in the cost/perf
ormance mainframe situation.

It is not surprising that this had led the major computing companies
to attempt to widen their
marketing repertoires, if only to preserve margins and to keep up volume.
More and more, |
believe that we are seeing a situation where suppliers are endeavo
uring to deal directly with
operating and line managements, and more and more trying to circumv
ent the central computer
professional. It is a scene with which | am sure you are familiar.
This development will
undoubtedly have a considerable effect upon the strategy of large
groups like mine, where the
pressures of sometimes extravagant claims by mini manufacturers,
when amplified by the siren

call of autonomy, could well lead to the breakdown of what wereorig
inally well thought out

Corporate strategies, which recognised the need for decentralistion
of hardware with changing
technology, but which also clearly recognised the danger of
a planned retreat becoming a rout.
If this happens, the consequenceswill be very expensive and a
lot of control and balance will be
lost in the process.

Clearly, in the central Operating services areas things need
to be managedwell, and perhaps
more importantly, things need to be seen to be managed
well. It will never be admitted, let me

assure you of that, but it needs to be seen. My personal viewis
that operating management

s
should be seeking the benefits of computerisation primari
ly, and should not be seeking to have
their own computers, unless the central service is clearly
inefficient, or unless, perhaps local
facilities would havea very clear cost advantage. Again
| mean a clear cost advantage to the
group, not a cost advantage in monopoly accounting terms
to the Operating unit. Because if the
group already has central mainframe capacity standing spare,
it is surely the economics of the
madhouseto bring in a mini in an Operating unit and take work off the
centre.

So a further policy decision made in BICC was that people
could and should have local hard-

ware and local facilities, but on the condition thatit was to process profitab
le local applications,
and that they should not take work off a central mainframe in justification.

One ofthe earlier features of our computing policy wasto say that
we would have one supplier

of mainframes. On the whole | think that was an excellent decision. | am
sure that it saved a lot
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of trouble and a lot of problems. In the case of minis, we viewedthe field as best we might,
centrally, and provided a restricted range of choice. Wesaid
We believe you can have any one

of these three, but nothing outside those three, simply because we cannot keep enough
expertise in the centre to cope with more than a restricted range. Wealso believe that in the
centre we alone possessed the knowledge and the expertise to decide which three werebest.
The three may change from time to time, but | am sure that you understand the principle.

Let me turn away from computing for a moment to look:at one of these other major aspects of

management services: the pursuit of businessefficiency, clearly a service to management. The
objective is to assist management in pursuing the particular aims that they may have at any one

point in time. These aims can change. It may be capital employed performanceat one point. It
may be cash flow at another one. Implications may be a need to adjust stocks, to control the
workforce more tightly, and so on. But the basic objectives remain to make the business, in
context, fitter, better, perhaps larger, through the skills of new venturing, business research,
and so on.

Briefly, these three roles are in my view what management services should be supplying to

business management today. These are the purposes. The factors affecting these purposes in
the operating services section are
basedfirstly on the thesis that this
Operating services - Key factors:
is the mostefficient and cost effective way of supplying the services,

partly because of economies of
scale and partly because of the
need centrally to locate the neces-

Efficiency: Best technical solutions
Future compatibility

sary highly skilled personnel, to
provide the job opportunities for
them to ensure that they stay with
our company.

Cost: Economiesof scale
Good management
Staff: Calibre
Loyalty

rae

<

It may be of interest to you to go a

little more deeply into this and to

makethe point, whichis not always
generally understood, that in seek-

ing business efficiency you have

two options. You have a decision

to make between them in most
cases. It is a decision to be made
betweenthe solution of given problems as diagnosed and understood
and presented by your operating
management, as opposed to the

Businessefficiency - Key factors:

alternative approach which, in the
case of my group, has frequently

Solution of given problems
Identification, ranking and solution of problems

proved to be of far greater benefit.

That is the independent analysis of

a business, leading to the identification and the ranking, and sub-

sequently the solution of the real

and the important business prob-

lem.

In my book, this distinction is quite vital and it seemsto have been recognisedin practical terms

have
only in comparatively recent years, because conventionally operating managements
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tended to call in the management services professional or the consultant
as and when they
believed that they perceived the need
to address those areas which management thought
were the problems. This might have been partly influenced by the double split that I mentioned
earlier: the twin problems of keeping the business going, and secondly, of looking for improvement. | suspect that in many cases where operating management provided the given problem,
and brought in the technique specialist, it was for the first, rather than the second reason.

This major error has been compounded by the management technique professionals, who have
tended to wander about a company or around industry a bit like contemporary Lancelots
seeking the Holy Grail, all looking hard for problems that their techniques would apply to.
Whether or not the solution of these particular problems was of any value to the business they
rarely considered. So | think that we have had the perspective all wrong.

Against this, we have developed particular business analysis skills in BICC in the last 10 or 12

years, and these have enabled us to identify the real problems, the ones where the greatest
leverage is; to be able to rank them after a full and detailed analysis of the business as a whole. |
believe this leads frequently to orders of magnitude and importance being demonstrated
which
had in no way been properly understood previously by operating management.

Thinking about that, it might be thought rather surprising that operating management
is fre-

quently so unperceptive as to accept either the evidence of their own prejudice
s or even the
incursion of the opinion of an outside consultant, who frequently has
one eye on the next
assignment, as to which area of the business deserves study in
the first instance. Our
experience over the last decade has convinced us veryfirmly that by far
and away the mostvital
task is properly to identify these areas of greatest leverage, where
the management techniques
with which weareall familiar can be applied to the greatest advantage
.

Let me remind you again that there are twobasic skill areas in management:
Firstly, running the

business day to day; and secondly, identifying and implementing
improvement potential. Two

very different tasks, demanding very different skills. The second
being frequently ignored.

Clearly, if you pursue this line of thought a little further, anothe
r dimension in this

approach is
that once you haveidentified, analysed, and ranked
problem areas, the knowledge that you
have gained in the process frequently permits a suffici
ently deep understanding ofthe situation
to allow potential improvement to be appreciated and
quantified. If that is the case, you can set
achievementtargets. You can set them supported and
buttressed by a deep and factual understanding of the problem. You can monitor achievement
towardsthesetargets.

If you pause and reflect for a moment, you will start
to appreciate the profound significance of
this knowledge in areas like budgeting, setting
management objectives, and in corporate

planning. | regret that | do not have time to go into this
subject more deeply, otherwise| shall
lose my main theme. But those of you who have been
running large departments and respon-

sible for budgeting, year by year, will know in your
heart of hearts what the weaknessare. Yet
this is the cornerstone on which most management
economics are based. Why is it that we
have had to wait so long for any kind of technique
that will permit us better to understand the
budget and make

it more real and dependable?

Another dimension is whetherthese services are opera
ted on a request basis.

Does the manager
ask for them? Or are they imposed by a more senior manag
ement? There is no doubt whichis
the moreefficient. It is the senior chap who sees the panor
ama better and who knows what the
real needs are better, but in terms of acceptability | think
it has to be on a requestbasis.
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Another aspect is the ability to set potential and monitor achievement. | have spoken on that
and | will not dwell on it further. Let me move on to the next point. With any central service

operation you need a decision
about whether you are going to
charge fees for your services, or

Businessefficiency - Key factors:

whether they are going to be given

free and without obligation. This is
worth debating for a few moments.

Operate on request

In the first instance, if you charge
fees you have a pretty powerful

Be imposed

defence when times get hard and
the managing director comes along

and says, Cut it in half. Your
answer is simple: Yes sir, if you
wish. But the group must have

these services and it is clear from a
survey of alternative sourcesthat|
am supplying it at half the going
rate outside, with the additional
advantage

that

the

knowledge

obtained by my chapsis retained in
the business.

Businessefficiency - Key factors:

If you charge, you bring into play
powerful emotive forces. In all the

Setpotential

than death for any operating mana-

Monitor achievement

groupsthat | know of, a fate worse

ger is to pay moneyinto the centre.
He will do anything rather than
fund the wicked centre. Therefore,
you had better be good, becauseif
you are notfirst class you will hear

aboutit.

You tend to get better calibre
projects, because the operating

managerwill be a sight more careful about how he spends his
money. Accepting that outside

Businessefficiency - Key factors:

agencies sometimes have the merit
of detachment, if you are on a

charging footing, then at least any
arguments that you have about the
future of your department do tend
to be on a moresensibly structured
basis

in

what

emotional area.

is

certainly

Charge fees

Free service

an

It goes without saying that you
need to have a clear understanding
of the needs of the business. You

have to have the appropriate techniques available. Last but by no means least, you have to

pay a good deal of attention to attitudes. It is no blinding flash of the obvious to say that the
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underlying prevailing attitudes of government, of management, of trade unions, and the

associated workforce, are fundamentally important to the present and the future role of
management services.

Government has the task of setting the general business environment for the economy. This is the

water in which weall swim. For
many years now, Western government as a whole
not just our
own
has been seized with a delicious schizophrenia: they cannot
decide between full employment
and

inflation.

hovering

They

between

have

the

two

Needsof the business
Technique(s) available
Prevailing attitudes

been

for

almost as long as | can remember.
Because it does seem that full
employment equates with high
inflation, and control of the money

supply to bring downinflation leads to the kinds of problems that we are seeing now, with
businesses being squeezed, and lending rates shooting up. Personal taxation policies drastically

affect the attitudes of senior management particularly. The masses of what| will call
sociallyoriented legislation that the last government delighted in pumping through the system
at an
enormous rate is another considerable burden to the poor line-manager who is
trying to run his
businessat a profit.

| think that most managersare not ogres. Theyare sensible and decent people.
They wantto be
efficient. They would like to run a good ship. They want to have a profitable company.
But they
are also highly intelligent pragmatists for the most part. They are very much
inclined to balance
risk against reward as it affects themselves and their own careers. If
the society in which they

work rewards managementpoorly, if it does not place a high value on initiative,
if the powerof
the trade unions is such that managers feel their personal security is likely
to be threatened,

these are very important factors that you haveto take into account.
Without wanting to be

thought to be making political points, it is obvious that the trade unions themselve
s, certainly in

recent years, have been judged by many observers to have
shown very unreal economic

attitudes. Often they refuse to permit change. They set their faces
against technological
improvements. The poor workforce, the people downat the coal
face, find themselves suffering

from a combination of weak leadership, a Duke of York style manageme
nt at one end, the
extreme
militant trade union shop steward at the other, and they have
their owndifficulties in

coming to terms with the requirements of change.

Let us now try to look ahead. In the intermediate- to longer
-term, say 10 years or so, the
potential rate of change in technological termsatleast is obviou
sly great. It is so great than one
can pose only very general questions about the shape and
the form of our society. It is this
shape and this form that will shape the role of management
services.

Some of the factors that spring to mind straight away are
the rapid advancesin computing,
perhaps even more rapid in communication, automation,
convergence. It seemslikely that
fewer people will be employed on productive work, shiftin
g to the service industries, maybe
fewer people employed altogether. We certainly see signs
of that. Earlier retirement perhaps,
and perhaps shorter working weeks. There will certainly
be one European currency in the
foreseeable future if the Treaty of Rome means anythi
ng. It is no great stretch of the
imagination, at least to an audiencelike this one, to pictur
e a society that operates entirely
without cash anyway. You can imagine the sort of far-re
aching effects it will have on
accounting,
banking, insurance, and so on.
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| believe that it is true to say that a lot of the managementservices role depends for its fuelling
on the drive to change, the drive to improve, and the response to business challenges generally.
One has to admit that it is at least a possibility that as social differences and uncertainties
engendered by these differences tend to diminish and fade, the search for efficiency and profit-

ability may became less important to society as a whole. There may not be the same need.

The services themselves will expand and grow in the short term. There is a lot of scope in
computing and telecomms. One hears many views, for example, that today s computer and
telecomms professionals will become comparable in status to the biblical hewers of wood and

drawers of water, rather than the highly-paid and highly-regarded professionals that they are
today; that is, once the newness has worn off and the thing has become decentralised.
In the shorter term, | have observed frequently in recent years, sadly too frequently, and
sometimes in some very big groups, that the management services function has become less
than pragmatic in its attitudes and its approach. | do not know whythey have been driven this
way: it may be just sheer frustration. There could be a number of reasons. But | have seen them

becomefirst interested, and then, subsequently, obsessed by those fringe areas which one
might describe as socially or academically interesting. | hope that no one will take offenceif |
cite the behavioural sciences as a possible example.

| have to form the
in pretty short order in some cases
Having seen their fate overtake them
overwhelming conclusion, and one that | will leave with you, that if management services is to
survive the next 10 yearsor so, it must be primarily concerned with the mundane task of making
businesses moreefficient and moreprofitable, to satisfy the direct needs of operating manage-

ment.

One wayof helping this aim is for us to seek to employ more people in management services
who are trained in general businessskills, even if it is at the expense of some of the high-quality
technicians that we have. Business now sees the overwhelming requirement to be hard-nosed,

to be cost effective in the operating services which it consumes. | believe that management

services has to respond to this by being competent and by giving excellent value for money. If

you do not, | believe that your fate will overtake you very quickly.

The longer term is much moredifficult to forecast. | commented earlier that in large groups at

t, if
least, managementservices oughtliterally to include all the services and aids to managemen
a
under
only
Clearly,
ve.
interacti
and
tary
only because the skills represented are complemen
teamwork.
best
the
of
possibility
the
have
common organisation structure do you

The managementservices, however you define them, could and should support each otherin

being what
order to give the greatest aid to operating management. But clearly human beings
make this
to
as
great
so
probably
problems,
ional
organisat
and
they are, there will be human
jealousies
and
rivalries
the
of
e
experienc
had
all
have
we
that
sure
concept unworkable. | am

betweenstaff departments. | can remember some 23 years ago, at an occasion like this, hearing
he is
a very seniorpractitioner in the O & M field refer to work study as the razor gang . Well,

But this is the
entitled to his view and | am sure that there were contrary opinions expressed.
kind of problem which, if we are not very careful, we will run across.

sation
In computer hardware terms, like it or not, there will inevitably be progressive decentrali

sure that
of hardware. | believe that the most important thing that we have to do is to make

when such decentralisation takes place, it is controlled sensibly and does not lead to disorder,

fragmentation and expensive lack of control.

These techniques, once introduced by a centre, tend to becomeabsorbedby and practised by

centre
operating units. It certainly happened to us in the case of the work study function. In the

| am
which introducedit thereislittle left, but the operating units have it and useit well. But
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quite sure that the current move towards decentralised computing will be very painful for a lot
of us, and that in many cases there will be an expensive loss of control.
In the final analysis, it seems likely that the centre of large companies will retain a reduced

number of the highest calibre of forward thinking technologists, who will guide the group
generally, setting policy and standards, and who will advise and consult with operating units. |
believe, too, that the centre will retain senior, general problem-solving expertise, because
management will always have problems, logistic and other kinds, which they cannot deal with,
or which management do not have time to deal with, because they are too busy running the
business.
Much of the hardwarewill end up in the hands of the end user who will probably understand it
about as well as most housewives understand the cars they drive so well. But they do not need

to understand it, as long as they useit intelligently and sensibly.

| hope that | have not confused you too much. It seems appropriate to end bytelling the

doubtless apocryphal story concerning the late Lord Birkenhead, who you may
recall was a

most eminent QC. In court one day he had particularly difficult judge to deal with.
It is said
that the judge addressed himself to Lord Birkenhead from the Bench with the words,
I| have
studied your brief, sir, a good many times but | regret that| find that | am still none
the wiser .
To this, Birkenhead is alleged to have replied, That may well be so, but | am equally
confident

that your Lordship must be a good deal better informed.
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MANAGING THE CRISES IN DATA PROCESSING
David Robinson,
Nolan, Norton & Company Inc.

Mr Robinson is a management consultant specialising in performance reviews and planning
studies for data processing organisations. As a managerfor Nolan, Norton & Company Inc., Mr
Robinson s specific areas of expertise include:
DP strategy formulation
Long-range planning for data processing
Audits of EDP organisations
Hardware planning
Software development standards

Mr Robinson was educated at Princeton and Harvard Universities. His career includes a period

in the US Navy, in a large DPinstallation and also some years with Arthur Andersen.

In the latter position he was concerned with a numberof data processing projects.
The title of my talk, which is

Managing the Crises in Data Processing is the result of one of

was published in
the last editorial passes made atthe article that George Cox referenced, which

by
the Harvard Business Review this spring. The article is about the work that was originated

called the Stages
Dick Nolan and that forms the basis for most of our company s work, which is
and that is what| will talk
hypothesesfor understanding and managing data processing growth,

about this morning.

you who either have
| will talk about two things: what is the Stages hypotheses, for those of

whatis different
never heardof it or have heard of earlier versions and might be interested in
you can do with
aboutthis article; and, assuming that you understand that, whatin the world
try to address
will
|
So
that knowledge in helping to manage the management services function.

the Stages is and where it
those two broad points this morning, first to walk you through what

applying it to the
comes from, then some approaches to taking that framework and
ly the data
specifical
function,
management and planning of the management services
processing end.

the statement thatit is
What is the Stages theory? At this point wearefairly comfortable with
organisations. That is
in
ogy
technol
an accepted theory for the assimilation of information
of Dick Nolan s workin 1969,
based on what has been done with the work since the origination

the most well known
and | will talk about that. The theory wasoriginally published in 1973, with
Dick Nolan began to
1975,
about
in
Starting
article published in the Harvard Business Review.
data on the stages.
l
empirica
of
lot
have
We
expand the original four stage framework to six.
That number
tions.
organisa
large
50
over
in
detail
Wehave applied our own company s work in
they did
which
in
ago
years
of
couple
a
study
a
maybeold now, it is probably more. IBM did
about
was
sample
The
de.
worldwi
rs
custome
some analysis of data that they have on their
to
ent
restatem
the
and
sis
hypothe
stage
four
l
6,000 companiesand it validated both the origina
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six. All of that is described in the article of March 1979, which delineates two eras in the
development of what we eventually call the Data _Resource function, the computer
management era which | suspect that most of you are in or emerging out of, and the Data
Resource management era which most of us are moving into, with trembling feet.

THE STAGE THEORY IS THE ACCEPTED ORGANIZATION
THEORY FOR THE ASSIMILATION OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY INTO ORGANIZATIONS

@

CASE RESEARCH ORIGINS IN 1969 BY RICHARD L. NOLAN AT
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL.

@

EXPANDED FROM 4 TO 6 STAGES IN 1975 BY R.L. NOLAN

@

SIX STAGES SUPPORTED BY IBM STUDY OF 6,000 CUSTOMERS
-- WALTER CARLSEN, IFIP S CONFERENCE -- AUGUST 1977.

@

R.L. NOLAN S MARCH-APRIL 1979 HBR ARTICLE
DELINEATES COMPUTER MANAGEMENT ERA (STAGES I, II, &
ITT) AND DATA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ERA (STAGES IV,
V, & VI).

STAGE

I

J

STAGE
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|

STAGE
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:
|

STAGE

IV

STAGE V

?
|

STAGE VI

|

TINE

Where doesthe Stages hypothesis come from and what
doesit say? When Dick Nolan arrived
at Harvard in the early 1970s, he had comeout of work
with the Defense Department in the US
and with some large companies in data proces
sing. He was educated

originally in industrial
engineering. He arrived at Harvard with a problem:
why in the world does something which
technologically seems to be so manageable get screw
ed up so often in organisations? Why
were the disasters of the 1960s there and how might
wetry to prevent them in the future?

So he askedthe university for some time off, went
on sabbatical and did some Case studies of
three large companies, to try to understand what
was going on in the assimilation of technology
and their growth and useof that technology.
What you seeon this chart are the original
curves
that he drew when

hedecided to plot the absolute dollar expenditur
es on data processing over
time. When he stepped back, what he saw were
S shaped curves; and, having come from an
industrial engineering management discipline,
he said that S shaped curves are usually
associated with some kind oflearning. What he postu
lated, then went in more deeply to understand and what wehave been able to verify, is that
the expenditure curves articulate underlying
organisational learning about the use of informatio
n technology. Today, we express that with
the Stages hypothesis which recognises and in which
we can measure two broad eras spanning
and divided into six stages of organisational learn
ing about the use of data Processing. (see
diagram 4 at end of session).

Dick Nolan originally postulated the first era. If you go back to 1973 you will see an article about
four stages. If you ever listened to Dick talking in those days, he would talk about the four
THE STAGE HYPOTHESIS

NOLAN S 1972 RESEARCH STUDY
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stages; he would talk through stages 1, 2 and 3; then he would get to stage 4 and getoff it as
fast as he could, because we did not know whatit was. It was described as maturity . We

have been able to do some work and gather some data and wehave a pretty good idea now of

stages
what stage 4 is. We have expandedthatto look at a six-stage framework, thefirst three
stages
three
latter
the
,
technology
computer
of
use
the
ing
understand
revolving around
ls be
somejourna
in
might
what
or
technology
Resource
Data
ing
understand
revolving around

or
called the information management era . Most organisations are either concerned with,
about
talk
will
about to be concerned with the transition from one of these to the other; and |
that today. (see diagram 5 at end of session).

Let me give you some orientation to the Stage hypothesis. There are some keyprinciples. One is
and we see them over and over
that the budget patterns that we observe in organisations
again
are growth curves.

will
If you track the data processing expenditure budget over time, in most organisations you
forces.
learning
g
underlyin
find it will come out as an S shaped curve articulating

but
Weare talking about organisational learning, not just within the data processing function
is
It
?
processing
data
about
arn
companyle
within the organisation as a whole. What does the
they
what
on
based
largely
todayis
manage
very important, because the way that companies
different
have learned in the past about how data processing functions. You will find that

companies manage differently based on their past experiences, which are important to understand. It is a very important point. We have found that you cannotskip a stage. If you know
where you are and you conclude that you would like to be further along, you can manage

through the stages productively; we have not found that experience-based learning can be
skipped.

To understand what| am going to talk about and the way that we understand the stages, we

need to understand the idea of four growth processes, that is the framework that we use to
describe what it going on as an organisation moves through the stages over time. Let me talk
about those. (see diagram 6 at end ofsession).

The growth processes represent a taxonomy by which we can classify both the activities within
the data processing function and thosein the organisation at large, and then describe how they
change, grow and interact with one another through the stages.

Whatare they? The most important

and | will explain later why we have a triangle here

we

call the applications portfolio. That is the bottom line. That is why wegetup in the morning and
worry about data processing. That is the set of systems delivered to the business. Wecall it a
portfolio because you can look at it in much the same way that you look at an investment
portfolio, with concepts of return, risk and cost.

If the applications portfolio is the bottom line, it is just as important and very often overlooked to
understand the otherthings that are going on in the organisation, to get that portfolio built,
run
it and maintain it. You can almost think of those as the factory functions. What are
they? The
people and the technologies that you have assimilated in your organisation. Your
ability to build
systems and operate them will depend partly on the resources that you build
in your people

skills and the technologies that you have assimilated. Thatis a very important
point. You can
buy yourself a PDP-11 tomorrow, but you do not ownit yet because
you have notlearned how
to use it. So we talk about the assimilation of technology.

Management controls and organisation structure. Watch the way that
these change. Complex
issues, because they are not only things that you need to look at within
your own organisation

Whatis the job of stage 2? Whatis going on typically in stage 2? What
changes? For one thing,
the applications portfolio stops being a creature of the
initial functional area where data
processing was organised; and you suddenly see data process
ing moving out very fast; if it
started in accounting, into marketing; into manufacturing;
into distribution. The technical
personnel either need to augment their skills very fast
to learn about these new user
organisations that they are automating, or you see the data
processing organisation suddenly
bring people in from the user areas, sending them to progra
mming school and turning them into
data process
people.
ing

Organisation and control: none. Controls: none. Usuall
y very lax in stage 2. Nobody hasever
needed them. Why should we have a project manag
ement system? That just slows things
down. Thatis for those guys over in the other company that
are plodders. We have not needed
it to date. User awareness. Users who were essentially
hands off users in stage 1, who
benignly accepted the system, become superficially enthus
iastic in stage 2. Sure, comeon in.
Automate
my marketing system. I m not paying for it anyway.

The job of stage 2 is to get thatinitial multi-functional
base of applications built. Today westill
see some organisations in stage 2. Westill see some in
early to mid-stage 2. If you operate out

of the central unit of

a large, multi-divisional company, especially one
thatis international, |
suspectthat you still have some units of your compa
ny that are back in the beginning of stage
2, even though your Centre may be quite advanced.
| think that today the most important issue for
organisations in that period

is the technology
becausein the 1970s, after a period of relatively stable
technology development, dominated by
the mainframe manufacturers, as you talked about
a lot yesterday, things have gotten wild

but you need to talk about concepts such as the ones that Peter referred to this morning: the
role of corporate versus divisional activities; where do controls lie; who hasthe ball; how do
they change through the stages and how ought they to change?

Welook at the users; a critical and very often overlooked variable. You can build the best
systems in the world in a closet, take them out and deliver them to users, and the useris the
limiting factor in the effectiveness of the system. You need to understand where your users are
at different levels, what their roles are and what their capabilities are: capabilities to get your
applications built and to get them used effectively. (see diagram 7 at end of session).

Let me put these ideas together. The idea of a movement through stages over time, a learning

movement, and tracking four growth processes. | can show you a picture that lookslike this. |

have put the growth processes over here and the stages here, and | should like to talk you

through the six stages so that you understand the kinds of things that occur as companies move

along. Until | get to stage 4 | will describe a lot of historical data; then | want to talk a little bit
about so what? : this is all interesting, but what can | do tomorrow to make mylife easier?

Let us talk about stage 1. What is stage 1 and what happens? Stage 1 is the beginning of an
organisation s formal use of the computer. When| say an organisation | can mean a number
of things. | can mean a division or a company at large. But for our purposeslet us think in terms
of a logical business unit which in a large multi-divisional company might be a division, because
you usually find that divisions go through the stages differently and at different times.

What we see when a companybeginsits use of data processing
you are past that

and | suspect that most all of

is that two issues surface right away: location and leadership. Where do |

put it and who do | get to run it? What do we observe that companies do? First, they usually

organise the function in the area that has the first application. In 80% of the companies that we

work with that was accounting, and the first application in about 80% of those cases was
payroll; and westill live with the legacies today of accounting oriented management.
Specifically, we have great ways to measure cost of data processing, tools that we can spread
all over the wall, and absolutely lousy measuresof benefit. That is an accounting legacy.

or
Location. If you want to track that, take a company that either started in manufacturing

today entirely
marketing: a company that starts data processing in marketing manages

differently than one that started in accounting.

install the
Who do we get back in stage 1? We get a technician; we get someone who can
ions
organisat
most
that
time
the
At
people.
of
group
small
a
;
machine, program it and operateit
which for companiesof your size | suspect wasin the mid to late 1960s
went through stage 1
a fixed level
what wealso had waslearners. The first application is usually a success. Thereis

on; we did
of expenditure. We bought the machine; we boughtthe people; webuilt the applicati
the post audit; and, lo and behold, we saved the 50 heads wesetout to save. Usually thatis the
case.

data processing techniciansfeel
Now a couple of things happen as a result of that. One, the
observe and whatdo they see?
they
what
at
looks
ation
pretty good. We can doit . The organis
system. So somebody, usually
Hey, those guys overin accounting have fairly successful
Maybe the second one is an
the data processing organisation, says, Let's do another one.
accounts payable system, and that workspretty well.

Let s do a third. Somewherein the first

t, very sharply, from that
one to three years whatyou seeis the organisation suddenly moveou
2.
, and enter what we call stage
initial low profile, single organisation, fixed expenditure posture

pment across many functions
Stage 2 is characterised by a lot of very rapid applications develo
expenditures begin to rise
of the company, with very loose controls. What weobserveis that
40% a year.
very fast, compounding during stage 2 at the rate of 20% to
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again. What wewill see technical organisations doing is not understanding their function in

stage 2.

The function is to get that baseof applications built; but very often a lot of energy gets devoted

to fooling with the technology by organisations that have not really cut their teeth yet on it.

What goes wrong here? What goes wrong was that organisations which are supposed to be
building basic, fundamental systems to benefit the business get lost in the technology. | will
submitthatin early stage 2 that is the prime danger that an organisation faces today. Thatis
not
to issue an argument against minicomputers or modern technology, but as a manageme
nt
services director | would want to befairly sure that primary efforts were focused on
getting the
business benefit out the door before fooling with the technology.

In a typical organisation, and probably in mostof yours, that learning in stage
2 is eitherstill

going on or you are completing it. Let us look at what happens as stage
2 continues. Hereis a

schematic representation of the applications portfolio. First, let me explain
what the triangle
means so that you will understand what the picture is suppose
d to represent.

THE STAGE TIT APPLICATIONS PORTFOLIO FORCES THE
TRANSITION FROM COMPUTER MANAGEMENT TO DATA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
@

@

@

STRUCTURE IS NARROW AND DEFICIENT TO BUILD UPON

DOCUMENTATION IS INADEQUATE
MAINTENANCE IS A LOSING PROPOSITION
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Budgetary
Control
/Analysis
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N
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Order
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Order
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OPERATIONAL
SYSTEMS
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@ POORLY DESIGNED AND DOCUMENTED APPLICATIONS

If you walk into a business, forget autom

ation for a minute, what you will see is
business
systems. You will see business systems supporting
different levels of management, planning
systems for senior mana
gement, control systems for resource meas
urement, allocation for
middle management, and operational systemstha
t support the daily operation of the business.
Now

at a point in time, given the technology and the econo
micsof that technology, there is
someset of those business systems that you can look
at and Say that they are either infeasible
Or uneconomic to automate. You either do not know
how to do it, or you know howto doit but

you do not think that it would pay. The part that is left is conversely the set of business
functions that offera cost effective and feasible potential for automation. To re-state that, if
you build a system in there you get a positive return and you expect that you can getit done.
Wecall that the Applications Portfolio. That is the target; that is the set of business functions
that you pursue with automation.

If you go back to stage 1, what you find is thatinitial first system or set of systems, payroll,

accounts payable first being constructed. Then as the organisation movesinto stage 2, what we
will see is a very rapid proliferation spreading right across the functions of the company, very

fast, accountsreceivable, order entry, order processing, inventory control, shipment scheduling
systems being droppedin very fast.

Who is building them? Highly competent, well-trained, super-experienced, 1979 professionals?
No: learners. With what kind of controls? None; especially when you look at some of the older
systems. What happens towards the end of stage 2? Somebody comes along and says, Hey,
we've got payroll and accounts payable built. We could probably put those together and do
some budgetary control, and get an expense reporting system. Do you go back and re-write
payroll and accounts payable because they werenotoriginally designed to be put together? No.
You put in some integration: first level integration, and then second level integration; and you

start getting into something called maintenance.

Nobodyfigured whenthese things were being developed that they would ever start getting tied

together and move up into higherlevel reporting requirements, but you go ahead and do it.

Gradually, if you measure maintenance in a stage 2 organisation, you can see thatit will rise to
as high as 80% of the total development resource by the end of stage 2, sometimes 100%.

What happens towards the end of stage 2 is that this thing beginsto fall apart. Why? These
function,
systemsare getting old. It is almost impossible to maintain them for their original

a
much less keep them tied together. You begin to see characteristic syndromes. A user sees

the order
relatively simple functional enhancement. Weare paying you to put all this data into
that
answer
the
entry system, and we would just like a simple report on order status. Typically

comes back is Yes, we can do that. We need about $100,000 and a year.

The user s typical

be something
responseis frustration and mistrust. Nobody ever figured that there was going to

called maintenance.

the portfolio
Wesee this over and over again, in organisations which get to the point where
services
ent
managem
the
and
you
begins to bury them. What is interesting is that while
ent
managem
your
you,
killing
whatis
function or your data processing people know exactly

is going
does not. They do not understand. All they know is that costs are going up and value
new
them
giving
stop
is
do
to
want
really
whatyou
down. It is even more fun when you tell that
going
was
that
thought
ever
Nobody
thing.
whole
things for twoor three years and re-build the
to happen.

decides to exert formal
Whattypically happens atthis point? What happens is that management
control for the first time.

When that happens

and it is typically driven by the inability of the data processing

organisation to continue to deliver value out of the portfolio

into stage 3. (see diagram 7 at end of the session).

you see an organisation move

Stage 3 is marked by the formal introduction of control over data processing by the external

it will
organisation. It can be caused by the kind of dynamics that | have described. Sometimes

asset
be caused by a companythat decides thatit is no longer a growth company, it is now an
see
you
what
But
management companyand the internal changes in style that that produces.
and what we measure is that suddenly someone up there says,
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Aha, I m a rational manager, |

don t understand whatI m getting out of you any more. Every time | ask you say wordslike
DOS and MVS to me. So I m going to shut you down. If you think about it, any manager who
cannot understand the value ought to do that; thatis his rational response. It is all he can do,
responsibility: shut you down. Whatweseeis that 20% to 40% budget growth being arbitrarily
clamped down.
Very often that is associated with a management change in data processing. Dick Nolan did

some work on that one year, whenseveral individuals that he was working with were suddenly
and summarily fired. When you finally organisationally figure out how deep the hole is and the

fact that you are at the end of the line and you cannot maintain the systems any more, you will
have to buy your way out and while you are doing that you are not going to get much that is

new, usually somebody has got to get slammed for that; and in some casesthat is the data processing manager.
Stage 3 is characterised and wecall it the control stage, becausethat is what you see. You see

charge out introduced, very often. You see project management systemsintroduced. You see
formal planning usually introducedfor the first time. Lots of control under typically a no-growth
mandate or a low-growth mandate; and management usually find that they cannot shut
it down

all the way. But stage 3 is initially characterised by a proliferation of control.

Thereis a transition point. If you can stop looking back and start looking forward,
no matter

where you are in that framework, then you might beable to do twothing
s: first, manage your
learning process and, secondly, condition your management about what
to expect. Very often

our role in companies, which is initially viewed as threatening by the
data processing

organisation, will turn out to be viewed as very healthy; because
we are able to explain to
management why the DPorganisation operates as it does.

The thing that continually frustrates audiencesis that you cannot completely
avoid the learning
problem. That is what we mean when we say that we cannotskip
a stage. It is especially
frustrating to clients, because theywill say,

You are consultants, you are not supposed to give
us that kind of an answer. But that is the truth. One of the
tricks is to understand your
limitations when you plan so that your plans are realistic. If you
haverealistic plans, you have
some
hope of achieving them.

| will talk about some ways to

do that, but the general answer is to understand wherey
ou are,
and then not only do lot of planning about what you want
to build but a lot about how you
wantto build it.
QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Doall parts of compa
nies go through the stages at the same
time?

It depends on how they are organised. A company which
delivers operating and software
services out of a central group will tend to driveits divisi
ons through the stages together,
because the group tends to impose uniform learning.
In a relatively decentralised multidivisional, or at least one that has the applications groups
in the divisions, you will find them all
overthe place. You will find the shapes of their curves very
different. You will also find that the
basic management style ofthe division governs the way that
they go through the stages, not
the data processing style. Divisions that manage with
noise have noisy data processing
installations, and divisions that manage well and
are reasonably mature, as a rule have
reasonably

mature, well-understood data processing functions. But
yes, you do seedifferent
curves; you see different rates of growth.

Stage 1 typically lasts one to three years. About the longes
t stage 2 that we haveseenis about
eight years in a company. You can get them as short as
three years. | saw one that was three
years long in a governmentagency, which tried to go from
zero automation to a fully integrated

data base managementinformation system, growing their own data base system at the same

time. Their stage 2 lasted three years before it was shut down. | should say that it shut itself

down.

Organisations also enter stage 3 differently, some with a bang and a whimper, and some fairly
quietly and in an organised way. There are organisations which manage their wayintoit without
a management change and withouta lot of chaos, but those vary and typically the ferocity of
stage 2 tends to govern the entry into stage 3 and how extreme it is.
Something changes in stage 3. Initially you have a control orientation, an obsession with

controls. Thereis a transition point, and when organisations hit that transition point also varies
widely. But let me talk about what happens and the basic shift that | suspect that many of you
who find your histories familiar may find yourselves approaching.

The initial theme of stage 3 is control. Whoa: stop: manage for a change. Something else is
going on,-and it is usually understood much better by the data processing function than by
management. It is this: you cannotreally get anywhere or get very much further in delivering

on what has
function until you re-build the portfolio; and it will be variably messy, depending

happened in the past. But the worst onesare really bad.

reIf you are a data processing manager, you know in your heart of hearts that you have gotto
the
ting
communica
without
build it. One of your jobs in stage 3 is to figure out how to do that
Give me three years and don t ask me for anything. Let me grow
deadly message, which is:
that the portand I'll take you to Nirvana. But what the data processing organisation knowsis
here, we
systems
at
looking
not
are
we
folio has to be completely restructured. Why? Because
or
MAPS
like
name
a
has
that
systems
are looking at functions. If you cast one of your

portfolio.
WEASEL on to that, you will find its functions showing up all over the applications

the information flows.
Your systems do notlook like the business any more. They do not mirror

active re-building
When the data processing organisation starts to re-build either with an

me, it looks around for a
programme that is sanctioned, or in a very quiet re-building program

an enabling technology
technology and sees data base and data communications technology as
in a way that may allow you
to get this done. There is a way to get the re-built systems re-built

to avoid the problems of the past.

being droppedin during
So you begin. What you will see is an initiation of data base systems
somethinglike this.
propose
to
is
do
tion
organisa
stage 3. What you will see the data processing

. Very often you
Wewill manage a new way. Wewill have a data base administration function
thatwill be
bases
data
oriented
ally
function
ies
will see a planning study conducted which identif
dropping out of them; and an
created and built over a five-year period, along with applications

ration or data base
organisation which identifies something variably called data administ
. Thatis usually
planning
e
resourc
data
at
look
to
as
icated
administration, and maybe so sophist
you go.
off
and
hired
are
people
these
of
more
or
one
and
written up in a White Paper,

does not quite go as
What happens? What wesee happeningis that that first data base system
processing system. That
well as we thought it would. You are beginning to automate your order
lyif it is integrated into
seems to be a goodfirst data base system for many companies, especial

longer. What is going
manufacturing. You start the first system, and suddenly it gets harder and
to do backward
how
on? New technology. Any learning resident in the organisation about
problem
broader
the
about
pointers and DBD gens? No. Any learning in the user organisation

manage interfunctional data?
that is implied in that organisation chart, which is how wejointly

No.

but the organisation goes
Whatyou seeis that suddenly that broad concept gets overwhelmed,
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on and starts building new systems, re-writing the applications portfolio with data base
technology. What do the users see while this is going on? You begin to see systems being built:
STAGE VI ORGANIZATION CHART TO IMPLEMENT DATA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
APPEARS IN "WHITE PAPER DURING STAGES III/IV
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new order entry, order processing systems; maybe a new financial managem
ent system;
inventory control production scheduling, possibly tied to order entry.

Let us go back to what the users have been seeing in stage 3. What have they
been getting?
Nothing. Management said, Shut it down. Go slow. Whatelse has happene
d during stage 3,
which can last five years or more up to the transition point? Users have beenlear
ning. They
have been held accountable to their costs. They have been co-opted into a project
management
approach and taught howto participate. They have been learning. What begins
to pop out of
the door? Screens start to appear in the company; real, valuable
function; ad hoc query

capabilities begin appearing so that these functions appear that very often
are not structured,

but are better lent to unstructered data analysis, begin to be
served. What we are seeing in

some very large companies is that where the introduction of data base
technology and a
movement into the data resource era beginsin the technical function,
with what wecall the
technology push, suddenly you get a reversal and Management turns
around and starts pulling.
And when theypull, they pull hard. Because now you have your manufact
uring manager in
there, who maybe has three to five years to make his namein that function,
who is little
younger and has been through a different education, both formally
and in the company, sees
function and begins to understand, through his people and his
organisation, that this is a

valuable technology. Very often, if the company is an asset managem
ent company, an
invaluable technology; and he musthaveit. He comes down to the organisat
ion and says, Give
it to me. | want that system and | want it fast. And I'll payfor it. He goes
to the boss and says,
T'll pay for it. What weare seeing in that environment, in companies that
are beginning to

enter that period, is a re-emergence of the old stage 2 growth rate
20% to 40% year. This
signals the beginning of Stage 4. (see diagram 11 at end of session).
There are a couple of ways to get through stage 4. You can either be as data processing
function pull, yanked, whether you like it or not, whether you can manage it or not, or you can

try to stay on top ofit. A lot of that depends on whether you got yourself ready back in stage 3
to hang on, because that manager who has that three to five year period to make his name does
not want to hear you say No. If you say No he will go to the vendor or the service bureau: to hell
with you. Or he will find a way to get your organisation to take off.

And how successful is it for you to say No? You have been down there, buried in stage 3, and

suddenly somebody comes and says,

Make me a hero,

and what do you say?

Well,

honestly, |
er
really can t help you. You do not say that. So you do it. But you do it fast
and the issue of stage 4 is that in fact that happens fast and it is not a control period.

When you come out of that you find that by late stage 4 you have automated pockets of data
base systems. While those pockets have a better architecture than the mess you had back in

stage 2, lo and behold, there is a need to do some integration.

Something else emerges that is an issue in stage 3, but weare calling it a stage 5 issue in the
waythat it can be handled: it is shared data. That is a buzz term. It really means substantive
identification of redundant, jointly managed data between functional units. You remember that

back in stage 3 we were going to manage shared data. We had an organisation set up to do it.
Go out and getrid of the
We hired somebody called a data base administrator. We said,

redundancy. Get us a single bata base.

That data base administrator goes out and picks

something pretty generic to the company, such as a part number. Let me try to standardise the
part numbers, so | will go to see engineering first. They have a part number that looks one way,
and | will go across and now talk to manufacturing. Well, the part number is slightly different.
You find that you have seven part numbering structures. You go to your company and ask how
many charts of accounts you have, and you find out that you have twoor three.

In stage 3 the organisation has not learned how to share information yet, and so the processof
stage 3.
creating a truly shared, detached data structure is very frustrating for organisations in
in the
done
work
tional
By stage 5, the process that has been learned by some of the multi-func
data base automation

and weare projecting because there are not many organisations that

have movedinto stage 5 yet

ought to be ready to begin attacking that. Along with that, we

portfolio is retrofitted.
would predict the growth rate to begin slowing as the applications

ent function
Whatwe think stage will look like is an era in which the data resource managem
the 1960s of
in
1
stage
in
back
way
the
will have matured and that the process that began all
havefinally
will
g,
processin
data
use
they
beginning to makeusers accountable for the waythat
matured. It certainly has not today.

ations face in applying
What the Stages theory is all about is the problems that organis
technology. Because
the
on
focus
nually
weconti
technologyto get those benefits. That is why
technology work
organisations continually run into problems in making the

organisational

stages, especially the early
problems. It is an organisation learning process. Part of the latter
stage 4 will primarily be
part, is learning about the hard technology; but the latter part of
multi-functional data
obsessed with learning about how in the world do we go about building
d, butit is certainly a
base systems. That is a management problem. It may be technically oriente

ract. That is why wetalk
managementproblem, not a hard, technical problem. The twointe
management era, because the
about a shift from a computer management era to a data

manage data? But the
unlearned problem is how do you manage information, how do you

technology isstill today

How many times during the last day and half has the word

distri-

solicit definitions from
buted processing been mentioned? | bet you that, if | had time, | could
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you and getat least 10 out of the audience. Nobody knowswhatit is yet, but we are going to go

out and spend moneyon it in different ways and the technology just tends to drive.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Whatdid you mean earlier by a

noisy stage 2?

When | mean noisy the things that | was trying to characterise are the differences between
organisations that tend to manage with a lot of inter-functional conflict, which | would

BY STAGE VI USER AND DP

@

@

ACCOUNTABILITY WILL HAVE MATURED

USERS WILL BE ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE USE OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTING THEIR BUSINESS FUNCTIONS
- OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS - ORDER ENTRY...
~ CONTROL FUNCTIONS - BUDGETING...
~ PLANNING FUNCTIONS ~ WAREHOUSE LOCATION. . .
DP WILL BE ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE SOURCING OF DATA ELEMENTS
- CUSTOMER
~ MATERIALS
- PART NUMBERS

AND

@ THE VALUE-ADDED PROCESSING OF DATA RESOURCES,
~ FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
CONTROL REPORTS
INVENTORY STATUS

characterise as noise, and those that tend not to do so. My exper
ience has been that

those who
manage with more conflict in their general manag
ement structure also seem to have more
conflict with their data processing organisations. If
you look ata multi-divisional company from
the top, if you can find the logical management unit,
a relatively homogeneous management

organisation that also has a data processing supply unit,
then wewill tend to find not a central
mixing, but a relatively clear and identifiable staging. Someo
fthe userareas will be in different
stages, but you can still see a progression and you can measur
eit.
Whatweare projecting is an era in which the data
processing function will

be accountable as
the data manager, sourcing data and adding value by
Processing; and that the actofreally

figuring out how touse information and how to apply
data will have substantively transferred to
the user functions.

| said that | was going to talk about two things today. One
is what does the Stages theory say,
and | havetried to walk you through that, get you oriented
to the idea of four growth processes.
The other is what do you do aboutit. What can you do?
In the article, Dick Nolan lays out five guidelines
for action, some of which,

and certainly the
first three, apply to an organisation anywhere in the
stages; all five of which apply to an
organi
sation which seesitself approaching the transition
from computer management to data

resource management. Let metalk about those.
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First, we would say that you need to recognise and accept the fundamental transition, that you

are coming out of a period that looksa lot like the first three stages that | have described; and

FIVE SUMMARY GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT ACTION (R.L. NOLAN, HBR, MARCH 1979)
GUIDELINE #1:

RECOGNIZE THE FUNDAMENTAL ORGANIZATION TRANSITION FROM
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT (STAGES I-III) TO DATA RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (STAGES IV-VI)

GUIDELINE #2:

RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

GUIDELINE #3:

IDENTIFY THE STAGES OF THE COMPANY'S OPERATING UNITS
TO DEVELOP APPROPRIATE DP STRATEGIES FOR EACH UNIT AND
A COMPANY DP STRATEGY

GUIDELINE #4:
Tae

DEVELOP A MULTI-LEVEL DATA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN -He BIUEPRRINTS

GUIDELINE #5:

CONVERT THE BLUEPRINT TO A PLANNING PROCESS BY MAKING
THE SENTOR MANAGEMENT STEERING COMMITTEE WORK
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ent oriented period; and
that you believe that you are in fact transitioning into a data managem
will see that | am talking
also recognise the importance of the enabling technologies. Here you

ogy but data comabout a broad spectrum of enabling technologies, not just data base technol
sed philosophy is
munications, microprocessors and distributed processing. Certainly a centrali
not implied.
not have been possible five,
The technologies, however, are enabling a movement which would

we have reached a
seven or 10 years ago, for most companies. That is the importance; that
into practice.
them
put
to
ability
point where wecan talk about not just theories but the

t is pretty important if you
The onethat | want to talk about is to know where you are, becausei

the stages, or try to
are to manage forward, if you are to try to mange the way you go through
anding of where you
underst
an
with
start
you
avoid or minimise some of those problems, that

nd the position of each of
are. Let us talk about that. What you want to do is to try to understa

uniformly, the way that
the four growth processes. They will not typically go through the stages
is my company;
Where
and.
underst
to
need
you
that
| described it. That is one of the things
the growth processes?
where are my business units; and within each of those, where are
16 at end of
Becausetheywill be in different positions and you do different things. (see diagram

session).
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Let us talk about understanding where you are. The applications portfolio: you can measure the
bottom line; you can construct a representation of your business functions. | have described the

portfolio as the cost effective potential for use of automation in support of the business

function. You can measureit.
Wetypically see mostof these
stage 2. Not totally automated
with the whole idea of having

In the article, Dick provides some benchmarksfor measuring it.
functions, say 80%, with some level of automation by the end of
but some first attempt at automation. That pretty well correlates
completed that first wave of automation.

What good doesthat do you? For one thing, you can understand not what systems you have,

but the way your systems support the business

twoentirely different things. Managers are

always presented with systems lists; and system names do not say very much about what
systems do for the business. The applications portfolio recasts systems and shows how they
support the business: an important thing to present. If you know where you are, you can communicate what you have done for the business. You can also begin to correlate your plans
against the business. You can map what you are planning to do and whatkind of coverage your
plans would give you, against the unfilled areas, the gaps. You can understand either what
you
are delivering as a data processing manager or what you are getting as a user manager,
and

begin to set some strategies. | will talk a little about how to use this kind of framework for
setting strategies.
You can measure your applications portfolio. You will see some benchmarks for
doing that in

the article. There is a representative manufacturing applications portfolio in the article.
When
webuild one of these wetailor it very closely to the business that has been studied.

But that is not enough, thatis just part of the understanding of where
you are. It is critical that
you understand wherethat portfolio is. If you are back in stage 1, then
you havea lot of work to
do. You can probably concentrate your strategy on delivering function
to the business. But if
you have put a lot of that function in, then you may havea strateg
ic decision: can | maintain it
for another five years or am at the point where| really have to go
back and reinvest and restruc-

ture? You better know that, so that you do not just charge through the
stages blindly.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: | have nottalked about packaged
software which can allow

you to move through the stages faster without the associated
maintenance problems, provided

that you do not tamper with them too much. Two very important
caveats at the end ofthat.

| do not think that you ever get by without the associated mainten
ance problems. A system can
remain functionally current only so long. The organisation changes
, and the system either
changes or does not with the organisation. The life of any
piece of software, whether it is a

package or a home-grownpiece of software, when it is installed, if
it is installed, will still vary

with rate of change of the business function it supports.

On what software does for you in going through the stages,
in certain cases you can get
function in faster with packaged software. There are many
organisations which have entered

upon that plan and discovered that it was no faster and no cheaper.
You must know what you
are doing. That presupposed a mature organisation, which understandsth
e pitfalls of packaged
software.
| think that in some cases you can use packaged software
wisely; | am not convinced

thatit is
universally true that it shortens your path through the stages.
Certainly it can cause you, at the
end
of stage 2, to have a much less compatible applications
portfolio than you might haveif you
had used the samerelative technology standards all the
way through your development ofit.

You mayget to stage 3 faster, and hate yourself more in the
morning; that is possible.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Don t we know better how
to avoid thesepitfalls today?
It is certainly true that the knowledge baseis expanding today over
whatit was in 1958, and that

we know a lot more today than we did then. We see a lot more organisations morewilling to use
project management. Wetend to see more cases where more prudent management techniques
are used in stage 2. However, the technology has also taken another leap in complexity, so
while everybody is getting better at it, the task is also getting more complex. That is what | was
trying to say about the current danger of stage 2. It is not the same stage 2 that weall walked
through with our 7090s and 1401s, it is a different ball game.
If you know wherethe portfolio is and you have some sense of where you want to take it, then

whatis critical is that you understand how you can get there. What resources do you bring to
that task? Will they limit you or will they facilitate that strategy? You need to look at your people
and the technologies that you havein place.

Whatis important is that you look at technology not as someabstraction that you must havein
place, but as a tool focused against your strategies; and that you then look at what you know
and you either make choices on how to improveyour learning in the use of a needed technology

or constrain your plan backwards to account for what you cannot accomplish.

In the same way you should understand what kind of control do | have in place? What do |

need? Do | have project management well in hand and well assimilated? Do myusersreally

know whatit means to be a user project manager, or do | just have that box on myproject
management chart? Is charge out understood? Is it working well? Or is it a surrogate for a lot of
problems? Are we organised right for what we have to do? Wherein the world are my users?

Am | about totry to install a complex, on line, manufacturing oriented system, with my manu-

facturing manager who says, Sure, let s put it up over the weekend. There is a lot of risk
there. What capabilities do the users have and howfast do my systems plans push them? It is
critical step 1 that you know where you are. Knowing where you are gives you tools to set
effective strategies.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN EFFECTIVE LONG RANGE DP STRATEGY AND PLAN IS A THREE-STEP PROCESS

OVERVIEW OF LONG RANGE DP PLANNING PROCESS
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That is why welook at the planning task as being broken up into three pieces. The first is the
stage assessment. Where am |? Let me understand my strengths and weaknessesin each of the

growth processes. Where is my applications portfolio? How does that match the task | have?

Where are the other growth processes? Do| either need to pull back from my plan or invest in

the delivery mechanisms? If so, what do | need to do? How can | best align my information
strategy with my businessstrategy?

Let me talk a little about those two issues of how you align or how you can use someof these

ideas better to align your plans with the business, or at least communicate how well you have

aligned them to your management, and make some closure on the idea of setting a strategy
involving all the growth processes.

You can correlate your business strategy with your applications portfolio, because the latter is a
picture of your business and not of your systems. That makesit a tool for you to use in communicating both where you are headed with your systems and where you have beenin business

terms.

You can draw very detailed applications portfolio like the ones that | showed earlier, and you
can classify each of those 70 or so functions into a relevant correlation with your business
strategy; either a high correlation, medium, or low; and then measure where you are today.

Where are your mosteffective systems?

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: In carrying out a similar look at their own situation, how do
you actually measure coverage of systems?

Through the users. There are techniques. What we do is to use techniques that
assess the

functional effectiveness of the systems against user requirements.
It is a fairly detailed

methodology. It is a quantification of a subjective judgment. Thatis a very importan
t point. You
have to make a choice on whose judgment you want to use. Our viewis thatit oughtto
be the
user s judgment becausehe is the one who delivers the system to the business in
operation. So

the data processing judgment of the greatness of the system is probably
not as relevant as the

user s judgment, if you want to find out what the business is getting today
from the system,
because data processing people do not use systems in the business.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: What happens if the user change
s and the systems do not?

It happens all the time. Get yourself a new president, or new vice-pr
esident of manufacturing,
and watch your automation strategy change overnight. Thatis
the real world. What happens is
that your automation strategy strategy changes overnight. Typical
ly the bottom level of the
portfolio is relatively independent, it is native to the way that
the functions run, this operational

level down here. What a new manager will typically do is to cause
the rate of achievement either
to go up or down. Either we should be going faster or you are
spending too much.
The control level here is very heavily dependent on management style.
Go into manufacturing
and find yourself a manager who believes in MRP and you have differe
nt control system than
with one who doesnot. | would say that until your manager does, you
should notbuild it. That

would upseta lot of people, but | do notthink that you should
build systems that the userswill
notsupport because you will not get value out of them.
It is to communicate not only where you are but where you are
going, in business terms. You

can begin to put the ideas together of coverage, maintenance levels, function
al effectiveness
against businessstrategy.

Thatis part of it. Part of your strategyis aligning your applications directio
ns with the business.

| will submit to you that you are probably not well in touch with changesin that, and yet you

commit yourselvesto three to five year activities from which you may suddenly have to wrench

yourself away. You need to get the strategy directions of senior management and the trench

activities of your data processing organisation intoline. That is not typically well done when you
are holding up a list of 75 systems. You needto do it at some higher level, some more digestible,
direction setting level. (see diagram 16 at end of session).

The other thing that | have been talking about is making sure that these growth processes are
well aligned with that strategy. Do we have enough time to learn and assimilate the
technologies that we are going to use? Do wehavethe right controls?

Users. Are you thrusting an automation programme on to a user organisation and is it capable

of participating and helping you to build that? To what extent? What have your users learned

about data processing? Whatwill they support over time? It is important that you know those

things, and then either act to infuse resourceshere, or pull back or modify your plans. Why?
Because you want feasible plans. You want something that is achievable and that you have
reasonable confidence will succeed, not something that just does a great job of describing all
the wonderful ways that you could automate your business. So you need to be focused and
achievable.
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any stage, understandLet me comeback. | would say that guidelines 1-3 apply to a company in

are looking at the transition
ing where you are and aligning your business strategy. But if you

nt that you also
from the computer management era to the data resourceera, then it is importa
alluded earlier:
which|
to
ng
somethi
to
understand a set of planning activities. This gets back
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how do you integrate your data management planning with your planning for the application of
the various technologies and which ones you choose?

You need to develop a multi-level data resource management plan. What does that mean? If
you watch the way that companiestypically enter planning, it usually starts with capacity planning. Something happens like this. You suddenly find that you are running out of capacity. You
go up to your management and say,
We re out of capacity. We need more memory and a
bigger CPU. Managementsays, That's fine. How long will it last? Three years, not going
to
be back to see you in three years. Promise. And a year later, you are back and you are
out of
gas. The bosssays, l thought you weren't going to come back for another three years. "Yes,
we thought so too, but we're back: it s those users out there. So your managementsays,
Don t surprise me again, and you start putting in configuration planning. What
do you do?
You start spinning out least square regression lines of your CPU seconds so
that you can predict
when you will run out of capacity. Not very business oriented, but
it is a start. Many
organisations start their planning that way.

They continue that and then continue working top downfrom the business
, trying to do the
kinds of things that we havetalked about, correlating their business
plan with their applications
plan. What| really described to you is an activity that we would characte
rise as an applications

plan, measuring where you are in each process and setting
your strategy. Then if you see
yourself moving into the data resource era, having completed
this knowing that you are there,

then it is important to start a data resource plan. Start understanding
your data flows; where the
natural
data flows are in the organisation. Do they move up
and down from

division to
corporate, or do they move just within your divisions? Do
they move across your divisions
laterally and, if so, why? Howwill they change? Wewill submit
that you needto havethat plan
in place before you start this, because your network and hardwar
e configuration strategy ought
to be made with the knowledge of where your natural informat
ion flowsare.

Tony, that gets back to your comment. The technology
that you employ will be heavily
influenced both by the task and by the information flows
that you are trying to automate and
reorganise in the applications portfolio. That may well
lead you to a distributed processing
Strategy or to a highly centralised strategy, depending on
your understanding of where those
flows are, what your capabilities are, and the control philos
ophy that you want to implement.
The disasters of the 1980s will probably come from organi
sations that move into distributed
systems from technical perspective without unders
tanding the information flows that they are
trying to automate and the business supporttask
that is in front of them. Your job is to try to get
the linkage made between technical and busine
ss planning as well as you can.
Finally, the fifth guideline in the article: steering commi
ttees. That is an obscene word in many
organisations. It is very frustrating for consultants
who like steering committees because in 50%
of the cases that you think there ought to
be one, it wastried five years ago, failed,
and the
client tells you, We've done that already and
it doesn t work. The fact is that this is an
organisational process. The data processing functi
on is, in all of its activities, a service function
performing what, beforeit got there, was a part
of the manager s function. Its expenditures at

any level are shared. Its directions are typica
lly madein the face of priority constraint
s. You
need an organisational

mechanism that is able to guide these activities;
and, over and over
again, that is going to be one or more steering
committees. And you need to make them work.
You need

to make them work by making sure that
you do notask your senior management
committee to set maintenance budgets and
making sure that, if you have various tasks,
you

have appropriate structures. But you need to
understand that, fundamentally, this is an
organisational phenomenon, and joint one. You
need mechanisms that get joint business
decisions made in a properstructure.
| have thrown a lot at you. | am at the end of
my formal presentation, so | will stop here and
take

any remaining questions.
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QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Aren t there endless S curvesin front of us? What will happen
in three years when weget to stage 5?
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it has taken us
If you go back to the earliest companies that got into stage 1, in 1956 and 1957,
| do not know whether or not Dick
20 to 25 years to get to the middle of stage 3. |am not sure
what comes after stage 6; but | am pretty sure that we have an
would agree with me
know howtoproject
equivalent period of time between now and thento get there. | do not
that, but my response to you
what happens 15 to 20 years from now. You may not concur with

like a 15 or 20 year
is that | do not think it is at all a three-year phenomenon, it is more
ly will be doing
primari
phenomenon that weare looking at. One must understand that whatyou
e the natural
automat
to
in what we describe as stages 4, 5 and 6, is understanding how

in what | am describing as a 15
information flowsof the business and that there will probably be,

understand yet, as
to 20 year period, a lot of technologies applied to that that we do not even
mainframe techthe
consider
there have beenin the last 20 years of automation. Wecertainly
the 7090s that|
from
different
lot
a
nology today as being very standard, but it looks a heck of
was brought up on.

the automation of the
The fact is that the task is using the enabling technologiesavailable in
ar horizon, but much longer. |
information flows. We would see that as not being a three-ye

to the advantage of the
agree with you that the technologies are changing, and it is certainly
Your taskit to recognise the
vendors to make that as confusing an arena as they possibly can.

the introduction of the
confusion of the arena and find ways to ask yourself why, prior to
beall-knowing. So
technologyin the organisation; and also to understand that you just cannot
get.
commit yourself intelligently and live with the problems you
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| do not know if that directly answers your question. | would not concur thatit is a three-year

cycle. There may well be some other set of stages, but we would notbelieve that we even need

to think about them in a foreseeable time frame.

QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR: Doesoffice automation fit the stages?

| think that weseeit as part of the information flows and something that we are trying to understand just as hard as everybody else. | am not sure that office automation, which is another
word that | put in the same class as distributed processing, is a technology so much as a
concept that uses technologies. The first accounts payable system was an office automation

project if you happenedto be in the accounts payable department at the time. We would viewit

as part of the portfolio. We are starting in our company some active investment in trying to

understand how the stagesin office automation get together. | guess that my answerat this
point would be that webelieve that it is a natural extension of the way that you automate the

information flows, but at another level, because those aspects of office automation that are
generic are somewhatdifferent than those that have been business support applications, in my

view.

That is a very confusing answer, because | think that it is a very confusing topic and
| do not

have any cute answers for you. | do think that it is part of the data resource period. | tend to
think that it will be part of that upward push, but I do not have a cute answer on howit sorts
in.
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THE FUTURE
DATA PROCESSING MANAGER
Nigel Laurie,
Communication Audit

Nigel Laurie is managing director of Communication Audit, a consultancy firm specialising in

human communication with a special interest in computing.

Before founding Communication Audit in 1977 Nigel Laurie spent nearly seven years with IBM
(UK) Limited in systems and management posts. His previous experience includes lecturing in
the UK and North America and business management in publishing.

He has written numerousarticles on communication and computing, is a frequent conference

speaker and has presented executive seminarsfor the British Institute of Management and the

Institute of Data Processing Management (of whose Council he is a member). He was a judge in
the 1979 IDPM Data Processing Manager of the Year Award and the article on which his

paper is based wasa finalist in the National Computing Centre competition for the bestarticle

on computing published in the UK in 1978.

The Future Data Processing Manager . It is sometimes said by people
| have entitled my talk
that perhaps there should be a question mark on the end to indicate the fact that the role is

undergoing change. | myself do not want to put a question mark there because | think it takes a

rather pessimistic view of the whole scene. There are a lot of grounds for optimism and for
looking forward very positively.

In thinking about one s future role, probably the best place to start is in defining where weare at

present. To do that it may help to look briefly at the history of computing. Many people have

told it, often in terms of the technology. Wehavetalked about generations of technology: first,
second, third, third and a half, and soforth, until that terminology becomes a little redundant.
Dave Robinson this morning talked about it in terms of stages. He talked in terms of the things
that will happen, or have already happened in data processing, so that one can take one s
temperature and see just how close one is to health and nirvana.

|. am going to look at the developmentof computing from the point of view of the DP manager

himself. | really asked one basic question, which is perhaps one of the most important for an

executive to ask, and that is simply: What do wehaveto do to be successful? What are the
conditions for success in our area, or our function or our job, or our role? The answerto that
question may itself suggest how weought to define the role in the future, and the things that
we ought to do. It is those questions to which | will address myself this afternoon.

You maythink of conditions of success as hurdles that you have to jump, the things that you
have to do. In data processing wehavecertainly seen changes occurring in this field. It may help
three.
to see not six stages but, from the point of view of conditions of success, at least

Wecan look at computing under three headings. First, there were the early days; then there
other
one ofour favourite words in this industry
wasthe application era; and tomorrow
ons
organisati
different
and
ns
installatio
different
clearly,
Quite
things will be required of us.
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will be at different points on this development path. But, broadly speaking, in the early days the

data processing manager, who was usually a technician, was a very special kind of hero as
measuredin terms of the amount of
effort he expended in getting some
notveryreliable technology to opeConditions of success
rate at all. His job was to make low-

level code work, to get something
working. | remember during my
early days in IBM, coming across

data processing managers in quite

.
large ainstallatio
ns, who were very

proud
understandably
that
they could read a hex dump asfast

The early days

The application era

The

Tomorrow

The technocrats

Ability

Ch romeo
pi

as mostof us could read English. It
-

with
Pens

.
.

-

Hi

was quite a virtuoso performance to

watch. Those men were the pion-

to cope

divergence
loss of mystique

userdriven systems

infrastructure computing

eers. Theyarestill running data pro-

cessing departments, but they are

meeting new conditions of success.

Many ofus arestill in the application era, which is broadly the late 60s and
the 70s, where

successis defined for the DP manager at least not in terms of making
code work, which can
more and more betaken for granted, but in terms of getting an
application working, and of

turning specifications into useful user function. So the condition
of success this time is the
delivery of function, the development of useful applications, for
whose technical efficiency

much can betaken for granted.

There is no question that there was a great deal of success at that
time, and therestill is much
success. There were very tangible achievements. The word tangibl
e is most important. You
could point to a saving sometimesin staff, sometimesin stock
levels, sometimes in debtor days.

But all these were measurable, highly tangible and beyond argume
nt, and there was a lot of
kudosin them.
Not surprisingly, when one has success, hope tends tofol
low; expectations rise and,

rather like
the French students in 1968 who had as one oftheir banner
s
Be realistic: demand the
impossible , that seemed to become the slogan for some users
as well. The total management
information
system becam

e a banner to go under and, as summer follows spring,
disillusionment tended tofollow, and for very understandable reason
s. People hoped for too much, too
soon.
As a result of that phase, data processing is much
stronger for the experience,

for having
tackled some very tough questions about the value of what
it was doing and the long-term
effecti
veness of it. Increasingly, applications are more and
moreeffective. But

if we look at
tomorrow, | think that there are quite new conditions of succes
s being superimposed on to the

onesthat wealready have to deal with. We have to cope
with quite new factors on the scene.
Many

of them have been commentedon in discussion.

Someof them spring from the development in technology
and the growth of networks. They

make the whole thing more complex to manage. We have
moreusers in more places, and more
types

of users. No longer middle management, or clerks, or senior manage
rs, but white collar
professionals and shop floor workers and so on
a very wide rangeof users. The term the
end user is no longer meaningful when wetalk about data Processing.
Wealso have systems that are more complex. If | have a mental image
ofthis scene, it is the
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very simple one that every user manual worth its salt these days has a map in chapter 1, to

indicate the scope and the geographical range that the system covers.

Convergence is often pointed out as the key factor in this trend, and to be sure it is very
important, technically speaking. But if we are looking at it from a managementpoint of view, no

less significant is the opposite, which is divergence
the breaking apart of things, the
distribution of function, of processing and control. The consequence of convergenceis actually
divergence. That is something that we have to attend to from a managementpoint of view. We
mustbe able to manage the technological convergence and, if you like, the divergence of many
of our managerial functions.

With that is going a loss of mystique. The mystique has gone outof the business. It is no longer

something that is thought of as a high priesthood; in fact we may besuffering the fate of the

priests of the Temple in ancient Egypt, who managedvery large mainframes made ofsolid stone
on which were inscribed the key messagesfor the culture. When papyrus came along we had a
lot of minis and portable systems, and the monopoly of control of information had gone. We are

in the same situation now; it is just that the technologyis little more complicated.

As the mystique goes, | think that we will find that convenience computing will be as common

as convenience copying. Onceit catches on it tends to develop new usesfor itself. If we have a

picture in this field it is of the user interface

it used to be the machine room serving hatch

which could be opened or shut from inside. These daysit is the keyboard, at the user s desk or

beside him or her, on the job. The interface has moved out to the user, rather than being

something under the operation department's control.

Wealso havethe fact that computing is a consumer product. This is a result in part of price falls
and the dynamics of marketing computers, and the need to keep turnover up as margins are cut
back. One of the most significant pieces of evidence that | have seen in recent years is APL
being advertised next to brandy and cigars in an in-flight magazine. | am sure that this was
aimed at more than DP managers alone. You can also buy computers in Tottenham Court

Road, along with many other things. Television journalists have latched on to computing and

the micro as a new area in which to build visibility. The principle of stacking from high and

selling them cheap is something that has moved from groceries to high technology.

As a result of all this, | think that users increasingly will be in the driving seat. They will be
driving systems because although they depend upon the computer, it will embeditself more and
morein their daily work. This is not simply clerical work. As a result they will be driving and
taking initiatives in relation to the systems that they operate. The result of all this is what | have
called infrastructure computing . If we have one image of the computer centre as being a

building, a room, or a floor, as it often is in a company, that is a picture that has to change. We

have to see the computer system

if we call it that any more

asa network, or a nervous

n
system, or a ring main, or a utility, which is something that runs right through the organisatio

and has a function similar to those otherutilities like electric power and light and so on.

So the DPM is no longer managing the processing of data. He is no longer just a data
processing manager, he really managesan infrastructure which supports two things. One is the
provision of a key resource which is information. The other is the performance of a very vital
activity, which is communication throughout the organisation. So the successful DPM in future
will meet the conditions of success that now face him and will no longersay,

We can put iton

the computer for you , which might almost seem paternalistic. He will say, and say it quite a
few times, We can makeit easy for you to use the system effectively, to meet your needs and
solve your problems , which implies, at the very least, a concept of sharing control.

It matters a great deal that the DPM is successful in future. It is not simply an inconsequential

think is quite
matter whether the function flourishes or whetherit dies away, as some people
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possible, because weare-not just talking about managing some technology, we are talking
about the management of a quite crucial resource which has often lain neglected, and thatis
information or data. It is no less important than physical energy. If that has not been fully appre-

ciated in organisations, it is a measure of the lack of attention that it has been given, rather than

a measure of the truth that information does not really matter.

Exploiting that resource is absolutely crucial to economic performance in almost any large
organisation. In some cases, it may even be crucial to its survival. Yet, just when this matters so
much, the DPM is under quite severe threats from a number of trends that are working against
him. | do not mean just the fact that the mystique has been eroded, because wewill probably
reckon that to be a healthy sign in the longer term. But there are three quite distinct threats
which face us now.

They are a threat to our control, a loss of control. A threat to our certainty in the way we do

our job, carry out our function. A
possible threat to our credibility or

standing within the organisation

that we serve.

If we look at the loss of control, at

~<

One time when physically the com-

puter centre wasisolated and insu-

a

lated by mystique and jargon and
an incomprehension among very
many people outside, control was a

natural part of the DPM s repertoire. But it is increasingly difficult
to maintain that control. Many ele-

Credibility?

ments in the system are not under
the DP manager s control, even

{

though they are part of the DP
system. The most obvious one is the communication lines that
link up a network. Even though
in
DP we may beheld responsible, at least de facto, for
their failure, we are dependent upon

somebody else for the supply and resurrection of them

If we look at the use made of systems, we can provid
e systems, we can advise on

how they are
to be used, but very often, with an end-user system, it is the
end user who decides what he is
going to do with it. We cannot always control who will
use the system. We can control,

through security, whether only authorised people get
on to that system. Thatis a first step, but
it does not guarantee that everybody who gets on
with authorisation is competent. It does not

guarantee effective use.

We cannot control all the impacts of the systems
that we put in. They may make Jobs
fascinating. They may change jobs quite radically. They
may impoverish jobs in some cases.
Those are not necessarily things that we can anticipate
or control.

But mostsignificant is the field of expenditure.
As the prices fall, more

and more people can
acquire their own equipment because the price falls below
the approval threshold within many
organisations. So when most people find their author
isation limit increased with inflation, that
in fact is worki

ng against the interests of the organisation so far as compu
ting is concerned. So
there is a loss of control over the acquisition of
computing equipment. That creates
fundamental problemsin the longer term for our Organisation
s.

We may say that the DP function might face a form
of death, not by a thousand cuts in
expenditure, but by a thousand users doing their own thing.
So loss of control is a very severe
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threat and it is attacking the central function in some very vulnerable areas. But with that goes

an attack on our certainty, our confidence about what we are doing. Becauseif we look at the
applications that have been established they may have delivered tangible savings of the kind
that we could point at, but it is harder and harder to achieve those kinds of measurable savings.
Many of the systems benefit

knowledge

workers as well as more senior management. You do

not measure an improvementin their productivity in the traditional ways of head counts and
numbers. After all, how do you measure the output of a corporate planner? Is it the numberof
plans? Is it the number of meetings that he attends? It really boils down to decisions and advice,
and the quality rather than the quantity of them. An improvement in productivity in that area is
not something that you can actually measure. It might be something that you can look back on,

but it is very hard to put it on the bottom line. Increasingly, as data processing extendsin its
usage, the users will be those people for whom gains can be achieved but cannot always be
easily measured. We do not have yardsticks. That lack will make certainty of savings, of
benefits, and of cost effectiveness increasingly hard to establish, not only with users but among
ourselves as well.

The value of computer systems to those users will depend upon twothings. It will depend on
those staff themselves in two ways. One is the fact that information in the end is in the eye of
the user. The user sometimes cannot predict what he will find useful until he has actually gotit.
Sometimes you cannottell what kind of information will solve a problem until you actually seeit

in front of you and are able torealise its significance.

The other way in which we depend upon those users to ensure success or effectiveness of
systems is that they must themselves be willing to exploit the system effectively. They may be
able, but if they are not willing, there is not a great deal that we can do about it.

So we have a quite severe threat to our certainty of cost effectiveness in many application
two together
areas. It is something for which there are no well established yardsticks. Those

we
pose a threat to standing in the organisation, or reputation, or credibility, whatever word
a
is
There
.
processing
ed
distribut
towards
trend
the
by
intensified
is
threat
want to use. The

rush to technology among many users. They are being approacheddirect by vendors and so on.
of
They are seeing a lot about computers and micros through the media. Generally the idea

getting your own system appeals to users. We have a revolution of rising expectations to deal
with. Users are less tolerant and morecritical of what DP can or will do for them when they

the
compare that with what apparently is available from outside. That tends to threaten

standing.

industrial
So, too, does the powerof the worker. Although we may be managing the second

the first in that this
revolution or the post-industrial revolution, this one is very different from

interested in
time labour is organised, to put it very bluntly. Not only is it organised butit is very
ions which
organisat
many
great
a
as
this subject and is probably doing as much research on it
change.
resist
to
able
is
and
powerful
are trying to use it. As well as doing research, labour is
A managementservices manager once put it very eloquently. He said,

When wetry to design a

becausethere are
new system wearereally trying to walk on eggs these days in our company,
fail. One of
could
system
whole
the
them
of
one
so many pressures on us, and if we misjudge
on.
dimensi
those wasthe industrial relations
an era of considerable
Theseare all threats. They may be seen negatively, but they do suggest

that it is a resource,
opportunity for the DP manager, because the value of information, the fact
to try to set about
position
a
isin
DPM
The
ed.
recognis
g
is something thatis gradually becomin
d within the
accepte
and
ed
integrat
,
effective
cost
are
which
building information systems
organisation.
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To achieve this, we really have to see ourselves not as an executive with a function, but as a

multi-function executive, doing four things: managing a service, managing a resource,

managing an infrastructure, and

managing an investment. | say that

in spite of the fact that prices may
in somerespects be falling; as Dave

A multi-function executive...

Robinson so rightly pointed out,

expenditureis rising.

Service

The service manager has to managea the provision of those services

Resource

nes

which support the key activities of

Infrastructure

the organisation and the key result
areas. But it must also be a service

iesinent

that, as well as supporting the important activities, is judged by the
users themselves to be acceptable

and effective. The user s subjective

judgment is an objectively impor-

tant fact.

As well as managing a service we
are managing a resource, and that
resourceis information. Somebody
and | think it is the DPM
has

A multi-function executive...

rae

got to acquire it, conserve it, and

Service
Pereettee

Resource

then make it available, so that it

explored?

does serve the corporate and the
functional objectives right across
the organisation,
without reaching
>

lafrastueture
- impacts?
fi
cok

the privacy and the security con%

pay oi?

investmen

straints that the organisation and
the public may lay down.

Wealso have to manage theinfrastructure. There we are leading
with technology. We mustselect it, acquire it, operate it and makeit work. It is
not just computing but also communication technologies
what Daniel Bell from Harvard has called
compunnication . Switchboards, electronic mail, information retrieval,
word processing, as
well as just traditional data processing. They must be made to perform reliably,
and so managed
that when they cause changes, as they surely will, those changes are (a)
productive and (b)
accepted by the people who are affected by them.
Finally, we have got to manage an investment which is a very high one,
notjust in hardware but
also in software, which need to be seenas capital investments and need
to be written off over

so many years, and alsoin very costly and scarce staff. One has to manage that
investment
and this is whereit is significant
on behalf of the organisation as a whole, even though many
of the servicesare being given on a local basis. And somehow, one has to do all four
at once. It
is ratherlike juggling with knives in the dark, as a North African proverb has it.
In doing it we have to deal with four crucial pressures or hazards. We must overcome the

obstacles to making thatservice truly effective. We must make sure that the
resource is fully

exploited across the organisation. We musttry to manage the impactsof that infrastructure
as it

changesthe organisation in many ways. We mustresist the pressures that may makeitdiff
icult

to get a pay-off from the corporate investment in the whole thing.
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| have mentioned one of the pressures on making the service effective, which is the difficulty of
measuring its effectiveness. There is also the clash between the users who want local control to

do their ownthing, believing that micros and minis are bringing a new kind of democracyinto

this field
which | think is a false illusion
and the need to have an integrated corporate
approach so that we can plan a strategy to make the investment pay off. So, making that
service effective is not particularly easy.

We must also makesure that the resource can be exploited; and for that we must havean integrated, or at least a compatible range of systemsin our organisation, when users often wantto

go downtheir own particular road. If we cannothaveit, then wehaveto writeit off. If we want
and | know oforganisations that are doing that right now,
an integrated system, start again

rewriting all their systems on to database. Otherwise, abandon the objective, which is not

something that one would want to sell to the board.

When welook at the infrastructure, we have got to manage those impacts and make sure that
they are accepted and that they are as useful and as constructive as can be. Wedeal here not

just with the knowledgeable user, but with a much broader public which will be affected by the
impacts. The prime fact about technological change in relation to the broader public, which
includes employees, is that public reaction comes before public understanding. That is not a
criticism of public understanding, it is a fact oflife, and there is nothing that we can do about it.

So wewill get reactions before weget full understanding. We must prepare the ground for that

so that that reaction is as well informed and as sympathetic as it can be.

You cannot make technology and technological change pay off inside an organisation unless
that to
the impacts of them are accepted. Thatis a fact of industrial life. It may help us in doing

dc,
break down the impacts into categories, individual ones on tasks themselves, the work we
of
impact
health
the satisfaction that we get out of it. There was some concern about the

ty in future,
VDUs, for instance. There may be concern on individuals about their employabili
they have a
such as typesetters in Fleet Street. Those are individual impacts, but sometimes
jobs. That
of
types
structural dimension which is a second category. They may eliminate certain

economy. It
creates structural unemployment. That can cause quite severe dislocations in the
problem, in
that
embraced
has
may alter payrelativities. | am sure that everyone in this room

s elsewhere in the
trying to get DP salary scales accepted by job evaluation department
pressures.
market
the
meet
to
organisation. In my experience it often has to be frigged

and the possibility of
Thirdly, there are the social impacts: unemployment on larger scale,
in the United States where
public disaffection from data processing. We have seen this

t terminals.
consumer groupsare resisting the introduction of computer-controlled checkou
rded by the
safegua
is
Possibly even the impacts of computer-controlled systems wherelife itself

impact and the result, the
computer. In all these cases, whatever the true reason for the
public eye. | think that the
the
in
organisation will be held responsible, because it is visible, it is
's desk.
manager
ng
buck will pass across the organisation on to the data processi

so often DP has been
If we doubtit, if we look at the argument and the debate over privacy,
a number of pressures.
made the fall guy withoutanyjustification whatsoever. So weare facing

to fragmentation which
The final one is making the investmentitself pay off. We have the drive

to exploit it. It
threatens the investment. We have the shortage of staff which limits our ability

applications, our ownstaff are
may mean that as users exploit the technology for tomorrow s

not take us very far
stuck doing maintenance, which is really yesterday's work and does
at least 70% in
forward. In someinstallations maintenance can be a very high percentage,
many cases.

which affects investment. It
But there is one last notion which is very important and very severe

is the

. For instance,
small is beautiful notion, which has reached the boardroomsof industry

two or three years ago:
this question was put to the new chairman of Shell on his appointment,

elements, but there
Whatfactors are crucial to the success of Shell? His answer covered three
113

was one verysignificant one from our point of view. Thinking small, becauseit was pointless to go
On trying to optimise manufacturing plants by making them larger, when small groups of workers
have the powerto halt the whole operation.

If we replace manufacturing plants with data processing installations, that thinking is quite

widespread nowatsenior levels in the UK. Itisa recognition ofthe reality of industrial relations and

the vulnerability of organisations which depend upon data processing. It does create an instinctive
reluctance to put all the eggs in one basket, to depend upon an integrated or central
system

becauseit is seen to be so vulnerable. It is an element of thinking which can behard to dislodge or
deal with.

| think that is the situation that we arein in data processing. These aspects pose quite
new threats
and quite new conditions of successthat haveto be met. There are anumber of things that
we can
do to meet them. The first is to swim withthe tide and to recognise the reality, which
we might sum
up in this way. This is a kind of management services, corporate planning graph, wherethe
re is a
gap between the power that we used

to have and the responsibility that
wehave to the organisation to make

the most of the opportunities with

which this currentsituation presents
us, and to help the organisation to
exploit the information resource.

Responsibility

The responsibility is increasing, be-

cause the technology makes more
things possible. But atthe same time
it puts certain things into our
situation where we lose power. We

the influence
wedge

must bridge that gap and fill that
wedge by increasing influence, per-

haps much more than by direct
control. The monopoly has gone.
The mystique has gone. The

monopoly of knowledge has gone. Wehave to influence by
persuasion, by a display of quite
distinctive competencethat is possessed nowhere else in the
organisation. In short, we have to go
from managementby control to management through communic
ation.

Quite clearly, one s position on that graph will vary with
the size of the installation that oneis
running, its maturity, the history of the organisation, the organi
sational structure, and so on,
but | think that broad trend will be found to apply.

Having accepted the position, there
iS a very strong card that one can
play. Some people call it synergy. |
call it the value of the critical mass. If
we can get two people together,

they

are

worth

four

dispersed

throughout the organisation. Some
people might say that if you had a
hundred people together they are
not worth two hundred dispersed
throughoutthe organisation. Thatis
where weintroduce overheads. But
think that the critical massis astrong
card to play for data processing. It
has two aspects. One is the expertise, and the other centres round the
Proposition

that

central

22

data
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management makes sense for the organisation. If we can manage data centrally, then we can get
far more out of it than its use to the organisation if its control is dispersed acrossthe organisation.

If we can manage it centrally, we can get the return from the investmentin technology and

skills. We can also get the strategic decisions right about the technology that we will use to
manage that data resource. But we have to deal with the small is beautiful notion, which

possibly makes that an unattractive proposition. This is becausethe critical mass is misunderstood. One has to say that central managementis not the same as the central location of data
itself. Managementrather than location is the determining factor. We can have local autonomy

provided that it is under a central strategy.

The second caveat about the critical mass is that sometimes we must have the courage to look
rather reactionary and conservative in the face of those users who really press for what they
would call independence or autonomy, but what is really anarchy; because they will go down
not their own road but down a dead end, with a technological white elephant. They could well
find themselves coming back to you, complaining about your allowing them to go downtherein

the first place. There could be a lot of chaos, and even resentment, as users say, Why didn t
you tell us? That they would notlisten because they had been talked to rather persuasively by
someone from outside is another matter. They will not necessarily remember that.

However, one has gotto win overthoseusersto the idea ofa critical mass as something tobuild

up and conserve. To do that, one has to give them benefits in terms of user service, so that they

see the value of the central management. To do that, we should aim to build on strengths.

There are some things that DP is very good at, and | think that we should observe the old
management principle of making the most of what we have.

There is a trend to giving users tools for solving problems, and networks and distributed

processing make that increasingly possible and feasible. It gives us in DP an Opportunity to
focus on the things that only we can do. Theyare representedbythe size of the triangle which
are holding these bricks in place. Only DP can help to set the strategy and help to determine

priorities with users and reconcile them; to indulge in trade-offs and achieve integration. Only

DP is capable and competentin selecting technology so thatit can be integrated later and say
that this is the best technology for the job. Perhaps there, more than anywhere else, user
ignorance is the Achilles heel.

Finally, DP is particularly good at designing systems where complex design skills are
needed, with an awareness of how they are going to relate to other systems within the
organisation. It is something that no user can possibly possess, becausehe is, quiteliterally,

blinkered.

Users, on the other hand, are very

good at talking about their data,
my data ,

my problem ,

output . They know what
want in a report, they know
data they need to make the
sions, and they know what

my

they
what
decitheir

problems are. They may notbe able
to conceptualise them, but they are
very good at defining the symptoms. So their expertise and their

My

output

strengths are ones that one ought

TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

to play on and to exploit as much as
possible, for the benefit of the

users themselves.
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That amounts to saying that in a sense users might best be seen as bricklayers where the DP
management function plays the role of the architect. Users can lay bricks. They can build their
own partof a large wall or edifice, but only within the context of the architect s plan, only
putting bricks where the plan allows. In that way we ensure that we end up with a building
rather than a brick and cement camel.
To do that, we haveto create in users an awarenessof their responsibilities. We have to make

the end user responsible, because as well as giving him some autonomy we cannot guarantee
that he will achieve benefits because so many of them will be intangible as these systems reach
higher in the organisation and reach to the knowledge workers. In short, we have to make the
end user responsible.

There are twostrategies for doing this. One works on what users think and the other on what
they do. If we look at the strategy that works on whattheythink, in business what people think
is as important as whatis the case; opinions are as important as facts. User expectations
must
be sound. If they are unrealistic that is a fact in our decision making that we must copewith. It
requires quite skilled and effective long-term communication with users to keep their
expectations in line with reality. You have to combat what Dave Robinson called the Readers
Digest syndrome, and what | call the Tomorrow s World syndrome, where the userseesi
t on
the box on a Thursday night, and comesin on Friday morning wanting to know
why he cannot

have a terminal that does what he sawlast night. There is a lot of education in reality
to do.

One has to recognise, however, to befair to the user, that he is self-centred for
the best of
reasons. He has to be because his job demandsresults within his area rather
than decision
making about DP which is consistent with an overall strategy. So the user
is paid to be
unreasonable, in a way, about data processing. We have got to help, through
communication,

to adjust that user s outlook and his
expectations so that he under-

stands that data is not just his re-

source but a corporate resource,
and he hasa responsibility to con-

Making the end userresponsible ...

serve it for the organisation as a

whole.

Build sound expectations

.

Enable users to be responsible

However, expectations are half the

battle. The other half is enabling
users to be responsible, giving

~ support
eee

them the tools, taking the approa-

seherongsee

ches that allow it. One of thoseis

providing the support so that users
can exploit systems that are handed

to them. So often a user may beintroduced to a system which he will
control and run, and he usesit in a verylimited way. He fails to exploit
its true potential because
it has never really been demonstrated to him. The early education has
been forgotten, and as he
has progressedin his understanding in fact he reacheshis level of compete
ncefar too early on,
and follow up support and education can make a significant differen
ce there. It pays to ask
users what support they value most and when. One often gets some
very interesting answers.

The second arm of the strategy is the human factors one which | am
sure that Ken Eason
discussed yesterday, where one designs systems that users not only
can exploit but want to
exploit; where a dialogue is such that a user does not want to ignore
it. There the friendly
system is one which encouragesfurther exploration ofits facilities. In that
way a user benefits
even morefrom it.
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The third area is to make sure that when a user is charged, he can relate whathe is paying for to
what he is getting out ofit. It is a matter of developing charging systems which allow the user to
be responsible in the decisions that he makes about his expenditure. If he is overspending, he
has got to be able to find out why he is overspending, so that he can make somerational
decisions about his use of the system. And that requires charging systems that relate to his
reality rather than a data processing one.

If we can do those things, we can engender user responsibility and realism and equip users to

get goodvalue. But that will not cover everything. Thereis another area of user attitudes which
is directly addressed by the question of the impact of our infrastructure. It is significant that in
the United States one of the fastest growing employment opportunities is the post of Public
Affairs Director, or some such name. The reason is that the impacts of the corporation are seen
to matter, are visible, and need to be managed. In DP wealso have to deal with our impacts.

Our public affairs are really the organisation s affairs. Our public is the users and the employees

throughout the organisation. We need to think about those impacts no less than our

organisation thinks about its impacts outside. We need a strategy which will win control of
those impacts and win acceptance for them among users, and also among the rest of the
employees; the impacts on the jobs and on the organisation, and also on the public outside,

who in a senseare also end users of our system. In short, what we have to do is go into the
change business and plan accordingly.

To do that, there are three areas for management. The one closest to home is the screening of
systems. This is an ergonomics or human factors issue at the micro level. It is saying, Let's
look at printouts.

Let s look at

screen layouts, dialogue design,

VDU clarity and safety, the comfort

of the workstation. But let s screen

Manpower

the systems that we have in every

detail to make sure that the human

factors are right; that nobody could
be switched off, turned away, demotivated by difficulties in that

area.

Planning

Change Management

That is the most basic thing

that we can do: screen the sys-

tems.

The second area looks little more
broadly at the thing. | call it change
management. It deals with the systems that | am going to introduce,

in in two or three years time. It involves
notjust the ones going in tomorrow but the onesgoing
new

controlled way, so that those
bringing about the changes that those systems usherin in a
which are quite
considerations
systems do not just take account of technical and business
relations
industrial
the
and
impacts
but also take account of the social
obviously crucial
must
We
ones.
technical
the
than
impacts, and ensure that they are planned for no lessfully
as
ed
stigmatis
be
never
can
in
put
we
have an approach which ensures that the systems that
ion.
human treadmills or destructive factors in the organisat

in change management, four things
In designing those systems there are four considerations
ive, although one would very
exclus
ly
mutual
not
that one can do which will help. They are
the second is trade-offs; the third is
rarely see them all together. One is reconnaisance;
reconnaisance is very simple; it involves
prototypes; and the fourth is human override. The
terms of asking the user
| do not mean purely in
going and seeing before one puts something in.

that is traditional system
installing it
what the business problem is, defining a solution and
udes of users arelikely to be
| mean also doing a reconnaisance on whatthe attit
design
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to the new system, so that when the system is put in what people feel about it is understood just
as fully as the business benefits that the system can give. One example in the United States
was the National Bank of Detroit,

which

did

an

attitudes

survey

among tellers who will be using terminals while they also deal with
customers in the branches. There

Some Change Management considerations

obviously the attitudes of the user

the teller

were quite crucial. If

. Reconnaissance

the user was unhappywiththe sys-

. Trade-offs

tem, that would perhaps show it-

self in a different attitude towards

= Prototypes

the customer. So there was reconnaisance being usedto try to map

. Humanoverride

out in advance what possible difficulties there might be so that sys-

tem design could be reconsidered.
The second

approach

does not

recognise that going and seeing is worthwhile

it builds thatin. It recognisesthat there is no

such thing as a free lunch. You will never get the system that pleases
everybody 100%. Human

factors may be desirable, but they will never be completely achievable;
of if they are, you will

haveto pay for them in some other way. So one has an approach
which trades off human factor

benefits against business benefits. This, if you like, is mechanical
efficiency against human

satisfaction, so that you get the optimum mix for the
group, bearing in mind all the
considerations, including the industrial relations bargain
ing ones, and get a system that is
accepted by the users.

This has been much discussed in the last five years
over here, but in the United

States Bell
Telephone has been using an approach and methodology for
this, for about 15 years, where
system design
teams include job design experts and human factors
experts.

The third approach is the prototype one. This recognisestha
t the system does notactually exist
until it is

used. Until then it is a concept, it is an idea which tous in
data processing is a very real
thing, but to many usersis purely an abstraction. It admits
that reconnaisance has very limited
value, and also that the trade-off approach in advan
ce may have limited value, because you
cannot predic

t completely how people will react to something which
doesnotyet exist. A specification is one thing
the system is another.
If he has never tried it, the user cannot really tell
whether or not he will like it.

Astechnology costs fall and systems become easier
to develop, increasingly it will be feasible to
develop prototypes. The philosophy of prototypes
is one which says, It is worth getting
something up and working, because then we
can get some real live reacti

ons to a real life
system. One can write the system in a very easy langua
ge firstofall. It may notbeefficient,
but at least it gives us some function to play with.
Or you can simulate the system using a
computer-basedtraining software, computer-assisted
instruction and so forth, where again the
user gets a simulation of his system, and you can see
him using it on the job and you can gethis
real reactions.

The fourth approach, the human override one, says that
although we have a feedback, we may
have a control system in our computer system, we do depen
d upon the user not just for data
but also for co-operation. It devolves to the user a measu
re of control
self-pacing and so
forth
which thus allowsa user to override perhaps the speed
of the system or perhaps the
sequence in which he tackles work.
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This is not anarchy, it amountsto a form of increasing the user's responsibility. What mattersis
the user s performance overall, rather than the extent to which he follows the system on a rote
basis. That is something that was discovered in mass production over 30 years ago. | think that
it applies no less to those DP systems that are rather like production systems
on-line order
entry and so forth
where the operator is really like an assembly line worker in many respects.
A final dimension of this arex of change management is manpower planning. Thatis not really

the DP manager's job, it belongs somewhere in personnel. | think that is quite right. But

someone has to feed into that manpower planning function an understanding of what DP will
do to the organisation in the next five to ten years, and whatit is planned to do in the DP
strategy. One thing we do knowis thatit will be very hard to predict what kind of jobs will be
required in the organisation using micros and computer technology ten years hence. An
understanding of that and how to cope with it is something that the DPM has to feed into
manpower planning. It is also neededin the traditional sense within the DP department, where
we need to work at developing the skills and the resources to cope with tomorrow's requirements. In the 1960s our main concern was efficiency. We needed
people with pioneering skills. In the
1970s effectiveness wasthe criterion, the functional effect to users

and systemsanalysis, the ability
to refine function and convert it

into systems, wasthe key.

1960s

1970s

:

In the 1980s acceptancewill be the
r,

1980s

key concern. Will the system not

just work and becost effective, but

Cangenn

Efficiency

Effecti

ecmenes

Acceptance

ell

r

lysi

Systensiauae
User analysis

will people be prepared to haveit?
Weneedto be able to design systems that are not just functionally
effective and adequate, but which

optimise the contribution of all the
to
components, including the human user. We will have to be able to analyse our users
take
to
have
will
we
and
expectations,
their
attitudes,
understand their viewpoints, their
account of those aspects in system design.

cation
In the last few years there has been a quiet revolution within data processing. Communi
There
users.
with
relating
at
now
good
very
are
People
radically.
quite
skills have been improved
do
which
is still the jargon problem and there are some very fundamental communication gaps

es. None the less, there
not come from a skills imbalance, but from more fundamental differenc

bridge that gap. Very
has been an improvement. But on its own it will not be enough to

r or a system is a quite
frequently, what users and we in DP see when we look at a compute

suggest that computer
different thing. The political environment, public discussion and thelike
a help to economic
ion,
technology is seen by ourselves as a saviour of the organisat
ion.
performanceand efficiency, to help to improve the organisat

ahead, DP is seen as a job
Perhaps to many users and also to many users-to-be in the years

in the morning, to find
killer. You come out of stations in the south-east of England at eight
entposter. Increasrecruitm
union
a
is
large posters asking if you have had your chips yet. That
have got to have
We
users.
future
our
ingly those messages are being transmitted to
in perspective
truth
the
get
to
users,
the
all
communication across that gap between DP and
ly and
personal
both
respect,
every
in
systems
and get users to understand the value of DP
corporately.
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This will call for a communications strategy, a systematic approach to creating informed publics

within our organisation, just as an organisation looks outwards to its own publics. In looking
at a communications strategy,
there are three things: one is the
Le
52

question of who our audiencesare;

the second is the questions that we
ought to ask about them;
and the
i
h
third is the messages that we ought

to get across.

Looking at the audiences, | said
that the end user doesnot exist any

more. | have put

users

up there

in the plural to cover the multitude

of users at all levels and in every
function. But there are also employees who mayget to hear from
users about systems, and are of

Communication strategy building
Audiences
Users

Employees

Questions

What should the
know?should

they

What do they

Managers

know?

The Unions

How can webest
get across?

The Board

Messages

ti

Need for corporate strategy

Value of information

User responsibilities

Benefits of DP impacts
Manpower policy

course tomorrow's users, or next
year s users. There are also managers who may make functional decisio
ns about data

Processing or carry responsibility for data processing. They are
also employees. Then there is

the board which hasa keyrole in endorsing and approving investments
and strategies. There
are also the unions, which of course overlap with employees,
some managersand users, but are

a separate force, not least in their interests and the fact that
they are a trans-organisa-

tional body.

Those three questions should apply to all the user groups
. We should ask for each of them:
Whatshould they know? In the ideal world what would they
know about data processing? What
would they understand? What would they accept? What
would their image be of computing
and computing technology?
Then it is worth asking: What do they know? Whatis the pictur
e in their minds? Is it something
that came out of Tomorrow s World or Readers Digest
? \|s it something that came off a
hoarding? Is it something that came by hearsay?
Thirdly, one can ask: How can we best get across the
messagesthat we have got to get across
to create

the right climate in the organisation for DP to be accep
ted and effective?

There are five broad messages that haveto be understood.
The first is the need for a corporate

strategy

the needto take a corporate view rather than a fragm
ented view of this whole area

in other words, the need to manage it centrally with a DP
function.

The second message is that there has to be an understand
ing in the organisation of the value of
information and its worth to the organisation; of the fact
thatit is a resource, that you can
manage it and useit, and thatoften it is under-exploited,
and represents an Opportunity for the
organisation, rather than a cost factor. | think that will
become increasingly easy to do as
expenditurein
this area

grows, because as expenditure grows so the quest
ions of the value rise,
and then one can point to the value of information. So
that message will be highlighted in the
ordinary course of events, but | think that it has to be got across
.

The third message is the responsibility of users: the fact that
although there is a centra

l function
needed, it does not mean that you abdicate or delega
te upwards or inwards all responsibility for

getting value and effectiveness out of DP
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The fourth message is particularly crucial with employees and unions, those two who are not
necessarily direct users but who have a very sharppolitical or personal interest
and that is the

benefits of DP impacts. Some of those| have said are personal. Some are corporate. They may
well keep the organisation in business. | know of at least one case where a databaseis reckoned
to be the key to the current profitability of a company. Without it they simply would not be
profitable. Getting that message across to employees is a key step in getting data processing
impacts accepted.
The last messageis that one has to communicate to the appropriate function, first, the need for
manpower policy; and, having got it established, what it is to the rest of the organisation.

Because trade unions are demanding and are negotiating technology agreements with
organisations in this whole area, to ensure that there is a manpower policy to deal with the
displacements that occur with new DP systems. It is not an area that an organisation can shy

away from, because the absence of a manpower policy, perhaps more than anything else, will
undermine most of the communication that one puts out about computing to an organisation as

a whole. The question always comes up: What does it mean to me? What about my job? What
about my employment security? The only answer is not: Well, you'll be all right. It has to be,
Wein this organisation have a policy for dealing with it.

It has to be something that you can

state, because that question will be asked.

Those are some of the things that one can do to deal with the conditions of success and the
new challenges. If | were to sum it up, | might say that the future DP manager has a very
considerable and bright future, provided that he updates the position guide; if, as George Cox
said, he looks at the role and sees how it might be upgraded, expanded or developed.

The first thing in the position guide is that the future data processing manager swims with the
tide. He acceptsthe reality of a declining power, but an increasing

responsibility and opportunity for
influence. Secondly, he plays the

The Future DP Manager: Position guide

critical mass card which is a very

important trump to play. He lets the
'

users be bricklayers

Fi

Rous pig

. Swimswith the tide

.

. Plays the critical mass card

clocose babncenvers

pared to delegate outwards, give

. Makesusers responsible

out autonomy and makeusers res-

: eae the impacts ah

ponsible, so long as there is central
control and management: He et

ages the impacts

=

a

evelops tomorrow's skills

. Builds a communication strategy

he recognises

that he is in the change business.
He develops tomorrow s skills to

ensure that he can make systems

that are acceptable and viable in

every sense. He builds a communi-

cations strategy so that, as well as today s users, he is also dealing with tomorrow s users and

affect him
the next generation of users, because their attitudes are the onesthat will ultimately
system.
integrated
full-scale,
when he tries to develop a

There are a great many tasks. | think they are what, when | was in IBM, would havebeen called
very
a challenge , which is a euphemism for something you think twice about. It could be a
be
will
rewards
the
that
think
|
but
risk
involves
it
in,
takeit
managers
DP
If
exciting prospect.

very great.
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L. Millard Collins, Manager, Word Processing Education, Office Produc
ts Division, International
Business Machines Corporation, was educated in Texas
public schools and received his

Bachelor and Master Degrees in Business Administration from North
Texas State University.

In 1956 he became Manager, Educational Services, Office Produc
ts Division, in New York City,
and in 1968 was promotedto the position of Manager, Educat
ion Marketing Programme, Office
Products Division. In 1971 he was named Manager,
Word Processing Education. In this
capacity he participates in administrative and systems design
programmes for improving the
efficiency

of business communications. He is responsible
for analysing, researching and
implementing educational programmes for word proces
sing. This programmeis for all levels of
management, supervisors, and secretarial person
nel. He has assisted in developing
Progr

ammes in business, education, and governmental agenci
es.

Hehas participated in many business, government
, and educational conferences as a speaker.
During recent years he has worked closely
with the American Management Association,
chairing a number of seminars.

| was on the committee to name word processing
in 1965, and may| clear the deck quickly by
saying that if | were naming it today | would notca
ll it word processing. | have beentold for
many years that organisation and methods has
to be on the low end of the totem pole, and
listening to your programme this week | would not
wantto leave that impression. | think that
there needs to be a new look at the nerve centr
e outside the data Processing camp with both
groups, the office
systems people, the data processing people
and the administration services

people looking together.

| know that the subject of change is rather like
when | checked in the hotel here, the night
before last, and | asked the young lady at the desk,
Do | register with you , and she said, Not
particularly! | have had about 15 years of that
not particularly put on at me by many
management people, and many groupsin the
office. Most of you realise that in the States we
had
an edgestart on you people in Great Britai
n in word Proce

ssing. Coming, as | did, from
teaching in three schools of business for ten years
, teaching business and English, | felt that we
made a mistakein giving a secretarial-oriented progr
amme to start with, even though they were
very key. In the States that seems to be the large
st shortage of employees today. Where do you
get qualified staff to do the traditional things
that we have thought of in the office, from
answering
the telephone onwards?

| get stung every oncein a while. It is humorous
but it is pitiful. Someone says,

changed the name of your company, Collins?

| say,

No, | don t think so.

Have you

So we have about

decidedit is IBM hold. That is just trying to get
a telephone call through. | feel that if the two
programmes are detached, theyarelike the theatretick
et that Saysthatif the stub is removed, it
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is void. We have got to bring these two together. Early in the game, having six years of

accounting, | discovered a long time ago that an enemy recognised is an enemy half defeated.
Weare half as old in office systems or word processing as the data processing brothers, but|

E

think that we are more than half as good.

|_am going to try to show you what wehave done to clean up what weusedto call

word

processing and what wenowrefer to as office systems , leading into information processing
and looking at the scales that are needed as well as the design of the system. Last, | should like
to show you what we have done in showing to American businessmen (and | had the opportunity to show it to some of your banking people in London when | was herelast February).

The serious problem and the reason
for looking more in depth at every
job in the office is our work force
trends. Most of what the women
were doing in America they no longer have to do. Atthe time that|

Workforce trends
Office costs

finished university, a woman had

Evolution of office systems

Principle requirements

basically four choices: she could

become a nurse, teach school,
work as a secretary, or be a house-

wife. | might add that | feel that

none of those jobs is as secureas it

used to be.

Office costs are soaring. When |
came out of the Air Force at the
end of World War II, the cost of a

single business letter was 76 cents.

Dardenell s new cost, which will be
announced in January, is $6.59 per
letter. | get upset when | hear
someone talk about the cost of running an office as relating to the cost
of the business letter, because the
cost of the letter is just the tip of

Office costs

the iceberg, as you know. In 1965,
however, that was the only yardstick that people were throwing

:
around as a measurementof office

Lopolur

70%

i et
ea

ay)

Supplies

cost. Then we begin to use tech-

nology to relieve some of those
problems, and nearly everyone who
went
equipment
the
bought

was installed, had little regard for the
through cost justification before the equipment
ment, in a change
operator as well as manage
acceptance curve on the part of the user or the

| think there is an evolution in the office. It
that was evolving and known as word processing .
it is essential if we.are to survive.
is a transition. | do not think that it is there yet, but

l Government paper on work study that was
Some of you may have had exposureto our Federa
is spent around the US Federal Governdone about two years ago, where $100billion a year
and it cost $20,000 to do
for a grant of $16,000
ment. It was amazing that one university asked
in the middle ofit. That is not uncommon in
up
gave
they
so
the paper work to get the grant,
fall
office system being applicable to businesseso
many of our business agencies. I think of this
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sizes, whether small, medium or large. There has just got to be a better way to do everything
that we did yesterdayin the office.

It can also be applied to government, business and educational institutions. | know that manyof
you feel that you are running the computer. Many of you are closely associated with that
programmeand you see some changes. | think that it is much better to manage by leadership
than to manage by fear. | do not think that there is anything much to fear. The evolution will
take place. When | use the word principal | am talking about users, whether those people are
executive managers, project managers, or staff that need some type of administrative and

document preparation. Watch me use that word, because| think that we are wrong to continue
to refer to the terms secretary and typing . | use document preparation , and | wish | had
the courage to have written the article, When it comes toprincipal requirements, there are
many more than answering the phone, doing the filing, and what have you. I think that records
management is a vital part of your office systems. Many people are securein their job in the
United States because they do the filing. The four-drawer filing cabinet is duplicated in 15
different areas in the same department. And if the boss does not have confidencein his
secretary, he keeps an additional file in his desk or his console, if they will let him get away
with it.

Your copying is just as important. So wearetalking about the gamut of office systems, rather
than just keyboarding, typing or document preparation. At first we did not look at the administrative tasks atall, but | think that they have to be looked at. So how can we meetthe user's
requirement as it relates to the office system arrangement, which | feel that all of you in this
room will have a part in? The reason that | say that is because weareall in the
information

business.

Many people think that the equipment, the space, and the supplies is whatis breaking our back.

| cannot speak for the UK, but this is a figure from our US Department of Labour that|
believe
to be true: that the most expensive costis in labour, what we pay our people
and our

executives. Rather than trying to make people moreefficient in all areas, you could, in my book,
be very efficient and yet not be too effective. The efficiency expert hasa little problem surviving
in some of these areas. But to make people moreeffective in that labour market should be
the
goal of a well-planned office system.

This is a study which was not done by my company. It was completed in 1978 and shows
the

trend toward a 50% white collar worker population in the US. | am sure that you
people have

some trends toward that. The largest growing group in the work force is in that area, supportin
g
executivesin all types of organisation.

| am sure that many of you will

know the firm of Arthur D. Little.

This is another study where you will
notice that the cost of manage-

ment, staff and supervisory sala-

ries, and addedto that the cost of

what we commonly know assecretarial support to those people you

have about a 93% cost in labour. |
am notsure that | agree with all the
others, but there are some good
things to think about. This is what
their study covered. | am only
reporting the result.

Office costs

Headquarters with 1500 employees

Coststructure
1% es

2% Records management)

4%Teletype and postage
13% Secretarial salaries

80% Management, staff and
supervisorssalaries

When westarted word processing
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we looked at office equipment. We looked at the secretary and management. Today, wefeel

that if you are looking at the components of an office system, you must include your data

processing local records, all of your
clerical administrative people, and

leave no one out, because there

should be no unnecessary jobs if

you do the job right. That means

study techniques, many of which

have not been dreamed up. We

have many times tried to be too
much to too many people. Now |
am free to tell management people
in any organisation, You have to
get totally involved, because you
know more aboutyour organisation
than we will from the systems

c

omponents clanjoftice system
Other

clerical

Communications

3

[set
a

Secretary

Local
Records

Office

Equipment

mode of a manufacturer or a consultant, because you live with it.

You've been there.

rf

If you can get

the communications going with the principals or the users, then you should be able to realise

that communications is the link that will pull the whole thing together.
| am not sure that 3this slide is

labelled the way that it should be,

but | finally gave up and comprom-

ised on it with three or four other

epson makipoicyele

Decisi

ki

bo

people. It is perhaps a decisionmaking cycle, but mostof the infor-

Gather
Information

ences

Evaluate

mation that results in the outer part

Information
Make

of the office or in your computer
room is certainly the result of either

decision
:
Communicate
decision

an enquiry or someone s idea, to
change the manufacturing, the en3
gineering, or some type of research

project, to marketdifferently, or to

Doerea

render a service differently if you

decisioi)

are in government. The bottleneck

starts with the gathering of that
it comes up.
information. That information is evaluated, maybeby differentcriteria, each time
difficult.
be
may
cation
communi
the
The decision is made, and then

in corporate
Most of you probably have some relationship with your corporate office. | worked

York. | saw that division grow
for a while, but | also worked in a division for 20 years, in New

difficult after the
from just a few hundred people to more than 2,000, and it became more
the States. The
in
s
decision was made to get that decision communicated to 200 location
not move until
will
people
document decision: when do wepublish? Isn t it amazing how many
paper?
they get the results of an enquiry in writing on a piece of

in America. They
A few months ago | was asked to speak to the Records Management Group
| did notlike
Office.
s
Paperles
the
and
ion
asked me to speak on Electronic Document Distribut
programme,
your
with
you
help
to
glad
be
I'd
thattitle, so | wrote to the chairman and said,
o that
comest
it
when
ge
challen
our
is
that
| think
but I'd like to talk about useless paper .
decision.

ng, which | have admitted
Let us take a look at where westarted in all of this with word processi
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wasnotthe total concept. Traditionally, it started here with the preparation of that document;

by someone taking management's thoughts and ideas, reaction to an enquiry, and developing a
document that we called information . If we are to avoid duplication we have to look at
information from the time that it comes in. We need to captureit all if you are to have a total

integrated office, even in the next 20 years.
Word processing started with the

text processors, the stand-alone

Wordprocessing

machines and typewriters. | still be-

lieve that there is a place in some of

,

Text processing

your office work for maybe a more

sophisticated typewriter, but do
not overlook it. Just do not put a
Rolls-Roycethere if all you needis
a van.

Typewriter and stand

alone text processors
Custom production

.

System design

Custom and production relates to
design. Much of the work is custo-

Centralization

mised. In the early days we just

yn

poured the sametype of work into
a customised environment we did

Decentralization

for productivity, and many people

promised 20% in six months. Thatis ridiculous when you consider we have had only a 4%
increase in office productivity in the States over a 12-year span, from 1965 through 1977.

So it was unreal. | felt that if we had had respect for the learning curve, an acceptance curve of
5% in 18 months would have been great; maybe 10% the third yeard, and maybe 12%. But
where would you get the 20% increase unless you had everything in line from the time that the
idea hits people or the enquiry is received until the time of management's acceptance? And that
is not always easy to achieve. | have found that many of the staff who support management will

accept the change faster than the end user or the management people affected.

Wehave been talking here about centralised or decentralised operations. | can go back a

number of years and | am not surethatthat issue will ever be settled, but | believe thatin office
systems we have to have both. That does not mean fragmentation, it means planning to

get there.

If you look at data processing, which to you people is a very simplistic approach, there is begin-

ning to be lapse. | have had the opportunity to work with some of Fortune s 500 companies.

The oil companiesare very receptive to this programme in the US, simply because mainly they
are under a consent decree now from the Government and for the last two years they have not
been able to destroy any paper atall. So they are building warehouses to put all this paperin.

Who is going to look at it from the Federal Government? But that is not the question. It has to
be stored, and it has to be retrieved. So microfilm, microfiche, computer runs, office
information

all of these come together. Those things help to bring about a unified front for

the project at hand. The retrieval, manipulation and the advancedtext processing, or ATMS,
which wehave been able to use mosteffectively in a number of companies.

Let us take a look at this functional gap that we have been trying tofill for at least the last three

or four years. | do not believe that we can have workstations out there in that environment that
will do only one thing. It would be a herculean task to manage or to decide what you are going
to do with them. Electronic document distribution is coming. | am not here totell you thatit is
here today, but a number of people have been doing some form of communications asit relates

to mail services and communication internally and externally for quite a while. The host
communications
but then the added things that we can get in records processing, text
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processing andthe text records merge, and wecannotdo that unless we can tap the database.
Forms processing and document facsimile is not new to you people. So back again to the
gathering of information. If we haveit, let us not reinvent the wheel, let us use it.

Some of the administrative staffs occasionally say to me, How do you get management to
accept this? You people realise that your travels may not be as extensive as many of the
management and executives in your own organisation, but | really believe that when Gabriel

blowshis horn 95% of the people at the managementlevel in American business will be in a
meeting. If you people have a kinship for that | would ask you, What do your staffs do when
you are away? | have just finished an extensive paper on how office systems can be the key
opportunity for an organisation as it relates to time management and delegation. We have
talked about delegation for a long time and | am not sure that many of us know howto doit. |

find it difficult to remember that someone maybe able to take careof little task that you enjoy
doing because you have a comfort zone. | have it myself. So you can say to yourself when you

look at all of this, Do we have our management people in each function doing what wehired
them to do? What can we do in a combined mode thatwill give them moreinformation, fresher
information, at less cost and higher productivity, at least eventually?

This will not be new to you, and | will not hit it too hard. We have got to understand the
difference in these two environments, even though they have a lot in common. Word

processing just happens. How many of you havedriven to the office or ridden on the tube, and
you had in mind exactly on a paper or a mental list exactly what you were going to do that day,
and by noon you had done none of it and by 5 o'clock you still had done none of it? Is that true
of you people, or do you get your work all done in eight hours the way you planned? Well, that
is the office for you; that is what happens. Data processing is more structured; and in that
structure they have a lot of information that the rest of us can usein the format that we need

and want.

Centralised and decentralised in the office is remote from the user. | can remember when many
of our people, even in my own organisation, hoped that the computer would never come closer
if you do notlike
than the pay cheque. The impacton the principals and your support people

the term secretaries

is direct. It is indirect. These are changing. | am giving you a historical

decade
difference. | think that those differences get less and less each year. Maybe in another

All
they will not be thereat all. The principal oriented. The job oriented. Selected applications.
the work. We cannotpull away just document preparation, commonly knownas

typing

or

keyboarding , and leave all those other administrative tasks out there, unnoticed. Because

expeditiously than
there may be a way that we can process the records and the files much more

we have been doing.

skilled in
The time required is from immediate to short, the other schedule. Secretary, clerical,

has to change because
data processing. | think that the general training there is changing, and it

data processing,
weare getting more sophistication out there all the time, and rightly so. The
equipment could
the time element. Do not forget that a few years ago most of us selling office
we can do that
walk out of your offices in about 45 minutes, two hours max., and | do not think
t, the
equipmen
the
any longer. If this equipment is going to go, it will take some training on
and
methods
that
procedures and the methodology, and a re-look at our organisation in order
procedures will not be lost.

ion that supported
Most of you know that the old methods, or systems and procedures associat
ment. | wrote an
manage
for
the computer for a number of years, changed its name to systems
| started with
and
,
System
Office
an
article a few years ago on Many Waysto go in Designing

change as it relatesto all
methods change, procedures change, and finally drawing to a systems
yet.
even
,
this. | do not think that it is a bad concept

Specific management
Management general but changing. Remember that theseare historical.
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in your data processing. The reason | did that chart was because | had to. Some of our
customers
rightly so
were asking,
How do you stand with the two camps? What can we
do to begin thinking about it?
Two types of management and

staff positions that weall know.
You cannotdesign an office system
that is identical for both of these.
What you needin your legal department may not be at all what you

need in your marketing department

or in your personnel department. |
think we did not know that for
aboutsix or eight years. | did, and

so did some of the other systems

people. But there was such a quest
for something better than a regular
typewriter, when the magnetic tape

was announced. You havedifferent

Types of managementandstaff position
Management

Project staff

;

Sty

Reactive

Immediate requirementfor
information

Specific timeframe
Research time
Dedicated job

Multiple positions

Fewinterruptions

Frequentinterruptions

requirements of these people. The
sense of urgency hasto be planned in maybe more than just the executive management,
maybe

functional management. But your project staff have more time and fewer interruptions and they
can handle a different type of arrangement to get their work out and meet the
expectations of

management.

The communications, the multi-function information processor. There are a number
of these on
the market. | can share your confusion. | am chairman of CBEMA s office systems
standard,

which is an international group looking at office standards. We need
to, because some of our

terminology is worse than our standards. | made some notesin the last
two days. We have

talked

about

text,

text

communication,

data,

graphics,

OEM,

mechanisation,

office
automation, word processing, data processing, office systems, informat
ion processing,
distributed processing, networking, administrative services, managem
ent services,
communication, records, telecommunications, facsimile, microfilm and
microfiche. | gave up
eventually, because| thought that was sufficient to add to the confusion.
| think we mustput a
fence around this, and this is the way that we see the office system.
Wereally feel that the
future is in getting this information communicated to and from the sources.

At a telecommunication conference, a year ago, in December, in Los
Angeles, a panel of six
indicated that they had a lot of powerin telecommunications, but getting
it transmitted was the
problem, and getting a response from whatis transmitted is another problem.
| believe that.

These are simple steps, but | believe that management has
to understand what the true
concepts of word processing are today
versus a programme that wassecretarially orientedin
1965 to 1970
and structure the system to meet the user's requirements, that
is if you do not

like the word principal . The reason we use principal is that that
term means anyone that
needs support in documents or administrative services; including work
that comes out of your
computer.

Identify local record application. Identify your communications applicat
ion and distribution, and

install the appropriate equipment. After that is done, then we are not hedging in
on technology
first. Your people are the most important resource that you have. Look at
your present
procedures and see what you can do to change them, then buy the equipme
ntthat will enable

you to accomplish your mission. | do not think thatis illogical.

| thought it might be well to define it. This is one that | worked on originally. Eight or
nine years
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ago, we had the word concept
for improving. Finally, | decided that we should change this
and call it a
program . | have slides, if | am presenting to government, for government
communications, or if | am presenting to insurance or banking or education. The more | work
with it, the more | think that effectiveness should be the strong word there.

If we look at the traditional office, every time we put on a new function, a new manager, we
automatically put on a secretary or an administrative person to assist that person. That was not
too bad in the US. | can remember working with students out of the university, where they

would go to work at $85 to $125 a week, but someof them are going to work nowat four, five
or six timesthat figure. Itis a little bit different scheme, right out of high school. | cannottell you
the difference in the qualifications of those people today, and the qualifications of the ones that
we were paying $125 a week previously.

So traditionally we looked at this and that is where westarted: we started where we were. Most
of those people did the administrative tasks and the document preparation, and had no way of
doing either of them too well. Then we came upon the evolution that maybe we should look at

the division of those two tasks. Many people had heart attacks. | wascalled in to the president

of our division, after an article was written on the second page of the New York Times about
eight or nine years ago, saying

Boss and Secretary get Corporate Divorce . My president read

that before | saw it. He called me in and asked, What are we going to do about that? , and |
said, | don t know, | think it s about time. That was not the answerthat my president wanted.

But we did not do anything about trying to answer it, because the more you fight resistance to
change the more you have to explain why you are fighting. This programme has evolved into

what| will show you in design in a few minutes.

The whole idea is job enrichment,

not job enlargement. | often say to

people,

Through delegation and

time management, we can useall

of these people in many jobs other

than what | have here.

| did not

Delegation

Principals

Off load

epenhonccnent

Administration

Assistant

Proof reader
F
Editor

create the people society that | am
experiencing in America, but | am

ae Socal

trying to learn to survive with it. It is
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amazing what people will demand

of
union or non-union
today
management. | guess that | was too
fearful to voice that type of strong

Administration
Correspondence
Secretary

opinion when | started to work, but
today we have a people society and

management has to manage those
are, but | know that they are
people entirely differently. | am not sure what their expectations
do not think that we havelost
different from what most of us expected when we wentto work. |
people strong direction and control
the workethic, | think that we have lost the courage to give
in the job and outof the job.
the activities, and let them know where they stand, both

ement to go outside and do some
This thing got so hairy for us that we persuaded our manag
Welooked at the volume of typing
office.
atthe
ked
research. Here is where westarted. Weloo
solution, believe it or not, was
the
And
speed.
the
and the application, the cost, the function,
1971 or 1972, and the questionsjust
the type of equipment. Weran on that from 1965 to about
m access, and you cannot do
rando
at
ment
equip
were not answered because we placed that
, it became something else, with the
that. It was no longer a $500 or $700 typewriter station

future beginning to look asif it would be even more.
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So we persuaded them that we should look at both sides
and thatis what| mean about the
word typing , because too many people think that a typist is a copyist, emulating what has
already been done with just a few
editorial changes. | believe that a
WPStudy
good person on a keyboard in document preparation has to be crea-

t

tive and think through the project.

Typing

Many of those people would rather

Volume/Application/Cost

work on that side of the housein

that responsibility than come over

Function/Speed/Cost

and work in the administrative side,
where they meetthe principal each

1

day. It is amazing. We have never

Solution

surveyed, through interviewing and
talking with people, which type of
workthey would like best. We have

Type of equipment
Amountof equipment
Bonifite

had no difficulty in finding people

$

who prefer to work in document

capacity

preparation, whether it is in a cluster or in a centre.

So from our researches, we started

saying,
How do wedesign this
system in the office? What is the

amount of equipment you need?

What is the dollar saving? What

about the principals support? So
for a little over two years there were

WP Study

I
Typing

Pa

mpplieaticnscost

Function/Speed/Cost

four or five of us who had an
opportunity to sit with these people
occasionally, but we did not overinstruct them. There was no need

~

to pay them to do research if we

Solution
Syeemeccan
:

Administrative
Principle needs

x

Amountof equipment

were going to tell them what they
should find before they started,
which is often what happens.

Benefits
~$savings
= Principle support

Two men at Columbia University, in New York City, looked at people. Dr
Shepanus at John
Hopkins University, looked at work in the office and how wedivide that work;
how wedivide up

the work, how weanalyse the work; and with the idea,

Does work in the office have the same

value? Obviously it does not, but it was very helpful to have him come
back after two years of
looking at the real world, in the office itself. Two men from Cornell looked
at what type of
organisational structure you have to have in order to have a system function
in the wayit
should. Rather than fragmenting our new concept, let us see what we can do to
integrate it and
build it into something that managementwill accept and the people particip
ating will accept,
without walking out.
| had at that time worked with about15 large union shops. If they had a union they
did not want
to disturb it, and if they did not have a union they did not want to get a union.
So it just became
evident through this research
which wasvery helpful on the people side
that if you want to
you can design any change you wantwithoutbringing in the union or the personnel
people, but

it is not wise to do it. | am a great insister today that the personnel people that are going to
classify these jobs, or to taketheir classifications and make something of them in pay scales
and

opportunities, have to understand what you are doing in your office systems.
That is true in
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data processing also. Because whatthey are not up on, they are down on; they are against any

change if they do not understand it. That is true of the union people as well as personnel.
Team A, the people team, looked at
skills, aptitudes and perceptions,

how people perceive their roles.
What are the expectations of these
people? Do they want out, or do
they want an opportunity to go up,

or do they want to sit where they
are and take their average advance-

ment in pay, if not in title or opportunity? The work people, who does
what,

what

is

important

in

the

office, what is being done versus

what should be done, which I think
is a very key question. Then team

C, design for combining people and
work. How do you match them?

\

f

TeamA

Team B

Team C

Aptitudes

Whatis important

people and tasks

Skills

Perceptions

E%Pectations

Who does what

Whatis being done

v. what should be

Design for matching

ene

How do you get them together? Whattype of organisation will they have an opportunity to be
represented in? How do you get those people to move from being dedicated to you and me as

support people, to working notfor individuals but for the organisation? That is quite a change.
The best method of effecting that change.

On the side over here we had a group ofindustrial engineers and psychologists that went out
and looked at 34 installations, some of which were doing very well. Some were limping anda

few had even decidedto go back to the traditional mode. Thisall took place from about 1973 to
late 1976. It was very interesting and helpful. | wish we could have had this when westarted

in 1965.

It might surprise you when | give

you the conclusions of those three
groupsof researchers that no single
system design will meet every func-

tion in every organisation. Remem-

Conclusions

ber, that basically that is what we
had for about six or seven years.

ingl
ti
eel
SOSee

Success depends upon the proper

Success dependent on profit match

match of that work to the needs of

the people. Having an understanding of that work through people in-

ternally

getting

involved,

Understanding dictates design

right

Pertains to all work

down to your clerical and secreta-

rial staff as well as functional
heads, forcing the user to understand what you are trying to get
better. It dictates the
him to do, rather than imposing it upon him, that worked for us much
design. It pertains to all the work and not just to document preparation.

productivity when very
So our researchers came out and said, You have gone out to improve
out with the same
gone
have
You
it.
few people understand it and certainly can t define
brought back to
they
that
profile
on
modes. | am going to show you twopolls, one a producti
modify producto
ability
the
gaveus
they
us, and the other a custom profile. Remember that
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tion and custom. That got us out of the big syndrome of the large centre, with 10 or 15
keyboards. Webuilt a counterin the early stages. Wesaid,
None of you management people

talk with

anyone

because we're

headed for 15% more in producti-

vity.

It did not work, but that is

what we did. There is nothing

magic about a big centre on the

seventh floor of a ten-floor building
and saying to me, Collins, if you

want your work done you'll use
that centre. Sometimesit is incon-

ProductionProfile

Recurring

Predictable

Similar languages
Familiar decisions

Support work

found out about it.

Explicit instructions

If the work is recurring and you

have few alternants, and it is pre-

dictable, similar language and familiar decisions, you can really expect

Support work

Few alternatives to consider

venient. It is non-responsive and it

is also a lot of other things that we

Custom Profile

Principal work

Non-recurring

Simple minimum re-work

Output quality matches

Routine turnaround

Unpredictable

Diverse languages
Diverse decisions

Recurring

Principals instructions

Non-recurring

Many alternatives to consider

Ambiguous instructions
Complex heavy rework

Output quality matches
Principals intent

Responsive turnaround

and whatweare finding in the States is that there is more customised work and the need for
it, than there is work that lends itself to high productivity. But if you have that type of
environment you can design to it.

Over on the otherside, it is non-recurring, few alternants, unpredictable, diverse
language and
novel decisions. Naturally then your support staff have to have some of those
characteristics if
you are to survive. Recurring and explicit instructions. That is a hard one to
get managementto
do. Simple minimum rework. But if they understand that you are headedf
or productivity, and

they want it in two hours, four hours, eight hours or two days, or
(if it is a long project) in a
week, then they have to understand that they have to give moreexpl
icit instructions. It is costly.

You cannotjust say that because | haveit stored (even on shared logic
or any other way) that |

will be able to get as many revisions as | want. | am confident that
you cannothavesix revisions

on some of these documents and survive.

| have spent 20yearsin a division which is not that different. | usedto think
that by the time 15
people had changed it, touchedit, smelled it
| wish we had not even thought of getting it out,
and sometimes wedid notgetit out. Have you ever had that experience?
It bogs down. Thatis
the real world. | am well into recognising it because you cannot design
for higher productivity
and then have some supervisor or manager measured on the lack of
it if the work does not lend
itself to it. Output quality matches that principal s or manager
's intent, or that. staff
person s intent.
Turnaround may vary. If you can live with four hours in a production job,
or eight hours, or a

week on some projects. Many of our people are beginning to separat
e the routine work from the
project work. | think that is a good separation. Then you can measur
e how many forms and how

many letters. You can measure how many technical papers or rough
drafts become finished
manuscripts a monthlater. It makes a big difference in the waythat
we approach it. Response
time on the custom side, maybe 15 minutes. Your procedures than have
to match. They require
rework in the custom. Input errors are corrected because you
are paying management to do

things other than the proof reading. If you want high productivity you
have to depend on
management or their systemsoutthere in the administrative mode to give you
some help on it.
Set priorities in production have to befirstin, first out. Set priorities, very
flexible schedule on
the other side of the house.
| want to move downto the interaction. | watched that word
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minimum

downin interaction

and vital on the other side; becauseif | have a 10-page or a 20-page document that has any of
myidiosyncrasies in it
in formatting or whatever
it is much better if | can talk with the
supervisor or the person who is going to do it at the time that he gets ready to do it than if |
despatch it to a cluster or a centre and hope that it comes back the way | wantit. So | believe

that those people have to be treated as if they are part of the organisation, and | do not
undersell. So
minimum
maybe, but it could be more than minimum. It is vital over here where

theyare right in there, working with the management.

Maximum use of the equipment and moderate use of the equipment. That does not mean that
you would not have any sophisticated equipment in the customised zone or profile, but if you

put something sophisticated there and it is used only three hours a day you will know why, and
no one will hang you because you have more power there than you need. Usually if you manage
it right you will find more use of it when you put it in and build a programme even in a
customised environment. The supervisor to improvethat secretarial efficiency, and on the other
side to improve the principal s effectiveness. | am sure that measurements will become more
sophisticated in time.

Treat department A and department B asif they werealike, and man them about the same,

even to the same amount of administrative work and document preparation work in each of
those functions.
Whenwestarted pulling away document preparation or the typing, we left secretaries out here
with typewriters in many instances, and created a pecking order which your human factors or
with
personnel people could never understand: that you had to be smarter to be out there
beginners
the
take
to
had
management than if you were overhere in the centre. The supervisors
said to me,
overhere. It was very much akin to the old secretarial pool. Many people atthis time

you've
Collins, you people have createda glorified secretarial pool. The only difference is that
typewriters
left
we
becauseif
true,
was
added potted plants and carpeting. . Sometimes that
the document
out there my work is too confidential in departments A, B and C to send into
ridiculous.
bit
a
is
which
elbow,
preparation centre; it has to be done at my

in B, and a production
If you had a customised environment in A, and a modified custom
need your document
you
If
them.
of
each
for
tly
differen
environmentin C, then you staffed
in a cluster rather than ina
preparation and administrative tasks handled near, to be handled
custom, put it there. If you do not
centre; if you need some keyboarding ability in the modified
processing production centre. You
need anyin the production environment send it to your word
by managing and supervising toit.
can also from the custom peel off anything over 10 pages,

to pull away from management
Then you havegot to offload. We have got to train those people
order to get them out of the
in
do,
everything that they can do better than most people can

them to do.
comfort zone, to get them doing what the organisation hired

ge is acceptance on both sides of the
| think thatit will evolve again. The way that it will conver

your other speakers, and your
house. We could very easily fragment. | have beenlistening to
ina combinedeffort. Three
challenge is notto let it become fragmented butto bring it together
briefings in Dallas last year to
years ago the DP staffs would not talk with us, but we did 89
from the data processing
Fortune s 500 companies, and 30% to 40% of those people were
together we have a lot in common.
camp. | welcome it, because when we sit down and talk

minutes.
That is what this presentation will try to show ina few

similarity is that we areall
Understand data processing/word processing similarities. The
realise the potential of an
and
forces,
handling some type of information. Discuss the driving
ess of the concern that
awaren
an
p
develo
integrated information system. Certainly you must
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everyone has for getting that information done economically and, where possible, in a
production mode, a higher productivity rate. How and whereto start is very significant. The
system approach hasto bethe one to gofor.

The elements of a word processing system in my book. Theseare notall of them, but to whet
the appetite they are very similar. Input. Processing throughput. Output storage. Distribution.
Documentation. Communications, and anything else you want to add.

The input is a little different, but it has to be compatible with the processing. Let us take a look
at word processing. Longhand/shorthand/machine dictation. In 1960, when we went into that
business, the market was about 25% sold, and the non-use factor was 75%. My latest
calculation of a few industries showsthat percentage still holds. But the longhand
you want
keyboards where people can type 100 words a minute, can store and fast communicate at so
many bits. And then you have longhand going in, where they decipher a keyboard at six words

a minute in many instances. | am sure that does not happenin any British company.
| am sure

that all of you write very plainly.

Chairman of the Board, the president, and the executive vice-president. They have
to begin to

think aboutthis in a different mode from you people, who realise much ofit already.

You remember that| said that in 1964 westarted with the tape, and that is the rundown. Shared

logic is in the word processing camp today. Some of the minicomputers are.
Data processing

programmes. | heard a man from a data processing unit that has the office systems and
data
processing of a major hospital speak at a conference, about a month ago. He said,
You people
in your word processing office systems be sure and talk with the data processing
manager. If
he s as nice as | am, he'll be glad to talk with you. That expresses myfeeling that
we have no
choice but to get together.

The challenge is there. The technologyis therefor it to evolve. It will take longer
than a four-day
weekend to get there.
It is amazing if you sit down and take a look atit. | think that the word
processing side of the
house needsto understand this just the same as data processing and
top management.

Take a look at the data processing. It is very similar.

Here is one that Exxon did in 1975.
A documentspends 74% ofits time
in the mail, 21% in the in/out bas-

Documenttime cycle

ket. The two time spans revealed
by this survey have to be shor-

Origination 1%
Typing 2%

Copying 1%

tened. The origination is 1%; keyboarding is 3%; copying is 1%.

In/out

basket 22%

Notice there is not a complete take-

over on either side, it is the merging
of the commonalities and similarities that need to be expanded.

Mail 74%

| think of word processing as your
information base. Certainly you
have procedures, and the security
of that information has to be considered.

Take a look at the data processing and the database management. | had call from a
large
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company last week, and the head ofdata processing said, All of a sudden | realise that you are
chairman of the standards committee. Are you doing anything on what wecould do to standardise to get to the communication network that we want to have in our multiple locations by
1985 to 1990? We know whereweare in data processing, but we have 12 different suppliers
bringing in word processing from stand-alone units to shared logic and just about everything
else. . That is a good question and | am notsure that | should answerit, but | asked, Who is

doing the procurement ofall of your equipmentif you want a future match? . That is important.
That does not mean that | would giveit totally to the director or the manager of administrative

services, but | would have representations from whatever your office staff is. If you haveall of
it, fine. Then you need a group of users and people who are going to be using the equipment, to

help you put it together as to what they need. They overlap, nothing is pure. You people are
handling a lot of information, but you have a database there that has certainly grownsizable,

and lot of it needs to be used to support the general, day-to-day information that weareall
using and needing.

Four stages. You gotthe six stages today. Maybe | will have to update mine. | am notsurethat|
will. This is a different rendition of the same report that Mr Robinson gave you earlier. | have
lived through the four stages in word processing. | have got all the bruises to show for it,
because | was manager of word processing and customer education, which wasthe installation
of the first word processing machines in the States nationally, with about 350 in the field
helping me.

a
We automated manual operations and wetried to place an MTST, Mod 2 at $175 a month,
the
you
into
drilled
es
thosepric
get
you
when
Mod 4 at $225 a month. | am not in marketing, but
we had been
way that | did from my management, | do not forget them; because remember

could
spending 45 minutes to two hours on a typewriter installation. Dictation equipment, if we

because | had
get people tosit still long enough, maybe an hour or two hours. It was notlong,
that
delivery
and
on
preparati
ion,
organisat
on
based
written a course for dictation users
two
another
of
weeks
six
within
that
on
training
back-up
a
took a minimum of 10 hours, with
and
g
processin
n
applicatio
them,
placing
Randomly
things.
of
hours. So wegotintoall kinds
centres
here, larger typing
cost savings. Stand-alone device. Then the power typing expansion
in to users, closer
Forced
play.
y
Broadwa
the
like
s,
promise
,
for production. Promises
supervision.

we began to go into our research
Stage 3, addressing that administrative support. That is when
and production in design,
custom
and take a look atit, in late 1973. User oriented with the

distribution, introduction to
rather designing everything in the same way. Records processing,
turer who was leading
manufac
only
the
not
EED, higher function equipment. Wecertainly were
rd manufacturers. |
keyboa
t
differen
80
there
to that. | have a lot of sympathy with the user
dy else up, as we
everybo
add
you
If
70-odd.
some
understand that you people in the UK have
d 105different
counte
we
turers,
manufac
and
users
did recently in the standards meeting with
notincluding
am
|
mode.
s
system
office
the
just
in
ing
manufacturers that are offering someth
data processing, just the office systems mode.

n a takeover. | think that you have
The fourth stage is where weare now. Notice that | do notpla
erstood, in case your embassy might be
to be sure in today s world that you are not misund
what| would like to see. Expanded
closed. But you have got to watch here. This interaction is

Expansion of electronic document
communications capability. Distributed information.
. Component parts as harddevices
on
distribution for code and non-coded. Multi-functi

ware/software in the systems design.

| do not know whatit will be yet. But|
| do not plan to carry this into the fifth stage, because
ss requirements, technology and
think this is reachable. The driving forces. Busine
ofit.
ofall
communications. Communications still at the core
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SESSION L

CONFERENCE
CONCLUSION
David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

It falls to me on this occasion to close the conference. | will not attempt a detailed summary of
each of the sessions presented, but rather attempt to put what we have heardin the last two
days into some kind of context and draw out some of the major lessons which might have

emerged during the course of the two days. | want to touch on a number of specific points
which | think are of significance and concern, and then try to draw out a single major lesson

which | think is of importance.

First, listening to many of the papers during the two days, | was struck with a recollection of a
passage from a book that | have been reading recently. It is called Good as Gold and is by the
world s greatestliving novelist, Joseph Heller. It comes from a chapter of the book headed All
change is for the worse . It reads as follows:

Gold never doubted that racial discrimination was atrocious, unjust, and despicably cruel
and degrading, but he knewin his heart that he much preferred it the old way when
he was
safe. Things were much better for him when they had been much worse. It was a fact,
one

that did not touch on the virtue of the situation, but a fact none the less, that
many people

like himself who had worked and argued for the annihilation of racial prejudice would
be

those who would be least inconvenienced when they succeeded. Gold himself
lived in a

building with a doorman and negroes were not numerous in places he went
to for the
summer. If they had been, he would have gone somewhereelse. When he came
to realise
this, he realised also that he was not just a liar but a hypocrite; a liar he always
knew he
had been.

All change is for the worse.

Wehave spent two days talking about the changing role of manage
ment services, but the

question was not asked whether managementservices hasa future. Perhaps
with hindsight it
might have been better if we had considered that question tight at the
beginning of the

conference, or is perhaps managementservices as we now knowit going
to disappear entirely?

A phrase that came up time and time again during the conference wasthe expectat
ion of the

users and howit is managed. Perhaps there was a major lesson in the conferenc
efor us there. It

is a phrase that is quite popular now in the United States
expectation management . That
is, the leading of people not to expect more than you really know that you can deliver.
| am sure
that there is a lesson there for managementservices function.
Let me give you an example. Wetalk about the backlog of applications in many installa
tions
right now, and wesay that we have 50 man years backlog, or that the projects
which are
currently awaiting implementation amount to 60 man years ofeffort. The implicit message
to

the user there is that these projects are, sooneror later, going to be implemented.
| wonder how
often this is not true, that we know in our heart that many of those projects will
never be
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implemented. It is a bad piece of expectation managementto give people the impression that
they will be.

Wealso heard a lot during the course of the conference about attempts to involve the users
much more in the process of system design, and totry to find ways of showing systemsto the
user before they were delivered for operational use. The research that we have been doing
recently suggests that there is a big future for what one mightcall prototype systems, systems
that can be knocked up very quickly for the user to look at, to test drive as it were; and then find

out whetherthat is what he wants; react; find it is not what he wants; try again; and keep going
until you get something that resembles what he wants, and implementthat. In fact one of our

a
clients has set up quite deliberately, in an attempt to move in this direction, what theycall
systems
delivers
quick and dirty department ; a department that cuts all the corners, that

which are not documented and which cannot be maintained, to serve a specific function for a
very limited period of time. When | recommended to another of our clients that they might
consider doing the same thing they said, All our systems are like that! What we might consider
is setting up a slow and clean department!

the managementservices
| was also struck by another point, which is the role and outlook of
es at the heart of some
casesli
many
in
think
that|
on
confusi
director himself. By a fundamental

sm thatit is possible
of our soul searching on these questions, do you know the harshest critici
staff? That he is
senior
his
of
any
indeed
or
director,
services
ment
to bring against a manage
it was repeated time
technically fascinated . That is the harshest thing that you can say, and

technology. | think that is wrong. |
and time again from this rostrum: do not get absorbed in the
to be deeply into the technology; but
think that people working in management services ought
level.
they ought to bein it at a strategic level, not at a detailed

| was always impressed by how
A few years ago, when | started to go regularly to the USA,
technology but at the same time
many managers there were there who knew a lot about the
growing the same breed of managers
were very good business managers. | think that we are

t in technical matters is at the strategic
here in Europe now. | think that as long as our interes
entation, but

ned with details of implem
level, it is good, worthy and necessary not to be concer
very important.
to understand the strategy of the technologyis

bytelling you a little story about one of our
| should like to introduce my final, detailed point
outside partner in Butler Cox and Partners
colleagues who is not here today. He is our only
Samuel. Hamish

Hamish Donaldson

Hill
who is also the management services director of

training course which he had organised. The
invented a game which he had people play ona
to
putting them in plastic bags, handing them out
game consisted of taking pieces of a jigsaw,
one thing

to complete the jigsaw. There was
syndicates on the training course, and asking them
in
ates except one had their pieces of jigsaw
that he knew that they did not: all of the syndic
ate.
syndic
the
rof
bag given to each membe
random sequence, just put in the bags, and one
following way: the jigsaw was completed;
the
in
them
to
given
One syndicate had their bags
individual;

pieces, put into a bag and given to one
one part of it was taken away, broken up into
to them ina
one syndicate had their part of the problem handed

and another part the same. So
se each of them puts his pieces on the table,
highly structured way. They finished first, becau
problem is fitting the pieces
a part of the picture, and then their only
realises that it makes
having the
emen, you understand the importance of
together. So Hamish says, Now, gentl
fashion.
problem presented to you in a structured

technique, it did not work. The people who had
But on the last occasion that Hamish used this
Hamish
lete the process as anybody else. When
the favoured bags took just as long to comp
em
probl
the
see
to
ed
want
we
Well, we decided
said to them, Why did you do it? they said,
had
s.
as a whole, so we mixed up all our piece
e.
ntag
destroyed their unfair adva
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A systematic approach to the problem

Again and again the term integrated systems was used, as though our desire for integration
meant having everything part of a large, monolithic system, with all the pieces of the jigsaw
throwninto one pool. | just wonder whether in fact genuine integration is not more attainable
through the use of small systems in a coherent network than by having everything in onelarge,
monolithic system. What| am trying to say is: is a plate of spaghetti integrated, or is it just a
muddle? If we really thought about what we mean byintegration we might find that integration
is easier to achieve with a network of small computers than with one large one.

Let me progress now to myoverall view of the conference. | want to say something now which
initially may sound like rudeness to our speakers and disloyalty to my colleagues. | want to say
that, personally, | found the conference disappointing. If you compare this conference with the
one that we held a few months ago at the Rye Town Hilton, in New York, | found it a
disappointing one. | wasa little bit at a loss to think why | was disappointed. It certainly was not

because of the quality of the individual speakers. | felt that all the sessions were good, except
perhaps one or two, which is in my view par for the course. Some were really outstanding.

It coalesced in my mind that after the Rye Town Hilton conference | had the feeling that synergy
had taken place; that the whole of that conference was much morethan the sum of the parts.
|
have a feeling that at this conference negative synergy has taken place; that the whole has
been
somewhat less than the sum ofthe parts. If |am right, | should like to explore with you
why that
might be so.

It seems to me that we ought to concern ourselves with three things as far as
the current
situation of the management ser-

vices department is concerned.
First, the scale of the opportunity

open to the management services

department. Second, the scope of
this conference, the subjectsthatit
has embraced. Thirdly, appropriate

Scale of opportunity

actions stemming from an under-

standing of the opportunity and an
examination of the subjects of the
conference. If we get all those
things right, weare in a position to
benefit greatly.

Scopeof conference
Appropriate actions

Thereis a linkage between the scale
of the opportunity and the scope of
the conference. Did the scope of
the conference match up tothe scale of the Opportunity? | would
say not quite, but fairly nearly.

Whatappropriate actions would stem from the scope of the conference?
Forgive meif | say not

all that many. It is not clear to me what you people should
go back to your offices and do
differently than you would have done before. If you look at the
big link between the scale of

opportunity and the appropriate action, then | see almost a complet
e vacuum. The scale of the

opportunity, in my view, is absolutely staggering. We havea situatio
n where weall agree that
the price of the technology is tumbling; the price of the people is
increasing. We are nowfinding
it relatively easy to implement systems compared with the past. Our
bosses are aware of whatis

possible and are asking for more and more, and weare sitting around
here, discussing in the
main how awfully difficult everything has been in the past.

If we carry on
and | am talking not just about the people in this room but everybo
dy
concerned with information systems
with this obsession with the past and how difficult
everything has been, at a point in our history when everything is changing
in our favour, then
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| promise you that wewill be swept away by the tide of history. A new generation of managers
is coming into businesses now with, as somebodysaid to me, terminals undertheir arms, saying
Where do | plug these in? Unless we can find a way to bring service to managerslike that, |
fear that history will sweep us away.

What is the appropriate action that we should consider when weleavethis conference? Let me
nominate to you some of the sacred cowsthat| think we ought to be prepared to lead, blinking,
out of the barn, into the sunlight, and see whether or not they deserve slaughtering.

Weall agree that we do not want a revolution in information systems. As usual, when weall
We can t change our systems quickly
agree on something, it is highly suspect. We all say,
away. |
because we've spent too much money on creating them and we can t throw them

money on
worked out what it would mean to an individual if he had spent as much of his

year would have
systems as most of your companies have. An individual earning £15,000 a
a week, he had
£6
those
for
If,
years.
spent about £6 a week on systems for the past few

like to build
produced lot of systems that he decided that he did not particularly like and would

a week, he would not
new ones, then | suspect that, earning £15,000 a year and spending £6

could. Yet we
have much hesitation in writing off that investment as fast as he conveniently
in the
systems
on
much
too
far
spent
have
we
that
persist with the belief and the conviction
past quickly to write them off.

when wewere thinking about our first
May | ask you to cast your minds back to the early 1960s

parts ordering systems. | can
teleprocessing systems. The first sales order entry; the first
If you want

100 pagesthick, saying,
remember submitting a proposal to a client that was about
will be advancing the cause of human
to implement this sales order processing system, you
knowledge by carrying out a
They were going to advance the cause of human
knowledge.
of CICS and all the rest. It
days
the
sales order teleprocessing application. This was before
now and

but we do it every month
required a great deal of courage to do that in those days,
obstacle to creating new systems
al
princip
think nothing ofit. | just wonder whether in fact the
o do it.
ncet
confide
the
nowto replace the ones that we have is not just

conclusions; my variant on Gresham's Law that
Let me offer, for what they are worth, my own
the
we are in danger that the bad experiences of
the bad drives out the good is that perhaps

past are driving out the good possibilities for the future. Maybe weare
in a situation where we are all so
obsessed with the difficulties of the
past that we do not recognise the
fundamental change, both in our

Conclusions

current situation and in the possi-

Butler's variant on Gresham's law

bilities for the future. If that is true,
unless we can decontaminate ourselves fast a generation of mana-

The dangersof daringtoolittle

The indispensable albatross
A platform forthe future

gers will come along that did not

have that traumatic experience in
the past and who are too ignorant
to fail.

Secondly, it seems to me that we

are in a situation where weare facutionary
always talk about the dangers of a revol
ing the dangers of daring too little. We
to
seems
It
down.
come
they
the air and seeing where
approach, of throwingall the pieces up in
are
users
end
that
and
,
users
to sell direct to end
me that, given that manufacturers are trying
say
to
ready
too
being
of
ve,
rvati
f being too conse
having their appetites whetted, the dangerso
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That didn t work last time we tried it and we re not preparedtotry it again
estimated.

are being under-

Thirdly, the indispensable (or /s it indispensable?) albatross that we wear around our neck in the

shape of last year s systems, or the last generation of systems. We had the mostvivid illustration

of that at this conferencein the last speaker, Mil Collins. | believe
and I said this to Mil the other
day and | saw an expression of horror pass across his face
that if it were not for the data
processing division of IBM, the office processing division of IBM could offer us the kind of

networksthat we need very soon. They cannot becausethey have this commitment to things like
SNA, which they cannotjust jettison. However, thatis their problem. | wonder, when the pleasant
fellow said to the Ancient Mariner, Let metake that albatross off your neck so that you can livea
normal life again , whether the Ancient Mariner said, Ah, but what are you going to put in its
place? | doubtif he did. The evidence coming to us from our clientsis thatit is possible to replace
existing systems very fast, very efficiently, and at a fraction of the prior cost.

If itis, and if those three conclusions are anything like valid, then | suggest that by adopting a
rather more aggressive approach to the problems which wehavediscussedin the past couple of

days, we might create a platform for the future which is more solid and more promising
than that

which wecurrently enjoy.

Let me leave you with an example which illustrates perhaps what | am talking about.

A few years ago | sent one of our consultants off to the United States to see what was happeni
ng
in the field of distributed processing. He toured around all the normal installations in the USA,
in all

the major centres; and, to be honest, it wasall fairly humdrum, everybody doing the
same kind of

thing, the usual confusion of tenses:

We have implemented such and such a system next year.

Then one day, he found himself visiting a medium size wholesaling company, out in the middle
of
North Carolina. Somebody had told him that something interesting was going on in this place.
He

went in and he saw the most amazing system that he could possibly have
imagined. | will not

describeit to you becauseit is a little bit old hat now, but at that time it was a revolutio
nary system
of minicomputers, all talking to each other, load sharing, message switching
you name it, they

were doing it, and all under pretty good control. | invited the manager ofthat
installation to come

across to Europe, in 1968, and he gave a presentation which was absolutely spellbindi
ng to a
European audience. The first question that he was asked afterwards was, How
did you come to
implement such an advanced system? He flicked back through his slides and pointed
to where he
was, geographically, in the United States, which was a long way from any real centre
of expertise.
He said, We were so dumb and soignorant that nobodytold us it was impossible.
| wonder

whether we do not need some more dumb, ignorant people doing things that
the rest ofus all

assume to have been impossible.

In the sensethat | said that | found this conferencea little disappointing, it is that sense
that | feel

weare all somewhat over-cautious, Over-conservative, over-protective of
what we have, not

prepared to run the risks to realise the real potential of information systems
in an era of high
inflation, scarce resources, pressure on revenues and margins, which | thinkis
there to be realised.

However, let me sayit before you say it: |am just an adviser and you actually have
to do it. But for

whatit is worth, that is my assessment of the somewhat muted responsea
t this conference.

| should like to thank all our speakersfor their contribution to this conference.
| should like to thank

the hotel management and staff. Once they got their act together and really began to
operate, |
think they did us reasonably well. | hope that we shall see as many of you as possible
at our next
management conferencefor which, as | said earlier, we are obliged to ask you to make
the tiring
and arduous journey to Venice. | should like to thank you, on behalf ofall the speakers, for
your
attention, your questions and comments. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very
much.
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